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ABSTRACT
An Exploratory Study of the Effectiveness of
the Affective-Based Creative Arts Curriculum
May 1981
Linda Edwards Greene
B.S., Pembroke State University
M.Ed., University of Massachusetts
Ed.D., University of Massachusetts
Directed by: Norma Jean Anderson, Ed.D.
The aim of this dissertation was to develop, implement, and evaluate
a mode of teacher training in the creative arts known as the Affecti ve-
Based Creative Arts Curriculum .
An examination of the literature in the field of creative arts
education revealed that experiences in the creative arts enhance both
affective and cognitive development. Research into teacher training
practices revealed a trend away from traditional approaches that place
heavy emphasis on cognitive learning and toward teacher training programs
that systematically provide for affective learning as well. The emphasis
in these affective curricula is on experiential learning. Research
into the effectiveness of teacher training programs suggests the appro-
priateness of this trend.
There is an increasing awareness in education that the development
of instructional approaches which integrate the student's affect and
unique personal experiences with the subject matter at hand can increase
student involvement, interest and learning. Training students through
educational practices that fail to address these issues is to deprive
students of a totally enriched education. In this case, the affective
nature of the creative arts may be the common denominator. Creative
arts education, which is intrinsically related to the affective domain,
can provide the means for systematically developing the total learning
potential of the student, including affective learning.
The Affective-Based Creative Arts Curriculum mode of teacher
training has four major characteristics or features: (1) the approach
is uniquely geared to the affective domain; (2) the approach is
efficient in that it provides for the acquisition of skills in the
creative arts; (3) the approach is both humanistic and systematic;
and (4) an atmosphere of acceptance provides the basis for self-
exploration and confidence building.
The Affective-Based Creative Arts Curriculum was used at the
University of Massachusetts at Amherst during the Fall of 1980.
Thirty Early Childhood Education preservice teachers participated in
a semester long course entitled "Creative Arts for Young Children."
A variety of instruments were developed to conduct a formative
evaluation of the training curriculum. Evaluation of the training
model consisted of a series of instruments specifically designed to
measure the extent to which training objectives were achieved. These
instruments were also designed to collect data on the strengths and
weaknesses of the curriculum.
The results of the study indicated that students achieved a
high level of mastery on both knowledge and affective objectives.
The student '^s evaluations of the course suggested that the focus on
affective development touched a responsive chord. Students emerged
from the learning experience feeling confident and having the skills
required to teach creative arts in learning situations with children.
The development of clear and precise objectives, expressed in
behavioral terms, seems essential when implementing an affective-based
curriculum. This study represents a step toward this end.
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CHAPTER I
INTRODUCTION
The purpose of this study was to develop, implement, and evaluate
Affective-Based Creative Arts Curriculum training model. The intro-
duction will focus on a discussion of current trends in creative arts
education and their relationship to teacher training, preparing the reader
for a mode of teacher training developed by the author. The main body
of the study examined the effects of such a mode of teacher training.
Theoretical Background
Creative arts education has undergone many transformations of emphasis
since art was first taught. Multitudes of children have grown up without
knowing the pleasures that the arts can offer them. In recent years efforts
have been made to "transform arts education, with its emphasis in product
and performance in visual arts, music, and drama for the talented few, to
aesthetic education involving all students in all the art forms" (Robiner,
1980, p. 547).
Today, another transformation is also taking place. Current interest
in teaching the 'whole' child (Brown, 1971) and in teaching the child as
artist (Brittain, 1979) have provided varied viewpoints on the relative
importance of the specific means and ends in creative arts education. In
general, those who are involved in education and psychology are becoming
increasingly aware that experiences with creative arts nurtures the devel-
opment of both cognitive and affective elements in group and individual
1
learning.
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Definition of Terms
In the interest of clarity and readability, the following terms
will be defined for use in this study.
Affective
,
refers to the feeling or emotional aspect of experiencing
and learning—wishes, desires, joys, fears, concerns, values, and attitudes.
Cognitive , refers to the activity of the mind in knowing an object
or concept, to intellectual functioning—ideas
,
processes, knowledge,
skills.
Emotions are non-verbal states of consciousness in response to an
individual's environment, internal state or experience.
Feelings are the descriptors given to emotional states—a description
of the personal meaning of something to the person experiencing an emotion.
Domai
n
,
means belonging to something contained within certain limits,
sphere of activity, or dominion; scope of a department of knowledge.
Creativity
,
refers to the proactive, purposeful impulse to extend
beyond the present, characterized by originality; imagination.
Learning is the differentiation, integration and generalization of
experience.
Curriculum, refers to a sequence of activities that is intentionally
developed to provide educational experiences for one or more students.
Creative Arts include "all the arts which are commonly regarded as
a means of organizing thinking, feeling, and perceiving into an
expression
that communicates these thoughts, feelings, and perceptions to someone
else" (Lowenfeld and Brittain, 1970, p. 8).
3Creative arts not only include the visual arts such as painting and
sculpture but also the expressive forms of dance, the sounds and rhythms
of music and song, the organization of words we call poetry, and the
thought, feeling, physical movement and vocalization of drama. They are
manifest in singing, dancing, writing, painting, story telling, creative
dramatics and sculpting. All these are artistic outlets formed through
creative expressions which are referred to here as "creative arts."
Creative Arts Education
Much of what we have learned about the dynamics of growth and devel-
opment emphasizes that action or expression is the means by which children
conceptualize and gain control of themselves and their environment. Our
expectation is that children from their earliest years be encouraged to
express themselves creatively and that their creative efforts have value
and are worth exploring. The author's own observation of over three
hundred children supports the thesis that expressiveness is central to a
child's being. This view is supported by the work of Lowenfeld and
Brittain (1970):
For a child, art is primarily a means of expression,
expression grows out of and is a reflection of, the
total child. A child expresses his thoughts, feelings,
and interests in his drawings and paintings and shows
his knowledge of his environment in his creative
expressions (p. 8).
This study also takes the position that the creative arts are unique
because they permit a child not only to perceive and experience
feelings,
but to gain an understanding of those perceptions as they are
expressed
in concrete forms. The process is a transformation of each
child's
personal emotion, conception of life, sensory perceptions
and imagination;
4the product is the material reflection of this symbolic transformation.
Langer (1957) makes an eloquent statement in support of this view when
she writes :
a work of art presents feelings (in the broad sense
I mentioned before, as everything that can be felt)
for our contemplation, making it visible or audible
or in some way perceivable through a symbol. Artistic
form is congruent with the dynamic forms of our
direct sensuous, mental, and emotional life; works
of art are projections of 'felt life', as Henry
James called it, into spatial, temporal, and poetic
structures (p. 19).
Learning and meaning come to a child through two main sources--
knowledge, as cognition conveyed through logical, deductive modes of
thought, and emotion, conveyed through the affective elements of feelings
and sensory response. This position in supported by Diamondstein (1974)
when she outlines the major contributions that the creative arts can make
to education:
The contributions that the arts make to education
can be found in two of their most important functions-
the way they enhance knowing and the way they give
form to feeling (p. 4)
.
The definition of creative arts offered earlier by Lowenfeld and
Brittain (1970) is enhanced and expanded by Diamondstein (1974) and
further supports this authors position on the creative arts and their
relation to emotion and affective development. Diamondstein defines
the creative arts as
those modes of expression in which perception
and feeling are interrelated to create selected
experiences in tangible, symbolic forms (p. 5)
The creative arts permit children and adults not only to perceive
and experience feelings (affective domain) but to gain an understanding
5(cognitive domain) of those perceptions as they are expressed in concrete
forms.
Creative arts are basic. They are fundamental for uniting children's
thinking with their feelings. Cognition alone cannot wholly influence
learning because learning includes both objective and subjective elements.
Creative arts allow children to get in touch with all parts of themselves
and to bring these parts together into a meaningful whole.
Effective Teaching
Beneath program arrangements and curricular innovations lie the
teacher's personal role. What part do teachers play in the actualization
of creative arts potential in children? Since we, as educators, are
endeavoring to help children maximally develop their endless creative
potentialities, we must consider the qualities ^effective teachers'
possess
.
Rogers (1951) emphasized the need for educators to provide "necessary
and sufficient conditions" for effective helping relationships: empathy,
congruence and positive regard. Carkhuff (1969) has done extensive
research to determine what qualities effective teachers possess and his
findings support Rogers' statement unequivocally.
Avila, Combs and Purkey (1973) cite the research findings of Davitz
(1964), Isaacson, McKeachie and Milholland (1963), Pace and Stern (1958),
and Thistlewaite (1959) to reinforce the findings that "a lack
of such
elements as empathy, warmth, and genuineness tend to impede
or retard
positive movement, while presence of higher levels of these
conditions
6lead to constructive gain" (p. 238). The findings also indicate that
"the role of the teacher's positive regard and warmth for children is
significantly related to the preschool adjustment and achievement of
primary grade pupils" (p. 239).
Purkey (1970) cites the research findings of Combs and his associates
(1963, 1964, 1965, 1969) to emphasize the findings that effective teachers
could be distinguished from ineffective teachers on the basis of their
attitudes about themselves and others. Combs et al
.
(1978) reinforces
the thesis that acceptance by the teacher is a major requirement for the
creation of an effective teaching/learning environment. "The experience
of being accepted by the teacher reduces the feelings of threat and so
makes possible more open approaches to examining self and the world"
(Combs, 1978, p. 148).
Another key element of 'effective teaching' which seems to be missing
from so many of the recent attempts to change creative arts education is
that education is essentially a social process. That is, it is not
something one acquires; it is something that occurs continually as a
result of interaction with other human beings. This view is supported
by Rogers (1967). He considers human interaction as a powerful educational
tool. He sees the presence of "systematic encounter experiences as
encouraging individuals to become more aware, self-expressive and free
to change" (p. 36). This position is quite similar to that developed
by Shaplin (1961) and Hallman (1963).
In viewing education from this standpoint, what happens between
teachers and children and between teachers and teachers is more
important
than how much material is covered. Likewise,
interaction between preservice
7teachers and teacher training professionals is also important because
of its effect in the personal growth of the individuals involved and
because it provides a model for students. Thus, effective teaching
can be defined as the teachers ability to relate to children in a
positive and personal manner, while communicating to children empathic
understanding and positive regard and being congruent or genuine as a
person. When possessing these qualities, teachers seem to become more
effective since these qualities enable children to explore and under-
stand themselves in ways that enhance significant learning.
Effective Teacher Education
If the qualities that are necessary for effective teaching are
empathy, warmth, authenticity and a teacher's ability to relate to
children in a positive and personal manner, then we need to examine
the goals of education proposed for the adult primarily responsible
for exploring the creative arts with children—namely the classroom
teacher. We need to examine how these goals facilitate the qualities
that have been identified for effective teaching. These goals must be
congruent with those we believe to be appropriate for children, as
teachers too, must generate their own experiences by becoming involved
in the learnings inherent in a teaching/learning environment.
Teaching is a creative form in itself. Experiences that lead to
effective teaching of subject matter should also lead to the development
of sensitivity, feelings, expression, and a means of transmitting these
to others.
8The Affective-Based Creative Arts Curriculum
The approach to teacher training in the creative arts developed by
the author is labeled the Affective-Based Creative Arts Curriculum .
This approach is designed to be both student centered and content centered.
The Affective-Based Creative Arts Curriculum has four main purposes:
(1) to encourage in preservice teachers an excitement in working with
media while providing an acceptable and legitimate arena for giving form
to their emotions and imaginations; (2) to help preservice teachers feel
free from threat so that they can be open to exploration, experimentation
while giving form to their experiences; (3) to help preservice teachers
free their own sensory perceptions, to give expression to their voices,
bodies, and minds, so they may enter freely into the teaching process as
an energetic and uninhibited exchange between themselves and children;
(4) to free preservice teachers from their fears and inhibitions, to
discover their own creative abilities, and to find an expressive language
for these through the creative arts and to enjoy and feel comfortable with
the creative arts while exploring them with children.
The Affective-Based Creative Arts Curriculum was designed to be a
central component in Early Childhood Education core curriculum for
teacher training. Central to this approach was the assumption that the
creative arts are supported by the teacher training program itself and
considered necessary for students to receive a balanced and enriched
educational experience. Central to the affective component of the model
is the assumption that secure personal relationship with an instructor
together with an environment that supports preservice teachers for their
9uniqueness and individuality promote creative efforts and encourage the
acquiring of new knowledge and skills.
Evolution of the Affective-Based Creative Arts Curriculum
The Affective-Based Creative Arts Curriculum has origins in the
professional and personal experiences of the author. In a major position
paper, the author (1978) explored some of the personal and professional
factors contributing to her own development as a teacher trainer. In
1979, the author was employed to develop and implement a creative arts
curriculum training model for the Early Childhood Education Program at
the University of Massachusetts at Amherst. This endeavor led to an
exploration of the state of the creative arts from the standpoint of one
who views the processes of learning and their effect on the growth and
development of preservice teachers as paramount. Consequently, the
author developed the Affective-Based Creative Arts Curriculum . The
training model draws in particular from the work of Diamondstein (1974)
whose curriculum for exploring the creative arts with children provided a
conceptual framework for the methods and processes of the physical forms
of the creative arts. Also, the world of affective education and the
work of Brown (1971) and Castillo (1974), whose experiential approaches
to learning focus on the person and emotional content, were explored.
Approach of the Study
Research question . To what extent is the training program, known as the
Affective-Based Creative Arts Curriculum, effective in achieving knowledge
and affective objectives?
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Measurement techniques . The research methodology the author chose to use
in the study is Formative Evaluation. Formative evaluation allows for
the collection of appropriate data during the construction and implemen-
tation of a new curriculum in such a way that revisions of the curriculum
can be based on this data. Using this technique, the author systematic-
ally examined the extent to which both affective and knowledge objectives
were achieved.
Sample population . The study group consisted of thirty Early Childhood
Education preservice students. Each of these students were involved in
either the Student Teaching I or Student Teaching II phase of their pre-
service training. The training model was used in an Early Childhood
Program core curriculum course entitled "Creative Arts for Young Children,"
Edu. 591 X, University of Massachusetts at Amherst.
Limitations . Limitations of the study as viewed by the author exists
in two areas.
1. Formative evaluation of a curriculum calls for "tailor-made"
instruments. The evaluation instruments used in this study
were specifically designed to evaluate the extent to which
the curriculum objectives were achieved and were not tested
for validity or reliability.
2. Comprehensive testing of the effectiveness of a teacher training
model calls for three stages of evaluation: (1) the quality and
state of the training model; (2) the effect of the training
model on the students; and (3) the effect of the training of
11
teachers on the pupils.
This study deals with the first and second stage of this process.
Outline of Chapters
Chapter II : a selected review of the literature leading to the affective
and knowledge objectives upon which the Affective-Based Creative Arts
Curriculum was based.
Chapter III : describes the development of the curriculum, affective
education, and the major features of the curriculum.
Chapter IV : describes the instruments used for Formative evaluation,
and the procedures for collecting, reporting, and analyzing the data.
Chapter V : reports, interprets and analyzes the findings.
Chapter VI : reports conclusions of the findings, and discusses the
implications for future research.
CHAPTER II
REVIEW OF THE LITERATURE
Introduction
In this chapter, the literature relevant to the study will be
summarized and critiqued. The chapter is divided into seven parts:
(1) the state of the art in creative arts education; (2) affective
development and the creative arts; (3) the creative arts and cognition;
(4) teacher training in the creative arts; (5) human relations in
education; (6) the teaching/learning atmosphere; and (7) summary and
conclusions.
State of the Art in Creative Arts Education
Read (1945) a prolific writer on art education, theorizes that art
experiences and expression are natural and essential for all children.
He urges schools to integrate the three R's curriculum into a broad
program for schools based on art, the thesis being "art should be the
basis of education" (p. 1). The aim of education should be, as Read
visualizes it, the "creation of artists—of people efficient in various
modes of expression" (p. 11). He defines education as
the cultivation of modes of expression; it is
teaching children and adults how to make sounds,
images, movements, tools, and utensils (p. 11).
He theorizes that all faculties of thought, logic, memory, sensi-
bility, and intellect are involved in such processes. He sees all processes
as involving art, for art to Read, is nothing but the making of sounds.
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images, movements, and tools or utensils. Read's theories have not
ever been put fully into practice; however, his theories and their
influence on art education have contributed to the overall philosophies
of today's art educators.
Lowenfeld (1952) theorizes that children's art serves as documents
that reveal the child's personality. Lowenfeld 's work in art education
is significant for several reasons. First, he laid a psychological
foundation for the way in which children develop in and through art;
and second, three of his four books that were printed in English estab-
lished a system that became one of the major psychological structures in
which teachers of art were trained during the late forties and fifties
in the United States and Europe. The Nature of Creative Activity (1939)
and Creative and Mental Growth (1947) are classics in the literature of
art education, the latter having been translated into several languages
and having undergone three revisions by the time of Lowenfeld' s death in
1960.
Brittain (1970) in his preface to the fifth edition of Creative
and Mental Growth states:
Viktor Lowenfeld had tremendous impact upon education,
and to a great extent it is because of him that art
education has become recognized as an important part
of the curriculum in the public schools.
^
This was
not only because of his interest in and influence on
art, which was considerable, but also because of his
concern and involvement with children, their interests,
their growth, and most of all, with themselves as
children (p. vi).
Lowenfeld was interested in the creative and mental growth of the
child and saw art as a vehicle for facilitating it. He was concerned
14
in the growth of the child as a seeing, thinking, and feeling human
being. For Lowenfeld, the child was paramount, and the art instrumental.
Lowenfeld's ideas and widely read books set the stage for practices and
assumptions among art educators in the sixties and seventies. Creative
activity and self-expression in the arts gained a new stature through
his publications, and the centrality of the child was again reemphasized
in the programs that prepared teachers of art.
Kellogg's (1970) approach to art education describes the mental
development of children that takes place as they work in art. She
theorizes that the mental development of children is revealed and fostered
by their spontaneous work in art. Kellogg, a nursery school educator
and collector of a half million children's drawings, explains how the
expressive gestures of children evolve from certain basic muscular
activities toward consistent symbols or representations. During develop-
ment these basic patterns gradually become the conscious representation
of objects perceived; the substitutive sign becomes a visual image.
Kellogg hypothesizes that every child, in their discovery of a mode of
symbolization, follows the same graphic evolution. These basic forms
(circles, upright cross, diagonal cross, rectangle, etc.), when
combined, form that comprehensive symbol known as the mandala, a circle
divided into quarters by a cross. Read (1963), when discussing Kellogg's
research states:
Scientists may object that the analysis of this
process has not been carried far enough to justify
a generalization, but we have an hypothesis that
should hold the field until it has proved to be
false (p. 4).
15
Most of Kellogg's work is devoted to documenting and defining the
process outlined above and the general psychological implications of
her theory.
Gardner's (1973) approach to creative arts education stresses the
affective elements of the subject. He views feelings as being crucial
components of the artistic process and pictures both the developing
organism and the artistic process as inherently incorporating the feelings
of the individual.
Emphasizing the position the author takes on the relationship of
the creative arts to affective development, Gardner's work is particularly
significant here. Gardner supports the idea that affect is a crucial
component of the artistic process. From his perspective, a discussion
of the arts that ignores feelings of the individual runs the risk of
completely misrepresenting the phenomena under investigation.
Gardner (1973), speaking both as a philosopher and as a researcher
at Harvard Project Zero, believes that
if artists speak of communicating their feelings
to others, or of portraying feelings and their
forms in artistic works; if perceivers and critics
have had their feelings deeply affected and altered
through encounters with artistic works, these are
situations that merit study and explanation. Hence
our picture of the developing organism and of the
artistic process must incorporate the feelings of
the individual (p. 70).
Gardner uses the term 'feeling life' to suggest that which is experienced
phenomenally by a person and which that person can talk about or reveal
to others through their behavior and reactions. One cannot always
determine when a person has experienced feelings, or change of
feelings.
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since these need not be conveyed in overt actions or testimony; yet
it is implausible that there should be no correlation between a person's
subjective experiences and more public signs of these feelings" (p. 71).
Gardner thus believes that the experiences and feelings of the child
are of crucial importance in any art encounter. A deep, meaningful,
affect-rich life seems to be a prerequisite for exploring and developing
the creative arts process.
McFee (1961) stresses the sociological aspects of art education.
She believes that the function of art is to maintain the values, attitudes,
and sense of reality from one generation to another. The paramount purpose
of art education is one of "expanding children's understanding of the
art symbols of Western culture" (p. 89). She lists the aims of art in
culture as : "(1) to maintain the concepts of reality, (2) to maintain
the culture, its organization and roles, and (3) to enhance the appearance
of objects" (p. 20).
McFee challenges educators to become involved in societal problems
and social change and to view art as a major communication system of social
interaction and of a society in continuous transition. McFee's goals and
implications for art education from the sociological perspective are
many, more than can be presented here. The following represents a
summary of the basic objectives McFee (1961) believes should be considered
in all art education.
1. Helping students see the functions of art in
culture as it transmits values and attitudes, and
cultural meanings.
2. Helping students respect and understand cultural
pluralism in our society by becoming aware of the
functions of art in our many subcultures.
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3. Helping students recognize the importance of
the aesthetic dimension in the economic and political
decisions of civic affairs, in urban and rural re-
newal, conservation, city planning, and neighborhood
development Cp- 89).
McFee believes the teaching of art should be based on highly developed
understandings of individual and cultural diversity and their relationship
to learning. She sees the art teacher as a central figure in this cultural
transmission and development.
The review of the state of the art in creative arts education confirms
this author's assumptions that comprehensive theoretical and empirical
contributions to the field span the continuum—from individual mental
growth and development to sociological implications. However, the
repeated references in the literature on creative arts education to
children and their development underline the connection between creative
art and intellectual and emotional growth. This connection, in turn,
focuses on the importance of creative arts experiences during a child's
early years.
Affective Development and the Creative Arts
Research in child development stresses the importance of the young-
sters' early experiences in their total intellectual development. Granted
that certain factors are innate, intelligence is now seen primarily as a
result rather than as a precondition of environmental stimulation, and
children's emotional development is a result, also, of their opportun-
ities to perceive, to manipulate, and to interact with people and objects.
Studies of young children have emphasized the importance of the
nonverbal
18
modes of cognition, and they have demonstrated that cognitive and
affective aspects of the child's growth are tightly intertwined.
Until recently, the young child's early school experiences were
especially concerned with cognitive development. Comprehensive
documentation for such views was provided by available data showing
that "in terms of intelligence measures at age 17, about 50 percent
of the development takes place between conception and age 4, about
30 percent between ages 4 and 8, and about 20 percent between ages 8
and 17" (Bloom, 1964).
Recently, however, education for young children has undergone a
transformation. With interest in and the development of educational
models that allow systematically for the development of the 'whole
child', (DeMille, 1967; Lederman, 1969; Brown, 1971; Hendricks and
Russel, 1975; Weinstein and Fantini, 1970; Dillehunt and Stone, 1978)
the affective elements of emotions, feelings, concerns, desires and
attitudes have gained new stature. The young child's early school
experiences are now concerned with social and emotional attitudes, on
the supposition that positive feelings about self and learning are
prerequisites for the receptivity of content. Ideas are not normally
isolated from emotional context by the young child unless or until the
child has been taught, directly or indirectly, to ignore or subdue
emotions while concentrating on the accumulation of knowledge and concepts.
The interrelationship of feelings and thought that characterizes
contemporary educational thought is also a focus of creative arts education.
The affective aspect of creative arts becomes crucial to education when
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education is defined as it is here: the process of affective and
cognitive growth toward the goals of emotional and intellectual
maturity. Creative art has tremendous potential in this regard,
especially because of its availability to the very young in forms
that they can use and understand. The author takes the position that
the creative arts can provide a framework within which affective
development can be enhanced.
Three concepts which are related to both the creative arts and
the affective domain are (1) expression; (2) feelings, and (3) sensory
awareness.
Expression . The affective elements of expression are fundamental to
children. Lowenfeld and Brittain (1970) believe that for children,
"art is primarily a means of expression—expression grows out of, and
is a reflection of, the total child. A child expresses his thoughts,
feelings and interests through his drawings and paintings" (p. 8).
A similar view is taken by Diamondstein (1974) when she writes:
Everything we know about the dynamics of growth and
development show that action or expression is the
means by which a child conceptualizes and gains
control of himself and the environment. Every-
thing we have observed about children indicate
that expressiveness is central to their being
(p- 9).
Feel inqs . Diamondstein also sees the arts as unique because they permit
a child not only to perceive and experience feelings but to gain an
understanding of those perceptions as they are expressed in concrete
forms. A child involved in the creative arts not only must feel the
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inward meaning of things, but also must find a way to document and
express those feelings. The process is a transformation of each child's
personal imagination, resulting is the material reflection of such
symbolic transformation.
Feelings, and their relationship to creative arts is also the
subject of relevant literature contributed by Gardner. Gardner views
feelings as being a crucial component of the artistic process and
pictures both the developing child and the artistic process as inherently
incorporating the feelings of the individual. On the assumption that
psychological indices to an individual's feeling life exist, Gardner
draws certain conclusions concerning the development and place of feeling
life in humans:
1. It is the increasing integration of the feeling
system with other developing systems, and in particular
its functioning in conjunction with symbolic processing,
which causes the feeling system to play a pivotal role
in artistic production and perception.
2. A child's immersion in affective states while
encountering the arts has a positive dimension.
Because of its unity and potency, an affect may well
have an integrating and structuring effect on the
child's experience, influencing both his perception
and his creation of objects (p. 152).
One final feature of Gardner's theory explores the child's feeling
life as it comes under the influence of symbols in the child's continu-
ing ability to become deeply involved with art objects in physical way.
He states:
The child attending to a piece of music or a story
listens with his whole body. He may be at rapt
attention and totally engrossed; or he may be
swaying from side to side, marching, keeping time,
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or alterating between such moods. But in any
case, his reactions to such art objects is a
bodily one, presumably permeated by physical
sensations (p. 153).
Gardner bel i eves .that children share the spontaneity, the natural sense
of form and balance of the accomplished artist and lack the inhibitions
about product, the self-consciousness about technique that may well impair
the work of their older primary peers. In attributing to the young child
the essential attributes of the artist, Gardner makes no claims as to
the overall excellence of the child's artistic products. The question
of quality in the art of the young, according to Gardner, is not the
most important one since "it is the process or practice of art that plays
the significant role in the child's life" (p. 234).
Sensory Awareness . Contemporary theorists propose that sensory awareness
is heightened as a child engages in creative arts experiences (Lowenfeld
and Brittain, 1970). Learning takes place through the senses (touching,
seeing, hearing, smelling and tasting) and involves the active participation
of the child. Diamondstein (1974), reflecting Lowenfeld and Brittain's
hypothesis, states:
Each child receives sensory impressions from the
outside world and seeks his own expressions through
meanings he reconstructs from objects and events to
which he relates... in exploring the sensory data
around him a child begins to build an individually
ordered conception of the world. The importance of
the art encounter is that it offers an openness to
sensory experience. That is, a child who charges
his own senses with the expressive force of dance,
the visual impact of painting and sculpture, the
sounds and rhythms of poetry, is moving beyond the
conventional bounds of experience. He is, in both
a practical and symbolic sense, extending the
horizons of his perceptions and enlarging his
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capacity for more Experience. It is in cultivating
an awareness of his feelings that he gradually moves
toward becoming a sensuously responsive human being
(p. 16).
Lowenfeld and' Brittain (1970) believe it is not just a question
of the presence of sounds or of having things available to touch and see,
it is the stimulation of the interaction between the youngster and his
environment through the senses that makes the difference between the
emotionally secure child and the one who is not. Creative arts education
concentrates on developing sensory awareness. Creative art is filled
with the riches of texture, the excitement of rhythm and beat, the
wealth of color, and children experience affective states of pleasure
and joy from these experiences.
Sensory awareness and the creative process is further supported by
Munro and Read (1960). They report that involvement in the creative
arts presents children with different ways of using their senses to
perceive their immediate world and to clarify their own position in it.
Kaufman (1967) offers more support for the way sensory perception is
related to affect in the arts by arguing that
the immediacy of the individual senses, the distinctive
perceptions, and singulary private emotions of the
creator precede and outweigh any abstract notions or
precisely rational considerations in art (p. 3).
Children need both affective and cognitive abilities to function
effectively in the world. Because the artistic experience is one of
perceiving and relating to the outside world, it is not separate from
a child's total being. The search for an organized expression of
feeling is part of every child's consciousness and therefore most be
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an integral part of education.
Arts can help children to look inward, in a sense
that they are put in closer touch with their own
feelings, and can help children look outward, in
the sense that they open new windows on the world
and enable each to perceive their world more
richly (Lowenfeld, 1952, p. 17).
The underlying premise here is that the creative arts are a way of
knowing about the world and about the self. Ideally, then, the creative
arts in education should be an ongoing experience, beginning with the
child's earliest schooling. The arts and creative arts experiences
both nurture and enhance the development of affective elements which
are inherent in all human beings.
Creative Arts and Cognition
Creative arts education for young children tend to survive on the
recognition that the arts contribute to the enhancement of life, the
development of values and attitudes, the development of creative interests,
and talents and the meeting. of emotional needs. These are all sound
reasons for participation in the creative arts, but recent concerns with
basic edcuation have, at times, unfortunately placed them outside the
primary goals of school curricula. Current research in psychology,
education and the creative arts, however, offers evidence that the arts
also contribute in very basic ways to cognitive development through
(1) the use of symbols; (2) the use of a variety of media; (3) the
use of fantasy; and (4) the use of imagery.
The use of symbols . Developmental psychologists have drawn inspiration
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from Piaget's (1968) research into the development of children's concepts
of time, space, and causality, that remarkable set of studies where he
revealed orderly developmental states in the growth of logical thought.
This model raised questions whether one could identify similarly regular
patterns of growth in the range of symbolic skills possessed by young
children.
Piaget sees intellectual development as consisting of four stages.
The "sensorimotor stage" occupys the first two years of life, during
which the child gains a practical knowledge of the physical world, coming
to understand, for example, that objects have a permanent existence
within a framework of space and time. The "intuitive" or "preoperational
"
stage covers the period from age two to six or seven, during which the
child begins to know things symbolically, and not just through actions.
The child explores various kinds of symbols and images representing the
world, but does not yet do so in a systematic or logical manner. The
"concrete operational" stage extends from about the age of seven to the
age of twelve, when the child becomes able to think logically about
objects, to classify them consistently, and to appreciate their continuity
despite alterations in their momentary appearance. The "formal operation-
al" stage begins at about age thirteen, when the child becomes able to
reason logically using words and other symbols so that the child can
create a world and make deductions about it in the sense that thinking
has transcended the limits of using objects as the sole content of
thinking.
Gardner and other researchers and developmental psychologists
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associated with Harvard Project Zero have probably conducted the widest
range of empirical research in the area of the arts and cognition to date.
In his own work as a researcher, Gardner (1977), while praising Piaget
on the one hand, adds
I think his (Piaget) view can be seriously misleading
to those of us involved in art education. Piaget's
model of mature adult thought involves scientific
thinking in the manner of the physicist or chemist.
Piaget explicitly states, and his candor is refreshing
in this eclectic era, that he is not interested in
creativity, as it is usually defined, or in the arts
(p. 101).
Gardner does, however, see certain parallels existing between
artistic development and Piaget's developmental stages. During the
beginning years of life, Gardner (1977) views the child as
involved in the development of basic sensory and
motor capacities and in the parallel enterprise
of constructing knowledge about the physical and
social world. These activities are evidently
a prerequisite for artistic activity, for instance,
in awakening the child to various means of
communication, but are not in any powerful sense
involved with the arts. That is because in my view
the arts are integrally and uniquely involved with
symbgl systems (p. 102).
Symbol systems, according to Gardner, are involved with the manipulation
and understanding of various sounds, lines, colors, shapes, objects,
forms, patterns—all of which have the potential to refer, to exemplify,
or to express some aspect of the world. Gardner's work has been devoted
largely to the building of what he calls an "informal model" of artistic
development outlining the developmental stages culminating in artistic
competence. Gardner, Howard, and Perkins (1974) define artistic
competence as the "ability to decode various symbolic vehicles" (p.
32).
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They contend that
human knowing centers on the use of symbols—elements
that represent (or denote) other elements, or, upon
occasion, themselves. Human knowing entails the
creation and 'reading' of words, pictures, diagrams,
musical patterns, numbers, codes, and the like (p. 33).
Gardner sees the task of cognitive psychology as delineating the
different skills needed for dealing with various symbolic systems. By
highlighting skill in the use of symbols, Gardner reflects the belief
that artistic competence involves the ability to create and decode
various symbolic vehicles. He views the arts as activities that
primarily employ symbols of a certain type in certain kinds of ways
entailing a way of knowing the world—as a creator as well as a perceiver.
One concluding aspect of Gardner's focus on the range of symbolization
in artistic development should be noted here. In an earlier discussion
of the creative arts and affect, Gardner (1977) clearly supports the view
that feeling life is a crucial component of the artistic process. While
he views affective involvement as clearly permeating aesthetic experience,
he further believes that it is never an independent component. Rather,
he concludes that affective responses can be appropriate only to the
extent that they reflect knowledge of the work. Accordingly, he believes
a focus on cognition and developmental stages toward competency of the
work should be primary.
The use of a variety of media . The role of media may prove suggestive to
this discussion of creative arts and cognitive development. Goodnow (1978)
and Ives and Rovet (1979) have shown that while, on one hand, there appear
to be certain common principles underlying symbolization across media, the
use of different media can significantly influence children's performance
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on a variety of cognitive tasks such as solving spatial perspective
problems (Ives, 1979), creating representations of the human figure
(Golomb, 1973), constructing diagrams (Olson, 1970), and remembering
aspects of stories (Kelly and Meringoff, 1979). Ives and Pond (1979)
have shown that the medium influence applies both to children's
spontaneous behavior as well as their performance on tasks which
experimenters and educators provide. For example, a three year old
boy, when offered paint and paper, depicted his favorite theme, "water-
works", by tracing the pathway of his paint-filled brush over the
flat surface of the paper. While working with clay a few days later,
he traced the movement of the water "through" the clay with his finger
from one piece to another. While the painting recorded the flow of
the water and left the container implied, the clay model recorded the
container and relied on the child's gestural movements to complete the
representation. In each case, differences in the physical properties
of the medium facilitated the expression of different aspects of the
child's understanding of the referent.
In addition to influencing the nature of the products children
create, each medium encourages different approaches, sharpening
different cognitive skills in the process. For example, Salomon (1974)
found that practice in viewing the film technique of "zooming in helped
children to attend to details in a subsequent task. Cross-media
comparisons also highlight the different processes encouraged by each
medium. For example, in a study of preschoolers' use of clay and
styrofoam bits, Sherman (1978) found differences in the way children
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worked with each material. Clay is initially formless and easily
transformed, providing direct tactile and visual feedback to the child
who works with it. Children are more likely to explore clay for longer
periods of time before moving into a symbolic representation and fre-
quently change their names for the clay as well as change its actual
form. Styrofoam, in contrast, is rigid and light with a flakey texture.
The preformed pieces can be fastened together easily, but the shape of
the pieces are transformed with difficulty. Children are more likely
to build structures, exploring problems of balance and expanding their
creations into three-dimensional space. Children are less likely to
explore or play with the medium prior to naming it, and once named,
the structure is less likely to be renamed. Changes occur with the
addition and subtraction of parts rather than the manipulation of forms
as in clay, and thus different skills are exercised in the process.
This medium-specific quality of skills can be even more subtle than it
intuitively appears.
For example, Bernbaum (1974) found that unschooled children in
Honduras have difficulty copying geometric forms while using a pencil,
an unfamiliar instrument to them, whereas they have little difficulty
using their finger to trace those forms in the sand, a more familiar
means of expression.
The use of fantasy . An increasing number of researchers have presented
evidence for the cognitive benefits of fantasy. Fietelson and Ross (1973),
Rosen (1974), and Saltz, Dixon and Johnson (1977) found that participation
in dramatic arts increased the cognitive abilities of preschool children.
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Saltz et al . found that the enactment of dramatic play based on fantasy
rather than on the children's actual experiences had a greater facilit-
ating effect on such measures as I.Q. Moreover, both fantasy and real-
life play enactment had a greater facilitating effect than simple verbal
discussion of the same material. In explaining the results, the researchers
refer, in part, to Vygotsky's (1962) claim that pretend play is instru-
mental to creating internal systems of representation that help children
to free themselves from the control of external stimulation and permit
thinking about events and objects not immediately present. Sutton-Smith
(1966) makes similar claims, noting that fantasy can be seen as a form
of cognitive variation seeking and a means of developing an ability to
structure experience. Saltz et al . also note that the literature of
fantasy generally involves a plot which highlights the cause and effect
sequence not necessarily evident in real life experiences.
The use of imagery . For many years imagination has not been recognized
as an important area of study and images were in scientific disrespect.
The connection between the work of the imagination and that of the
intellect had been ruptured. However, recent research and contemporary
philosophers have begun to rediscover this important connection. Images
are now generally defined in the scientific literature, not as photo-
graphs of the mind, but rather as constructed forms (e.g., Kossly, 1975;
Shepard, 1978). The source of imagery can be either fantasy, reality,
or some combination of the two.
Many problems can be solved through either imagery or linguistic
processes (Collins and Qui Ilian, 1972; Ives and Rakow, 1980), so the
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educator has latitude to guide children in the use of their individual
strengths. Supplementing instruction in subjects such as math or social
studies with visual imagery can prompt understanding in all children
(e.g., Brigham, 1978) but especially those who rely on imagery approaches
to understanding the world. Practice in artistic imagery can, conversely,
give further support to all children, but especially strengthen those
who rely on linguistic approaches.
Broudy (1979) sees the relation between the imagination and other
functions of the mind as the basis for art education. He relates images
to two cognitive functions: language and thought. Language is a system
of symbols, for the most part, abstract. The sounds of the words or
their appearance in print do not resemble the objects they designate.
Broudy contends that
no cat looks or sounds like c-a-t. Common nouns in
the language designate classes of objects—tables,
chairs, airplance—and the classes are formed by
grouping the objects accordingly. These common
nouns are concepts and to arrive at the meaning of
a concept, one needs images of particulars that
have the properties common to the class (p. 349).
Hence learning to read and speak, according to Broudy, means connecting
sounds or marks on paper with images of particular things and actions
and relations.
Images may come from actual sensory experiences or by combining
images in the mind, i.e., by the exercise of the imagination. From a
philosophical point of view, Broudy (1979) urges art education because
it "enriches the store of images and makes comprehension
of concepts
possible and comprehensive" (p. 349). He does not encourage
art education
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because it contributes to mastery of the mechanics of reading, writing,
or computation as a cognitive theorist might, rather because art education
can help children "become sensitive and selective in their transaction
with imagery both in its relation to the world of fact and to the human
reality" (p. 350).
The educational use of various creative art forms and art material
give the child an opportunity to investigate and develop experiences in
a ‘variety of media, exercise skills in imagery and fantasy, construct
symbol systems, and in the process, deepen conceptual understanding.
This review has discussed only four ways in which current research
demonstrates that the creative arts contribute to cognitive growth.
These possibilities are suggestive rather than exhaustive but confirm
the assumption that the creative arts are an essential cognitive component
of educational practice.
Teacher Training in the Creative Arts
This section deals with the place of creative arts in the general
teacher training program, with its values in the broad development of
the conceptual and personal abilities of the preservice teacher. The
basic assumption underlying the review is that every individual possesses
innate abilities which can be classed as aesthetic and artistic. If
such an assumption is a valid one, then a first step of professional
teacher training programs would be to seek to internalize those qualities
into the behavioral repertoire of preservice teachers.
This review will examine two goals of education: (1) psychological
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goals, and (2) social/cultural goals, as well as the relationship of
these goals to teacher training in the creative arts. An approach to
creative arts training that draws from these basic educational goals
can be of significant value in the overall education of preservice
teachers. The author takes the position that training in the creative
arts can promote their acquisition.
The question of what goals of education are desirable and/or needed
is one that educators and philosophers have been speaking to for many
years. Two comprehensive goals, mentioned above, are approved in
principle, but seldom thought out or acted on with thoroughness. To
be of any practical value, these goals must be translated into teaching
and schooling practices.
Psychological goals . Munro and Read (1960) have defined psychological
goals as "the balanced growth and healthy maturing of individuals" (p. 13).
This definition tends to suggest a balanced, diversified development of
each individual's innate, potential abilities. Although not a newly
professed goal in higher education, an emphasis on knowing oneself in
order to actualize potential has perhaps not occupied the central position
it should. Self-knowledge (Weinstein, Hardin, and Weinstein, 1976) re-
veals to people their inner feelings, not only about themselves, but
about people and phenomena around them. Such feelings become known to
us through a growing awareness of our attitudes and emotions (Schindler-
Rainman and Lippitt, 1975).
Among the innate potential abilities of every individual are those
which can be classed as aesthetic and artistic. Munro and Read (1960)
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believe that all people have aesthetic experiences, which are made
available to them through natural beauty. They theorize that
when we broaden our regard and take into
consideration the humbler and less studied
aesthetic occurances that are interspersed
through our daily lives, we will see that
we move on, in a- completely spontaneous
and unrehearsed fashion, from aesthetic
experience to expressive activity and to
artistic expression (p. 8).
Munro and Read (1960) see these experiences taking form in singing,
dancing, writing, storytelling, and drawing, or sketching (e.g., the
creative arts) and point out that most of us indulge in these experiences
at one time or another. Occasions of this kind are familiar to all of
us, and the pattern of their development can usually be traced to child-
hood.
While experiencing the creative arts, students are touched at
various levels of understanding and involvement, but the point of reference
is always the self (Diamondstein, 1974). Maslow, postulating "learning
one's identity" as an essential part of education, believed that the
arts are far closer to the core of education than are the traditionally
more exalted subjects. Maslow (1962) believed that education emphasizing
art, music and dance could be a glimpse into the infinite, into ultimate
val ues
.
Hallman (1963) contends that as teachers experience the process of
creating images, they are creating their own world. He believes that by
transforming feelings into tangible forms, teachers are grappling with
their emotional selves. At the same time, they are opening new ways of
feeling and responding which nurture and enrich their concept of self
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(Diamondstein, 1974). The above theorists support the assumption
that the psychological goal for balanced growth and healthy maturing
of individuals can, in part, be realized through experiences in the
creative arts.
Social /cultural goals . Munro and Read (1960) define social/cultural
goals of education as "the educational process of feeding a wide range
of knowledge, experiences, skills, and attitudes and standards of value
to each student" (p. 14). Contemporary educators have begun to take a
critical look at many of the basic principles of traditional schooling
practices (Castillo, 1974; Leonard, 1968; Stanford and Roark, 1974).
One of the basic principles, long held sacred in teacher education, is
that schooling, the source of education, revolves around the acquisition
of facts. Teacher training programs have traditionally measured success
of their endeavors in terms of the amount of information acquired by
students. In the process they have generally viewed the students'
social relations as important only if they contributed to learning the
subject matter.
Diamondstein (1974) states that we know that cognition, which
functions as intelligence, learning, or memory cannot be dealt with
apart from the affective elements of attitudes, needs, and standards of
value. Dewey (1934) and others have suggested that children learn in
part through experience, experience with the environment. These
experiences can come through perception, touch, movement and inter-
action with other human beings. An approach to the social/cul tural
goals that draw from this basic learning theory can be of
significant
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value in a teacher training program.
Maslow (1962) argues that there is a necessary connection between
self and social relationships. The individual who expresses in his
living those values which he himself has created must of necessity
express them in the form of social behavior. Social -emotional needs
of preservice teachers have not been addressed as directly as their
physical and intellectual needs. Weinstein and Fantini (1970), in
their examination of educational objectives, found that traditional
subject matter—the courses offered, the curriculum taught—'h'ncluded
nothing about the student's behaviors and his relations with others"
(p.l7). In their development of A Curriculum of Affect
,
Weinstein and
Fantini (1970) make a very clear statement of their educational objectives
"Education in a free society should have a broad human focus, which is
best served by educational objectives resting on a personal and inter-
personal base and dealing with students' concerns" (p. 18).
Henderson (1973) suggests that the time has come for human feelings,
beliefs, and values, and the behavioral manifestation of them to be
recognized as important content that should be studied in their own right.
She believes that "we must try to increase awareness, expression, human
interaction and willingness to assume responsibility for systematically
incorporating these modes in methods of instruction" (p. 21).
Stanford and Roark (1974) advocate that a basic principle of
teacher training, as a part of education, is the social process.
Significant learning occurs through human interaction and experiences
that lead to the development of sensitivity, feelings, expressions and
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a means of transmitting these to others.
Considering the process of teacher training as partially social
does not deny the importance of information or skill training, but the
position it occupies in the process is changed. Social interaction
becomes an integral part of the teacher training process while traditional
SLbject matter and skill training become an ingredient in the interaction.
Lowenfeld and Brittain (1970) assert that as important as skills may
be they must remain the means to an end and never become the ends in
themselves.
Lowenfeld and Brittain believe that to concentrate only upon the
materials that are used in art, or upon developing particular skills to
utilize in art expression, is to ignore the fundamental issue, which is
that the art springs from human beings and not from material. The importance
of skill development is explained by Lowenfeld and Brittain (1970) when
they say
teachers who have never gone through the process of
creating in a specific art material may never under-
stand the particular type of thinking that is necessary
to work with clay, paint, or whatever (p. 62).
This means that the teacher should have been truly involved in creating
with materials, not in dealing with them in an abstract way by reading
or mechanically carrying out some project. Lowenfeld and Brittain go
on to say that this does not imply that the elementary teacher needs to
be an artist, but that a teacher of children should have been
involved in a real creative experience and feel
the process of expression in that experience.
Expression is not simply a matter of giving vent
to feelings, but is the transformation of feelings,
images, or ideas into some material. Once trans--
formed, the material becomes a medium of expression
(p. 63).
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The professional role of teacher trainers demands a special
responsibility for assisting preservice teachers in achieving greatest
fulfillment of these goals. This, in itself, is an important contribution
to education, but the responsibility of trainers does not stop there.
Introducing creative arts into the preservice teacher training program
demands that these goals be congruent with those of creative arts
education. To view creative arts training from the psychological and
social /cultural perspective provides the prospective teacher with -an
arena for dealing personally with the acquisition of skills, and in the
creative process. Teachers involved in learning and creating develop
skills both for communicating knowledge of subject matter and for setting
the classroom stage for student learning.
Human Relations in Education
Teaching and learning is a process of communication among individ-
uals in a group setting. The preservice teacher dealing personally with
interactive experiences should begin to develop skills both for communi-
cating the knowledge of subject matter and for setting the classroom
environment for student learning. In turn, this environment should
create a readiness for teaching and learning by reducing the social
distance between teacher and student. Such a notion is certainly not
a new or even an unusual one. Effective teachers are able to cut
through the barriers to communication and reach their students. In
addition, some teachers are personally flexible enough to allow their
students to reach them. The author takes the position that human
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relations training and communication techniques and practices should
be systematically included in the training process of preservice
teachers. The methods of approaching, developing, elaborating, and
improving classroom communication on both intellectual and emotional
levels need to be transmitted to and experienced by the preservice
teacher. Education is a social process. The author suggests that
a chief function of teachers is to engage in interpersonal relation-
ships which are healthy and growth-producing and to improve environ-
ments which foster this type of interaction for students.
The review explores theoretical and empirical support for this
position. Support is drawn from the areas of psychology, communication,
interpersonal relations, and group dynamics. Interaction between pre-
service teachers and teacher training professionals is important because
of its effect in the personal growth of the individual involved and
because it provides a model for students. Sufficient evidence has been
collected from the research to support the author suggestion that
systematic encounter experiences provide students with new and more
effective ways of learning.
Stanford and Roark (1974) take the position that "human interact-
ion is the single most important ingredient in education, and that
schooling practices should be devised to enhance rather than suppress
interaction" (p. 2). There is a need in everyone to identify with
others. Feelings, emotions, concerns, interests, desires, attitudes,
and values surface in our relationships with other human beings.
Combs and Snygg (1959) suggest that learning occurs primarily through
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6xperiencing directly or indirectly through the reflected learning of
others. National Training Laboratories, internationally recognized as
a focal agency for experienced-based learning, has long upheld the
hypothesis that human interaction provides people with a means by
which learning can effectively occur. Stanford (1974) proposes that
involvement with others can not only enhance the learning of external
subject matter, but it also directly promotes the social and emotional
development of the participants themselves.
Joyce, Weil, and Wald (1972) describe the role of human inter-
action theorists as being concerned with the development of the mind,
the development of self, and the improvement of an individual's ability
to relate to others. Carney (1972) through her research concluded that
"in the years ahead, human interaction will be the greatest concern of
schools" (p. 85).
The importance of human interaction in the education process has
been underscored by Combs, Avila, and Purkey (1973): "The discovery of
meaning. . .can only take place in people and cannot occur without the
involvement of persons" (p. 91). Combs (1971) contends that the content
of education must shift from external subject matter to the social and
psychological development of the students themselves.
The necessity of human interaction in education has been emphasized
again by Stanford and Roark (1974) in their challenge to educators:
Innovators must ultimately break out of the
confines of traditional curriculum, and shape
a new curriculum which will deliberately and
directly improve students' understanding of
themselves and others (p. 13).
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Discovered in therapy, encounter became for Rogers (1967) a powerful
educational tool. He saw the presence of systematic encounter experiences
as encouraging individuals to become more aware, self-expressive and free
to change.
Research indicates that the average teacher engages in as many as
100 interpersonal interactions each day (Jackson, 1969, p. 11). Shaplin
(1961) sees the elementary teacher as
facing small numbers of students for sustained
periods of time. Few occupations demand such
continuous human interaction, to which is coupled
the constant intent to influence the behavior
of others. Teachers vary enormously in their
capacity to elicit and maintain the variety of
interactional patterns required for instructional
purposes (p,. 35).
Shaplin supports the idea that systematic inclusion of human interaction
training be a focus of attention in a successful teacher training program
Stanford and Roark (1974) support Shaplin's thesis and carry it a
step further by saying; "not only must learning involve human inter-
action, but it must be based on experience" (p. 26). These concepts
imply a 'learning by doing' approach to teaching.
The principle that significant learning occurs through human
interaction is based in part on the thesis that experiential learning
(learning by doing) produces significant behavioral and attitudinal
change. Introduced by John Dewey and influenced by others, it has been
well substantiated and, indeed, has become almost a cliche. In
carrying their position even one step further, Stanford and Roark
(1974) assert that
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experiential learning is essential but that what
IS learned exerts its influence on the conduct of
the learner through social interactions. A student
may 'learn' by doing a project in solitude, but
it's significance to him is acquired only through
his interaction with others (p. 4).
Hallman (1963) suggests that the "experimental situation, here
defined as 'encounter' constitutes the basic unit in the educational
process" (p. 133). He describes this unit as a
complex but integral whole involving the teacher,
the student, and a particular subject matter.
Each person in the encounter learns to participate
in the inner experiences of the other because of
the common circumstance which binds them together.
These inner experiences are dynamic, they are
movements toward increased understanding, toward
greater self-realization, toward more effective
teaching (p. 134).
Shaplin (1961) regards teaching as a "unitary act, the elements of which
are inseparable and organized into a highly personal, creative way" (p. 35).
Hallman (1963) refers to the integrative nature of encounter as a unitary
act of perceiving, feeling and reflecting. The whole person in involved.
Rogers (1969) sums it up when he describes significant learning as
that learning which has meaning and importance in the life of the learner.
Rogers believes that to have meaning and importance, what is learned must
affect that person's life or his potential to live life. Such learning
usually occurs through human interaction.
The Teachinq/Learninq Atmosphere
To bring about change in the learning situation, workers in the
teacher training professions need to be skilled in creating the kinds of
atmospheres that will make student involvement likely. Combs, Avila, and
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Purkey (1978) describe this atmosphere as having conditions in which a
student feels: "(a) it is safe to try, (b) assured that he can deal
with events, (c) encouraged to make the attempt, and (d) more fulfilled
for having done so" (p. 143). The work of Stanford and Roark (1974)
and Walberg (1969) essentially support this position.
Diamondstein (1974) suggests that because the creative arts are
an expressive phenomenon, the relationship between that expression and
the environment in which it takes form is inseparable. She encourages
educators to provide an atmosphere of search and inquiry of the self.
Diamondstein also emphasizes the importance of a safe, secure atmosphere
for the process to take place.
A central requirement for the creation of an effective teaching/
learning atmosphere is acceptance. A preservice teacher who feels
accepted by an instructor is less threatened and the learning experience
is fuller and richer than those in more authoritative classroom settings.
Combs et al
.
(1978) support this thesis and emphasize that the teaching
relationship is primarily a helping relationship in which one party
resolves to help another in some learning situation. There is the
potential for considerable, personal threat involved in any teaching/
learning interaction. Stepping out of the role of instructor in relating
to preservice teachers and beginning to relate personally can greatly aid
learning.
Rogers (1951) emphasizes the need for educators to provide
"necessary and sufficient conditions" for effective helping relationships
empathy, congruence, and positive regard. Carkhuff (1969) has summarized
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most of the research findings regarding these 'conditions.' His
hypothesis is that there can be little doubt from the research findings
that these factors are "crucial in helping relationships, including
teaching" (p. 297). Combs et al
.
(1978) have demonstrated that effective
teachers are characteristically sensitive to the ways their students
are seeing themselves and the world in the moment-to-moment encounters
of teaching. Their findings show that ineffective teachers are more
concerned with how things look to themselves than to their students.
The kind of conmuni cation required for effective teaching calls for
genuineness in the instructor and congruence in interactions. Genuineness
in a teaching-helping relationship means that people are being themselves
without elaboration or facade. Being genuine means not only that messages
about feelings and thoughts are clearly and directly stated but that all
behavior is congruent with feelings. Genuineness and congruence improve
the quality of communication and avoid placing the receiver in the
dilemma of receiving contradictory messages. This position is un-
equivocally supported by Rogers (1969), Berenson and Carkhuff , 1967),
and Benne, Bradford, Gibb, and Lippitt (1975). Benne et al . (1975) points
out that genuine expression of feelings is facilitative of personal growth
while incongruence is destructive.
Considering the intimate relationship between creative arts and
feelings and emotions, conclusions drawn by Diamondstein (1974) seem
valid. She describes the teacher as one who "needs to see herself not
as one who 'gives' art to students (as tourist 'do' the Louvre), but
as one who can open up windows on the world to students as well
as to
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herself" (p. 303 ).
From such concepts, which have stood the test of research, expert
opinion, time, or experience, preservice teachers may find some of the
building blocks they need to construct their own systems to what
facilitate effective teaching. In turn, the ways they go about construct-
ing helping relationships with children will inevitably multiply.
Summary and Conclusions
The research that has attempted to identify and substantiate the
relationship between children and the creative arts does seem to have
certain limitations. The whole enterprise of studying creative arts
is studded with value judgments. Even if the relevance of this research
to creative arts education is conceded, many obvious areas have been
neglected. For instance, attitudes toward the arts; individuals'
artistic preferences and how they change over time; differences among
sexes, social classes, ethnic groups, different cultures, and the like
are focused issues that have not been addressed through the broad issues
discussed here. While this author does not minimize these issues, yet,
in her view, such issues are best approached after a broad picture of
the creative arts has been presented. Research on creative arts education
has yet to come of age. To be sure, there are important studies by
competent scholars and professionals, but as yet there is neither an
experimental paradigm nor a theoretical framework that has been widely
accepted. Therefore, the author elected to restrict her efforts to an
investigation of the practical nature and developmental course of the
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creative arts and their relationship to children.
Accordingly, the author has attempted to glean the basic principles
of creative arts widely accepted among cognitive and affectively oriented
theorists and to examine what such concepts mean for children and for
teachers. Children need both affective and cognitive abilities to
function effectively in the world. Creative arts education has a dual
process: affective together with cognitive growth.
The review also examined two goals of education—physchologi cal
goals and social /cultural goals—as well as their relationship to teacher
training in the creative arts.
The review examined human relations training and its implications for
teacher training practices. The review addressed the complex human encount-
ers involved in the teaching/learning process and highlighted some of
the ways in which human relations training can enhance teacher effective-
ness .
The review examined the teaching/learning atmosphere and emphasized the
importance of establishing the kind of atmosphere that encourages student
involvement and promotes student learning.
The author has come to the conclusion that the literature reviewed
here is among the most important and pertinent at hand for teaching
professionals. In its selection, the goal was to achieve impact and
relevance rather than touch on all aspects of creative arts education.
CHAPTER III
DEVELOPMENT OF TRAINING CURRICULUM
Introduction
A review of the literature and formulation of ideas on the nature
of teacher training in the creatives arts lead to designing a curriculum
incorporating their most important features. Like most training models,
the Affective-Based Creative Arts Curriculum has origins not merely in
the research of others but also in the professional experiences of its
author. Clearly the training model developed by the author was in-
fluenced by the humanistically-oriented theorists referred to in
Chapter II. It is also based on the work of a number of affectively-
oriented educators. Providing some background for the affective com-
ponents of the training model will help the reader to appreciate some
of the major features of the design, which will be described in the
second section of this chapter. Therefore, this chapter is divided
into the following segments: (1) affective education; (2) major
features of the Affective-Based Creative Arts Curriculum.
Affective Education
There are, besides the gifts of the
head, also gifts of the heart, which
are no whit less important, although
they may be easily overlooked because
in such cases the head is often the
weaker organ.
-Jung
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The imparting of traditional subject matter that emphasizes fac-
tual knowledge of the external world is called "cognitive education".
Education that emphasizes knowledge of one's own internal world in
relation to one's self and others is called "affective education."
Brown (1971) defines affective as "referring to the feeling or emo-
tional aspects of experience and learning" (p. 4). The affective do-
main represents the emotional content to be explored. It is based on
the concerns, wants, interests, fears, anxieties, joys, and other emo-
tions and reactions of individuals. When students are made to feel
their experiences, their emotional being, the affective part of them
have nothing to do with the "worthwhile knowledge" the educational in-
stitution intends to set before them, they are being told essentially
that they are of secondary importance to the curriculum.
Castillo (1974) offers another definition of the affective domain.
She defines affect as
the emotional content that is to
be explored; feelings, concerns,
interests, desires, values, and
attitudes (p. 25).
Developmental theorists contend that cognition which functions as
intelligence, learning, or memory cannot be dealt with apart from the
affective elements of attitude, needs, and emotions. Emphasizing this
theory, Castillo sees as a primary goal of education the seeking of
ways of developing the affective issues that are a part of every cogni-
tive learning experience.
Weinstein and Fantini, (1970) in their comprehensive curriculum
for affective education, begin with a clear statement of their educa-
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tional objectives. They state:
Education in a free society should have
a broad human focus, which is best served
by educational objectives resting on a
personal and interpersonal base and deal-
ing with students' concerns (p. 18).
Weinstein and Fantini question the validity of an educational system
that gives higher priority to cognitive content. They propose that
the direction of the prevailing cognitive emphasis in education be re-
versed. In urging that educators systematically include exploration of
the affective domain, Weinstein and Fantini are not asserting its pri-
macy over cognition or the separation of cognition from affect. Instead,
they propose the inclusion of affective education as a means of "redres-
sing an imbalance - of filling vital areas that the traditional educa-
tion system has ignored..." (p. 29).
Affective education programs now exist widely, primarily outside
the school system, in the form of encounter groups, sensitivity training
groups, and human relations training groups. They share the premise that
learning about self is an important and neglected part of education, and
that directed experiences within a group setting facilitate such learn-
ings.
Few opportunities for affective learning are available to preser-
vice teachers, although the field of humanistic education is rich with
data on experiential techniques. Preservice teachers are usually im-
mersed in traditional educational practices that emphasize "knowing"
about a subject rather than how it may relate to their own perceptions
and needs. For a balanced and totally enriched educational experience
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preservice teachers must be provided with ways of experiencing the af-
fective domain. Cognitive skills are not enough. To teach in meaning-
ful and relevant ways there is a necessity to blend the cognitive with
the affective domain. When such blending occurs, we have education that
allows students to develop their emotional abilities with their intel-
lectual abilities.
Major Features of the Affective-Based
Creative Arts Curriculum
The Affective-Based Creative Arts Curriculum is an experiential
training model for preservice early childhood teachers. The curriculum
is based on three basic assumptions:
1. the creative arts are intrinsically related to the
affective domain.
2. learning requires thinking and feeling; it begins
with experience.
3. increased consciousness of experiencing is related
to enhanced learning.
The aim of the Affective-Based Creative Arts Curriculum is to equip
preservice teachers with affective and cognitive skills that can broaden
their understanding of and functioning in creative arts experiences with
children. The goal is to educate the whole person. We are more than
our thoughts; we are also feelings and actions. Feelings and actions
are as important in determining teacher effectiveness as is intellectual
development.
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To emphasize affective education as an integral component of the
training model does not negate the importance of skill training. Skills
have validity as they provide a conceptual framework to be used to en-
hance the feelings and emotional resources that manifest themselves
through the creative experience. The underlying premise of this model
is that creative arts education is both student and content centered.
Before going on to describe the training model, a definition of creative
arts as they are described in the curriculum seems appropriate here.
Music . Developing skills in music occur simultaneously with singing,
playing musical instruments, listening to records and learning to move
rhythmically. Concepts that will be addressed in the curriculum are:
rhythm, pitch, melodic pattern, harmony, instrumentation and interpre-
tation.
Painting . Activities in painting are centered around color, shape,
line, texture, placement and balance. Materials include tempra, water-
color, pastels, charcoal, ink, and fingerpaint. In painting, students
will manipulate these materials and assess those techniques that are
appropriate for young children.
Sculpture . A sculpture is a three-dimensional object which sits in
actual space. It is given tangible shape by its mass and volume. Ex-
periences in working with clay will provide students the opportunity
to explore the different ways of transforming and changing this shape.
Within the whole sculpting process, touch is essential. Thus,
sculpture
may be considered a creative arts experience of "seeing art through
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your hands".
Creative Dramatics . The term creative dramatics has several meanings.
For this curriculum, creative dramatics will include the following
forms: pantomine, characterization, role-playing, and creative drama.
Dance . Dance is defined as the interpretation of ideas, feelings, and
sensory impressions expressed symbolically in movement through the body.
Basic elements of dance to be explored are space, time, force, and flow.
Stated briefly, the body moves through space, which requires time, and
since movement functions in relation to gravity, use of body weight or
force is introduced. Put together in unique combinations that are
flexible in permitting variability of expression and flow, they become
dance.
Literature . Literature is the term used to define excellence in writ-
ing. Children's literature in this curriculum will include the follow-
ing: nursery rhymes, picture books (including the Caldecott award win-
ning books), and poetry.
Developing skills in the creative arts means knowing musical acti-
vities and songs, methods for manipulating art materials and clay,
guidelines for creative dramatics, literary principles for writing
poetry, and the structure for dance and improvisation. Feeling in the
creative arts means experiencing movement in dance, feeling the imagi-
nary force of the wind on the body, capturing the rainbow's gold
in
painting, creating a dream-creature in sculpture, and recalling
intimate
moments in a Haiku. While transforming feelings into tangible
forms.
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students are learning about themselves. At the same time, they are
opening new ways of feeling and responding which nurture and enrich
their own uniqueness.
The Affective-Based Creative Arts Curriculum was implemented in a
course entitled "Creative Arts for Young Children", Education 591 X,
offered through the Early Childhood Education Program at the University
of Massachusetts during the Fall Semester of 1980. This training model
was first implemented during the Fall Semester of 1979 and was conse-
quently taught again in the Spring Semester of 1980.
The curriculum includes thirteen individual training units and is
divided into three major sections or blocks of learning: (1) music,
(2) art, and (3) literature. Each major section has two sets of edu-
cational objectives: (1) affective objectives and (2) knowledge objec-
tives.
Section I, Music . The first section of the training program
focuses on music and includes dance, creative dramatics and instru-
mentation. The design combines didactic and experiential learning with
each unit consisting of a short presentation or demonstration that is
followed by large group participation. Both the presentations and the
large group activities during the first section of the training program
focus on helping students feel comfortable with the activities by par-
ticipating as a group rather than individually.
The first section is designed to build confidence among group mem-
bers and also to allow for active participation in musical activities.
The focus of this section is on helping students relax and overcome
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some of the fears associated with singing and dancing. The goal is to
help students develop a repertoire of musical activities to use with
children. Clear, precise statements of specific knowledge and affec-
tive objectives will be developed and presented in a Table of Specifi-
cations for the total section.
Section II, Art . The second section of the training program is
devoted primarily to art. One of the tenets of this method of training
is that the actual experience of creating in a specific art material is
essential for the development of artistic sensitivity and the means for
transmitting this sensitivity to others. At this stage, students are
allowed more flexibility in designing and creating artistic forms of
a more individual nature. During this section of experiential learning,
students are encouraged to work in triads, dyads, and alone, whichever
seems appropriate for students at their particular stage of growth.
The design for the second section of the training program also provides
for exposure of students to curricula extensions of the creative arts.
The design calls for presentations or demonstrations of related acti-
vities that the students have lead with small groups of children.
Students have the opportunity to discuss those techniques that seem to
fit naturally into their own style of exploring the creative arts with
children. The design allows students to first explore their own
methods, and then to hear and learn from the methods of others.
Section III, Literature . The third section of the training pro-
gram is devoted to literature, including poetry. During this third
section of training, presentations and demonstrations by the instructor
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take a 'back seat' to the exercises, which are considered the core of
the learning experience. This is not to suggest that students will be
left without guidance and instruction; however, the assumption here is
that students will have reached a stage where they can be creative and
have creative experiences with minimum directions and instructions. The
design of this third section includes a focus on the individual and
creative growth of the preservice teacher. A complete "Training Manual"
for implementing the Affective-Based Creative Arts Curriculum is presented
in Volume II of this dissertation.
CHAPTER IV
DESIGN OF THE STUDY
Having developed the training curriculum, the next step was to
explore ways of measuring the effectiveness of this mode of training.
After consultation with the Dissertation Committee members and a re-
search consultant, a decision was made that research efforts should be
directed toward an evaluation of the training design itself. The
instruments developed to carry out this evaluation are described in
this chapter, as well as the sample and setting. The chapter is
divided into the following segments: (1) research question; (2) de-
velopment of instruments for formative evaluation; and (3) other in-
struments for formative evaluation.
Research Question
The central research question for this study is as follows: to
what extent is the training program, known as the Affective-Based
Creative Arts Curriculum , effective in achieving stated objectives?
The author is also interested in generating data for making necessary
changes and modifications that can be implemented to improve and re-
fine the training program.
Development of Instruments for Formative Evaluation
Curriculum evaluation may be defined as the systematic collection
of data to determine the amount of change in an individual
student as
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a result of the curriculum. One of the uses of evaluation is to
relate the actual changes in students to the stated formulations of
changes sought. Evaluation, if properly used, can give the curriculum
developer and the instructor the necessary information to make improve-
ments. Evaluation should provide educators with the evidence they need
on the effectiveness of the procedures they use.
Bloom, Hastings and Madaus Cl 971) draw a distinction between
summative and formative evaluation. Summative evaluation has as its
goal grading or certifying students. Generally, summative evaluation
takes place at the end of the course of instruction. Since it implies
an element of judgment, it frequently produces anxiety and defensiveness
on the part of the student.
The term "formative evaluation" was first used by Scriven (1967)
in connection with curriculum development. Scriven views formative
evaluation as the collection of appropriate evidence during the con-
struction and implementation of a new curriculum in such a way that
revision of the curriculum can be based on this evidence. Formative
evaluation is useful not only for curriculum construction but also for
instruction and student learning. For Scriven, formative evaluation
is the use of systematic evaluation in the process of curriculum con-
struction, teaching, and learning for the purpose of improving any of
these three processes. Formative evaluation, as the name implies,
intervenes during the formation stage and usually takes place at the
end of each training unit. Seri ven proposes the use of formative
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evaluation by curriculum developers.
The selection of a unit of learning, subject matter to be learned
over a given period of time, is most fundamental to formative evalua-
tion. Within the Affective-Based Creative Arts Curriculum there are
three separate units or modules. For the purpose of formative evalua-
tion, an analysis of the components of each of the three units of
training is necessary. Bloom, Hastings, and Madaus (1971) suggest that
units of learning be analyzed according to two components: content and
behavior.
Content . What is the new content or subject matter being introduced in
the unit? What are the new terms, facts, relations, procedures or pro-
cesses which have been explained,defined or illustrated in the learning
material?
Terms - specific vocabulary of a subject that the student is ex-
pected to learn.
Facts - specific types of information which students are expected
to remember.
Rules and principles - recall of the major ideas, schemes, and
patterns by which phenomena and ideas in a subject matter are organized.
Processes and procedures - particular steps in a process which the
student learns.
Behaviors . What is the student exepcted to be able to do with the
specific subject matter introducted in the learning unit?
Translation- involves the transformation of a term, fact, process
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or procedure from one form to another. In general, translation is be-
ing employed when the student puts an idea into words of their own.
Appl i cati on - i nvol ves the ability to apply principles to new
situations.
For formative evaluation, one must develop clear, precise state-
ments of specific objectives based on the above components, and these
statements are to be expressed in operational terms. Bloom et al
.
(1971) suggest that the content and behaviors which the educator hopes
will result from the training unit be placed on a Table of Specifica-
t j ons . The content of the unit is placed on one axis of the matrix and
the operational objectives on the other. The specifications table de-
scribes the content and behaviors as they are developed in the instruc-
tional material. The specifications table is also used in the construc-
tion of formative evaluation instruments and determines what should be
included in the formative test. Bloom et al . recommend that after
content and behavioral objectives have been defined, the constructor
of a formative evaluation instrument must determine which elements in
the unit are important or essential and which are unimportant or use-
ful only as background for the essential material. Specific facts may
be included in the specifications but dropped at the time of testing.
The point being that not everything included in the specifications is
of equal importance and the formative evaluator must apply some judg-
ment to determine what is essential in the unit and what is trivial
that is, what may be omitted without impairing the student's learning
of the unit.
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Affective-Based Creative Arts Curriculum was critically evalu-
ated from two perspectives: (1) knowledge objectives and (2) affective
objectives. The author believes that operational definitions of these
two concepts should be discussed briefly here. The following defini-
tions are presented as a condensed version of the taxonomy of educational
objectives developed by Bloom et al.(1971).
Knowledge objectives . These are arranged along a continuum from simple to
complex and imply: (1) recall or recognition of specific elements in a
subject area; (2) comprehension of processes and procedures in which the
student learns; and (3) application of principles to new situations.
Affective objectives . These are arranged along a continuum of internaliza-
tion; that is, the ordering describes the process by which a given
phenomenon or value progresses from a level of bare awareness to a.
position of some power to guide a person's action. Affective objectives
imply: (1) receiving (attending) with sensitivity to the existence
of certain phenomena or stimuli, that is, the willingness to receive
or attend to them; (2) responding implies active attending, doing some-
thing with the phenomena, and not merely perceiving them; (3) valuing
implies perceiving behavior as having worth and consequently is re-
vealed consistently in behavior related to these phenomena; (4) organi-
zation is defined as the conceptualization of values and the employment
of these concepts for determining the interrelationship among values;
(5) characterization is the organization of values, beliefs, ideas.
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and attitudes into an internally consistent system; it implies their
organization into a total philosophy or world view.
The author used the following steps to evaluate the Affective-
Based Creative Arts Curriculum
.
1. Development of knowledge objectives and affective objectives
2. Development of Tables of Specifications
3. Development of questionnaires for units of instruction
4. Evaluation of results
As a step toward developing a formative evaluation of the training pro-
gram, the author wrote a detailed "Training Manual" to be used in the
implementation of the program. This manual specified the objectives for
each unit of training. Also listed were the specific activities planned
to achieve these objectives. The next step was to develop a simple
questionnaire for each unit of training. The questions listed related
to the objectives for individual units. Since the training design was
evaluated from both affective and knowledge perspectives, the question-
naires were quite different, in form, for each area of content.
Affective objectives . These are arranged along a continuum of internaliza-
tion. Because of the cumulative nature of the affective component, three
different evaluation instruments were used for formative evaluation.
The format of the instruments was similar although the questions were
aimed at measuring the extent to which the affective objectives for the
individual training units were achieved. Each item on the questionnaire
was ranked 1 through 3, 1 indicating the lowest level of achievement.
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and 3 indicating the highest level of achievement, with 2 indicating
positions in-between.
Knowledge objectives . The evaluation instruments used to measure the
extent to which the knowledge objectives were achieved included open-
ended questions asking students to respond in their own words. The
items on the questionnaire related to the objectives of the individual
training units and were based on the criteria for knowledge objectives
discussed earlier in this section. The same basic format was used to
evaluate each unit.
The first item referred to the didactic portion of the unit and
asks the students in a general way if they have understood the major
points of the unit. The second item served as a corrective to the
first in that it asks the students to specify learnings from the pre-
sentations. The third and fourth items referred to the experiential
aspects of the unit. The third item asked the students in a general
way what processes or procedures were involved in the learning process.
The fourth item served as a corrective of the third by asking the
students to specify two processes or particular steps related to that
learning. The fifth and sixth items referred to the applicability of
the learning. The fifth item asked the students in a general way if
they used certain skills from the unit. The sixth item served as a
corrective of the fifth by asking students to specify two ways they
had used their knowledge with children. The seventh item asked students
to indicate their level of satisfaction with the training unit. Of
critical importance for formative evaluation is the need to gather
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data on the weaknesses or deficiencies of the training program. In
order to get this information item eight asked students to comment on
what they found useful about the training unit. The ninth item asked
students what they would change, add, or omit in the training design.
Item ten asked students to rate specific features of the individual
training units. This made it possible for students to comfortably
critique the unit without having the feeling that they were negative
or overly critical. A copy of this instrument can be found in Appen-
dix A.
Formative evaluation was used by the author to make adjustments
during the actual implementation of a training design. The content and
activities of certain training units was revised as a result of data
supplied by students.
Administration of Questionnaires
Students responded to the questionnaires at the completion of each
unit of training.
Evaluation of Results
As suggested by Scriven (1967) the Affective Objectives were
evaluated using percentages. Accuracy levels of 95 to 100 percent
were used on each item as indication of mastery. Using percentages,
the effectiveness of each unit of instruction was evaluated. For the
purpose of formative evaluation of the knowledge objectives, these
objectives were organized in tabular form on a Table of Specifications
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for each of the individual training units. Using total correct student
responses, the effectiveness of each unit of instruction was evaluated.
Other Instruments for Formative Evaluation
For the purpose of formative evaluation, the author used a variety
of other instruments. In implementing and evaluating this training
model, the author provided ways for students to describe, comment, and
respond to specific components of the training model. As a result, more
data was generated for refining and improving the curriculum.
Personal description rating scale
. In any training situation, the in-
structor plays a significant role in terms of outcome. Rogers Cl 961)
emphasized the need for teachers to provide for their students the con-
ditions of "trust and openness". Building and maintaining these con-
ditions in a classroom require that the teacher behave in a trusting
and open manner. Stanford and Roark (1974) propose that a basic
prerequisite for effective teaching is that the teacher be genuine and
congruent, that is, that behaviors are consistent with feelings.
Berenson and Carkhuff (1967) have demonstrated through research that
genuine expression of feelings facilitate personal growth while
incongruence is destructive. Stanford and Roark list other basic
qualities or abilities required of the teacher in a learning environ-
ment: empathy, caring for or prizing others, and positive regard.
Without validating these conditions, the results provided a good general
guideline for the role of the author in implementing the training
model. Because of the emphasis placed on personal growth and
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development, students perceptions of the existence of these conditions
provided valuable feedback to the author. Hawley and Hawley's Personal
Description Rating Scale was used to measure the students perceptions of
the presence or absence of these conditions.
Formal feedback system . As part of the effort to collect data on the
strengths and weaknesses of the training model, students were asked to
give feedback on experiences that had an effect on the outcome of the
training unit. This instrument served three principal functions:
(1) to break down experiences into constituent elements or parts such
that the relative hierarchy of students' ideas was made clear and/or
the relation between the ideas expressed were made explicit; (2) to
identify and rank order facilitating experiences that contributed
to the students' ability to apply their learning in situations with
children; and (3) to demonstrate to students that they could have
a significant influence on the planning of their education and the
implementation of future revisions of the model.
Procedure . Students identified facilitating experiences that con-
tributed to their ability to apply their learning in situations with
children by:
1. producing a long list of the most facilitating and deterring ex-
periences for each individual. The following questions were
used to elicit data: (1) What are the three most facilitating
(i.e., to make easy, aid, assist) experiences in the unit that
helped you to apply your learning in situations with
children?
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(2) What are the three most deterring experiences in the
unit that kept you from applying your learning in situations
with children?
2. Summarize each list (facilitating experiences and deterring
experiences) into 5-6 categories.
3. The 5-6 experiences identified by the students were presented
to the students with instructions to rate them according to
three criteria: very facilitating, facilitating, not facilita-
ting, and very deterring, deterring, not deterring. These
ratings were compiled on the Facilitating Experience Form and
the Deterring Experiences Form .
4. Ratings of individual students were intercorrelated on the
Experience Priority Form .
5. Composite rank orders of facilitating experiences for the
group as a whole were correlated and the scale value of the
set of stimuli (facilitating experiences) was calculated using
the RANK column. The RANK column is at the far right of the
Experience Priority Form . To calculate the rank order of ex-
periences for the group as a whole, the individual students
ratings for each experience were totaled in the TOTAL column
(next to the RANK column) and the totals were ranked ordered
from 1, (lowest total) to 5, (or 6, depending on the number
of experiences recorded), the highest total. If two or more
totals were tied, those experiences were given the same rank
calculated as the average of those experiences. A copy of
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these scales can be found in Appendix B of this study.
Summary
In this chapter the variety of instruments used to evaluate the
training program have been described. In the next chapter the data
collected during the experimental training program will be reported.
CHAPTER V
RESULTS OF THE STUDY
The instruments used to evaluate the training program have al-
ready been described. The major instruments used were questionnaires
administered at the end of each training unit. Data from these instru-
ments are reported in detail in the first section of this chapter. At
the end of training Units I and II students responded to a questionnaire
on different aspects of the training design and these data are reported
in the second section of this chapter. Students evaluated the author
using the Personal Description Rating Scale . Scores on this instrument
are included. Therefore, this chapter is divided into the following
sections: (1) formative evaluation of training units; (2) evaluation
of Formal Feedback System; (3) results from Personal Description Rating
Scale ; (4) discussion of evaluation of training design; and (5) summary.
Formative Evaluation of Training Units
Formative evaluation of the Affective-Based Creative Arts Curriculum
included an evaluation of both affective and knowledge objectives. There-
fore, this segment is divided into two parts: (1) formative evaluation
of affective objectives; and (2) formative evaluation of knowledge
objectives.
Formative evaluation of affective objectives . As already indicated, the
affective objectives questionnaire was the major instrument used for
67
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evaluating individual training units. The instrument was aimed at
measuring the extent to which affective objectives were achieved. Each
item on the questionnaire was ranked 1 through 3; 1 indicating the low-
est level of achievement, and 3 indicating the highest level of achieve-
ment, with 2 indicating positions in-between. The reader is reminded
that the reliability and validity of this instrument has not been
established. Clearly, the major goal of this study was to collect the
data needed for improving the training model. It is for this reason
that formative evaluation was used.
Because the affective objectives are viewed as a process of inter-
nalization, the author decided to have these objectives span the entire
length of the model, beginning with Unit I and concluding with Unit III.
The assumption here was that students would gradually progress from a
level of bare awareness to a position of complete internalization. The
first two affective objectives, Receiving/Attending and Responding were
evaluated at the end of Unit I. Affective objectives Valuing and Organi-
zation were evaluated at the end of Unit II. Affective objective Charac-
terization was evaluated at the end of Unit III.
Training Unit I . The framework for this first section was designed
to build confidence among group members. The focus was on helping students
relax and overcome some of the fears associated with singing and dancing
before a large group. Explicit in this unit was reassurance from the
instructor that participation in the musical activities was voluntary.
In order to reduce the anxiety-producing situation of having to perform
or display musical talent, the experiential activities were confined to
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large group interaction. At this initial level the author was concerned
that the students be sensitized to the existence of positive and pleasur-
able aspects of song and dance; that is, that students be willing to
receive or attend to musical activities.
The goal of Unit I was to help students to attend to the unit
content and to build the confidence needed to respond and participate in
musical activities. As a first step in a 'learning by doing' process,
supporting objectives focusing on community building activities were
used to aid students in mastering the overall unit objectives. The
author felt that communication skills, small group skills, and getting
to know others in the class were important aspects of the process leading
toward attainment of the unit goals and objectives.
Affective objectives for Unit I were as follows:
-Student attends to creative arts content
-Student responds to creative arts content
-Student develops communication skills
-Student develops small group skills
-Student gets to know others in the class
A Table of Specifications describing affective content and behaviors are
presented in Table 1.
Evaluation . Items 1, 2, and 3 on the questionnaire referred to
objective Attending. Item 8 on the questionnaire referred to objective
Responding. Items 4 through 7 and items 9 through 14 referred to the
supporting objectives. Accuracy levels of 95 to 100 percent were used
on each item as indication of mastery. Means and standard
deviations
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are based on student responses to the 3-point scale. Data collected
for Unit I indicated 95 percent mastery on unit objective Attending, and
97 percent mastery on unit objective Responding. Standard deviations for
Unit I indicate a uniformity of results with the mean approaching the
high end of the scale. An examination of Table 2 indicated that most
of the students achieved the unit objectives.
TABLE 2
Summary Data from Affective Objectives Questionnaire
for Unit I
Objective Percent Mean Standard Deviation
Attending 85 2.8 .38
Responding 97 2.9 .25
Information on how the group reacted to the supporting objectives
provided formative direction for course improvement. Student responses
to those items dealing with supporting objectives were also collected and
tabulated. Data for the total training unit are presented in Table 3.
The results found in Tables 2 and 3 indicate that students responded
favorably to activities designed to achieve both unit and supporting
objectives. Although this data is not conclusive, the positively
oriented responses of the students to the supporting objectives tend to
support the authors notion that community building activities are an
important component of the design.
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Training Unit II . The second unit of training was designed around
the affective objectives of Valuing and Organization. Students particip-
ated in various experiential activities and shared with each other some
of their basic assumptions and beliefs about the role of creative arts
in education. The importance of creative arts in early childhood and
elementary education was stressed during the presentations. Students
worked in small groups to begin looking at the value of creative arts
education and the relationship of creative arts among other educational
disciplines.
Affective objectives for Unit II were as follows:
-Student begins to form judgments as to the value of creative
arts in education
-Student organizes creative arts concepts and determines the
relationship of these concepts among other educational discip-
1 i nes
A Table of Specifications describing affective content and behaviors are
presented in Table 4.
Evaluation . Item 3 on the questionnaire referred to unit objective
Valuing. Item 4 on the questionnaire referred to unit objective Organiza-
tion. Items 1, 2, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9, and 10 provided additional formative
direction for course improvement. Accuracy levels of 95 to 100 percent
were used on each item as indication of mastery. Means and standard
deviations were based on student responses to the 3-point scale.
Data
collected for Unit II indicated 100 percent mastery on unit
objective
Valuing and 86 percent mastery on unit objective Organization.
Standard
deviations indicate a uniformity of results with the mean
approaching
the higher end of the continuum.
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An examination of Table 5 indicates a high level of achievement on
the affective objectives for Unit II.
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Table 5
Summary Data from Affective Objectives Questionnaire
for Unit II
Objective Percent Mean Standard Deviation
Valuing 100 3.0 .00
Organization 86 2.8 .55
Total student responses to the affective objectives questionnaire were
also tabulated and these data are presented in Table 6.
Training Unit III . The last unit of the training model concentrat-
ed on the development of a philosophy of creative arts education. Students
worked alone to assess their personal attitudes and developing philoso-
phies and in small groups to examine the consistency between their attitudes
or philosophies and their behavior. Affective objectives for Unit II were
as follows:
-Student organizes values, beliefs, ideas, and attitudes into
a developing philosophy of creative arts education
-Student translates philosophy into responding behavior by
engaging in creative arts experiences outside of class
A Table of Specifications describing affective content and behaviors are
presented in Table 7.
Evlauation . Unit objective Characterization was divided into two
sub-catagories : (1) Conceptualization of a philosophy, and (2) Trans-
lation of philosophy into behavior. Item 1 on the questionnaire referred
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to unit objective Conceptualization of a philosophy. Item 5 on the
questionnaire referred to unit objective Translation of philosophy
into behavior. Items 2 and 6 asked students to briefly state their
philosophy of creative arts education and to specify creative arts
experiences that they had engaged in since participating in the training
model. Student responses to items 2 and 6 are presented at the end of
this section. Items 3 and 4 provided additional formative direction
for course improvement.
Accuracy levels of 95 to 100 percent were used on each item as an
indication of mastery. Means and standard deviations are based on
student responses to the 3-point scale. Data collected for Unit III
indicated 96 percent mastery on objective Conceptualization of a
philosophy, and 85 percent mastery on unit objective Translation of
philosophy into behavior. Standard deviations indicate a uniformity
of results with the mean approaching the high end of the scale.
An examination of Table 8 indicates that most of the students
achieved the affective objectives for Unit III.
Table 8
Summary Data from Affective Objectives Questionnaire for
Unit III
Total
also
Objective
Conceptualization of
philosophy
Translation of philosophy
into behavior
Percent Mean Standard Deviation
96 2.9 .39
85 2.8 .42
student responses to the affective objectives questionnaire were
tabulated and these data are presented in Table 9.
Table
9
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Evaluation of selected items for Unit III
. Two items were open-ended
and students were asked to respond in their own words. The first item
asked students to briefly summarize their philosophy of creative arts
education. All the students responded to this item. Student responses
are presented here in complete form.
Student I. Allow children to use their own creativity and
imagination in any form of creating; through music, art, and especially
literature. Anything creative that they do becomes a unique expression
of themselves.
Student II. Creative arts are an important part of a child's grow-
ing process and they should be integrated into all school experiences.
Creativity is so important, should not be stifled. Children should
be allowed freedom.
Student III. Take risks with your ideas. Explore the unknown.
Do something that you are not comfortable with, the rewards will be
well worth it. Creative arts are everywhere, in everything, in every-
one. . .experience!
Student IV. I believe that creative arts are an important teaching
tool and an important part of human development. I think that if more
emphasis were placed on creative arts and less on memorizing facts,
graduating college, making a mark in the business world, etc. we'd all
be happier people.
Student V. Art, especially art, is very important for children
to be able to express themselves.
Student VI. Get the children to want to learn in creative ways
and encourage them to participate.
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Student VII. Literature is important to children, a way of
expanding knowledge and the imagination.
Student VIII. Children will express themselves through as many
mediums as we can present. Most of these creative mediums can be
consciously used to enhance the child's expectations and success.
Student IX. Creative arts are very important and should not
be restricted to certain subjects or areas. Creative arts are a way
of life.
Student X. We must let children express their own ideas, feelings,
and choices through creative arts experiences.
Student XI. Try new things, take the risk of failing, enjoy the
rewards of a whole new nexperience.
Student XII. It is very important for children to develop their
minds by creatively using their imaginations. IW learned so many ways
to do this with children and I will use them in my future classes.
Student XIII. To remember what being a child is all about, to
sing and dance and write with the children. . .without inhibitions.
Student XIV. Each child has a unique potential for creativity
within them. It is my duty as a teacher to provide opportunities for
that creativity to be expressed.
Student XV. Creative arts are essential, very necessary.
Student XVI. Creative arts are very important. I loved each area
equally and there is so much I can do that I was unaware of before.
Student XVII. Every child has a unique imagination and creative
potential. The teacher needs to show her own creativity and enthusiasm
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to encourage students to feel free and uninhibited.
Student XVIII. Children should be free to express themselves
and their own ideas in creative ways.
Student XIX. Creative arts are extremely important in education.
One can incorporate the arts in every aspect of education.
Student XX. I feel that creative arts are a very necessary
aspect of education. They can be incorporated into all parts of the
school day.
Student XXI. To be as creative as possible, to use all methods
available to make creative arts fun and interesting to children.
Student XXII. The task is not to teach the kids creative activities,
but to allow the children to thrive in creative experiences without
the threat of evaluation.
Student XXIII. Creative arts are an integral part of education.
Student XXIV. Allow the children to express themselves through
all creative media.
Student XXV. Creative arts are necessary to education. They
definitely belong in the curriculum.
Student XXVI. I feel that every child has potential for being
successful in the creative arts. They should have an opportunity to
experience creative arts in a non-judgmental atmosphere.
Student XXVII. Give children a variety of materials and methods
to experiment with. Provide them with interesting ways to learn
through the creative arts.
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The second item asked students to list specific creative arts
experiences that they had participated in since being in the course.
Students were given examples of: attending the theater, attending
musical performances, attending the ballet, listening to music, and
watching t.v. drama. This item drew a variety of responses.
Seven students had attended the ballet, seven indicated that they
had seen Broadway musicals, and seven had been to concerts. Six
students listed the theater as one of their creative arts experiences
and five students had attended film presentations on the visual arts.
Four students had read novels during the semester. Three students had
visited an art museum, three were currently painting, and three students
were involved in a creative dance group. Two students listed watching
t.v. drama, while 'writing poetry' was listed by two students. One
student had joined a theater group and listed 'acting' as a creative
arts experience.
The following activities are representative of those listed by
the students: attended performances at the University Fine Arts Center,
attended the Nutcracker Ballet , attended the Pioneer Valley Symphony,
attended Chamber Music Performance, listened to different kinds of music,
read children's literature for my own pleasure, read Caldecott books
for myself, attended a film on dance therapy, saw a film on the visual
arts, went to art museum, started my own library of children's books,
attended Midsummer Night's Dream , played guitar and painted, wrote
Haiku and other poetry, danced creatively just for my own pleasure,
treated myself to a guided fantasy, attended On The Towji.
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Before concluding this section on the evaluation of affective
objectives the point should be made that students seemed to view the
course within the broad framework described in Chapter III of this
dissertation. For the purpose of formative evaluation the author
focused on each of the training units while endeavoring to present
these units as part of a total learning experience. As a next step
toward formative evaluation of the Affective-Based Creative Arts
Curriculum training model, an evaluation of the knowledge objectives
for each of the three units will be presented in the following section.
Formative evaluation of knowledge objectives . Data from the knowledge
objectives questionnaire are presented here with the understanding on
the part of the author that it is not empirical in the usual sense of
that term. For the purpose of formative evaluation these data contributed
to the overall analysis of the training design. A Table of Specifications
for each training unit was developed to organize the evaluation data in
tabular form. Bloom et al
.
(1971) suggest that the Table of Specifications
be used to report achievement of knowledge objectives and that these data
be presented in percent of possible correct form. The evaluation instru-
ment was aimed at measuring the extent to which the knowledge objectives
were achieved.
As already indicated the first six items on the instrument for
evlauating individual training units referred to specific learnings.
Correct responses to those items were tabulated and these data are
presented in this section for each individual training unit. The
seventh item on the questionnaire asked students to indicate their
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level of satisfaction with the training unit. An examination of Table
10 indicates that all students were satisfied or very satisfied with
the training model.
Table 10
Responses of Students Indicating Level of
Satisfaction with Individual Training Units
Level of Satisfaction Unit I Unit II Unit III
Very satisfied 19 18 18
Satisfied 11 12 9
Not satisfied 0 0 0
The eighth item asked students to comment on what they found useful
about the training unit. Item nine asked students what they would change,
add, or omit in the training design. Student responses to these general
questions are discussed in the Evaluation section for each unit. Item
ten asked students to rate specific features of the individual training
units. Responses to this item for all three training units are presented
in Table 1 1
.
Table 11
Responses of Students Indicating Level of Usefulness
of Specific Features of the Individual Training Units
Unit I
very
useful useful
not
useful unnecessary
Warm-uD exercises 29 1 0 0
Demonstrati ons 25 5 0 0
Group activities 30 0 0 0
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Table 11 (continued)
Unit I
very
useful useful
not
useful unnecessary
Lectures 16 14 0 0
Unit II
very
useful useful
not
useful unnecessary
Warm-up exercises 14 15 0 0
Demonstrations 25 5 0 0
Group activities 23 6 1 0
Lectures 16 13 1 0
Unit III
very
useful useful
not
useful unnecessary
Warm-up exercises 18 8 1 0
Demonstrations 23 4 0 0
Group activities 21 6 0 0
Lectures 19 8 0 0
An examination of Table 11 indicates a consensus of the usefulness for
the overall design. Warm-up exercises were more useful at the beginning
of the course than at mid-point, however, the majority of students
rated warm-up exercises to be very useful at the end of the course.
Demonstrations were always judged useful. Group activities were high
in usefulness and lectures were about equally judged useful and very
useful
.
Training Unit I . Correct responses to items dealing with
specific
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learnings for Unit I were tabulated and these data are reported in
Table 12. This training unit was designed to allow students to
actively participate in musical activities. The goal of this unit
was to help students develop a repertory of musical activities to use
with children. The presentations introduced the concepts of rhythm,
pitch, melody, pantomine, dance, and instrumentation. The design
combined didactic and experiential learning with each session consist-
ing of a short presentation or demonstration followed by large group
participation.
Evaluation . Under recommendations for improving this unit several
students suggested that more time be allotted for this unit of training.
This recommendation was to become somewhat of a recurring theme in sub-
sequent evaluations. At the end of the third unit of training students
recommended that the course be extended to two semesters. Three
students suggested that the musical activities be geared to much younger
children. This recommendation was incorporated in subsequent units.
Two students suggested that the author provide music notation for the
songs. This recommendation was not incorporated but the author suggested
that students bring tape recorders to record the songs and music that
they planned to use outside of class. The author did compile the booklet
Grass is Greener: a collection of songs, finger plays, and nursery
rhymes for young children and made it available to the students.
Under general comments most students stated that this unit of
training provided them with a personally rewarding experience. Twenty-
one students commented on the fact that the author had been instrumental
Percent
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in creating an atmosphere of openness and trust. One student cormented
that the class felt "small and safe" even though there were thirty
members. Two students used the phrase "contagious enthusiasm" to
describe the author's role.
Training Unit II. Correct responses to items dealing with specific
learnings for Unit II were tabulated and these data are reported in
Table 13. This training unit was devoted primarily to art, with the
basic tenent that the actual experience of creating in a specific art
material provides for the development of artistic sensitivity and the
means for transmitting this sensitivity to others. The goal of this
unit was to expose students to a variety of art forms and to provide
quality materials for the experiential process. The presentations
focused on the concepts of color, shape, line, texture, placement and
balance. Demonstrations included techniques for using tempra, Craypas,
clay, Pariscraft, and fabric crayons.
Evaluation
. Recommendations for improving this unit included the
suggestion that more time be allotted for the art unit. Again there
was evidence suggesting that students find creative arts education to
be a valuable enough subject to merit extended study. Two students
suggested that more time be allowed for the completion of individual
activities. One student suggested that an entire session be devoted
to clay and the sculpting process.
The popularity of this unit was reflected in the number of students
commenting on the useful aspects of the design. The following comments
express the sentiments of several students: "I originally thought that
Percent
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I wanted more art activities to do with the kids, but now that I think
back, I really appreciate the chance I had to enjoy art and to discover
my own creativity. The experience opened my mind to how children must
enjoy art. It made me feel successful, therefore I can portray this
attitude to my children. I have had very bad experiences with art and
felt very restricted. This unit gave me confidence that I could be
successful which in turn gave me the enthusiasm to do art with the
children."
One student commented on the approach of the design indicating
the positive aspects of not being "limited, frustrated, or having
to live up to teacher expectations." Most students commented on the
atmosphere that existed within the unit. The following comment was
typical of the feedback given: "The teacher's attitude and personal
commitment was very enlightening. It made me more comfortable about
participating."
Training Unit III . Correct responses dealing with specific learnings
for Unit III were tabulated and these data are reported in Table 14.
The presentations focused on children's literature. Major features
of Caldecott Award winning books were described. Students worked in
small groups to read and examine fifteen award winning books.
The poetic forms of Haiku, Cinquain, and Successive Poetry were
introduced. The experiential part of this unit involved the students
in writing Haiku and Cinquain both in large groups and individually.
The poetry session ended with the students dividing into groups of
six or seven and writing Successive Poetry.
Percent
of
Students
Achieving
Knowledge
Objectives
for
Unit
III
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Another component of this unit was devoted to flannel board and
quiz card techniques. This was followed by students working in small
groups to experiment with flannel board and quiz card materials. The
unit ended with an informal session where students shared their feelings
about the entire learning experience.
Evaluation . Recommendations for this unit included the suggestion
to extend the course to two semesters. None of the students responding
listed specific additions, changes, or omissions to the design. One
student did, however, suggest that the Caldecott Award books be given
less emphasis. General comments on this training unit revealed that
students found the presentations on children's literature to be very
helpful
.
Fifteen students commented favorably on the quantity of information
presented in this unit. The general comments included statements
relating specifically to poetry. One student singled out the Cinquain
as being particularly helpful. This student said that "by writing a
personally satisfying Cinquain I am once again interested in poetry
and in my own potential as a poet."
Before concluding this section on the evaluation of individual
training units the point should be made that a major goal of the
Affective-Based Creative Arts Curriculum training model is the develop-
ment of self-confidence on the part of the student. Students were asked
if the training experience had increased their self-confidence. All
responses were positive.
This section has described the data supplied by students at the
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end of each of the three training units. Affective and knowledge
components have been described in considerable detail because the
author believes they form the core of the formative evaluation that
has been conducted on this training model. These data will form the
basis for some general observations the author will make on the
strengths and weaknesses of the model for future revisions.
In an effort to get as complete a picture as possible the author
sought feedback from participants using a variety of other instruments.
These data contribute to the formative evaluation process and will be
summarized in the following sections of this chapter.
Formal Feedback System
Ratings of the student responses to the Formal Feedback System
questionnaire were tabulated and these data are reported in Tables 15
and 16. Data supplied at the end of each training unit suggests that
the experiential components of the design had a significant role in
terms of outcome. Student rankings of facilitating experiences confirm
the positive effect that the experiential activities had on the students
personally. Student evaluations of Unit I ranked "feeling of freedom
to act out" as the most facilitating experience. Student ranked "active
participation" as the most facilitating experience for Unit II.
An examination of Tables 15 and 16 indicate that students responded
very favorably to the self-growth orientations of the experiential
components of the program. Since the experiential activities focused
on the personal growth and development of the students, it would seem
student
Rankings
of
Facilitating
Experiences
for
Unit
I
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appropriate to have more presentations that would emphasize this concept.
Students listed personal experiences as being the most facilitating
to the learning process while content (i.e., methods and techniques)
was rated in third place in Unit II.
The concept of 'freedom' was listed twice as being facil itative.
The atmosphere of the class was referred to when students listed 'relaxed'
'laughing' and 'permission to be myself as ranking high on the scale of
facilitating experiences.
A further examination of Tables 15 and 16 suggests that the training
program was as much of a personal growth experience as a program of
instruction. Data supplied by the students on the Facilitating Exper-
ience Form indicates that the author played a vital role in creating
this kind of experience. In undergraduate teacher training courses the
instructor can remain detached and be primarily a dispenser of infor-
mation. The author's goal was to be actively involved in the learning
situation, to take risks, and to self-disclose her own fears and in-
hibitions associated with singing, dancing, painting, 'performing' and
other activities usually associated with the creative arts. She consid-
ered her role to be an important part of the process of confidence
building among the students. As already mentioned in Chapter II of this
dissertation, the "atmosphere of acceptance" as formulated by Combs,
Avila, and Purkey (1978), was used as a general guideline for the author's
role in implementing this training program. Clearly, the students saw
the author as having an impact in creating this accepting atmosphere.
Student responses to deterring experiences did not generate enough
data for analysis. Out of the twenty-nine students who completed the
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QU6Stionnai r6 for Unit I, only throo idGntifiod detGrring exporiGncGS
and two of these were similar; both referred to the use of guided
fantasy. Students commented that they found them to be of little use.
Even though these experiences were listed under "deterring experiences"
these two students seemed to be referring to their lack of usefulness
rather than as actual deterring experiences. Other student responses
were "none," "can't think of any," or the answer space provided was
simply left blank.
For Unit II, none of the students responding to the request for
deterring experiences identified any. For the most part, students left
the answer space empty; four students used the space to write "none."
On the basis of data derived from the Formal Feedback System the
author concludes that programs designed to train teachers should focus
on clear and practical ways to involve the 'whole student.' Information
supplied by students in Tables 15 and 16 suggests that they were ready
for this kind of involvement and appreciated being in a training program
that considered student needs to be equally as important as subject
content.
The data just described graphically illustrates that students saw
a variety of experiences as contributing in a positive way to the out-
come of the training program. The positive orientation of the responses
is partly accounted for by the fact that the items selected were based
on data supplied by the students themselves. This survey of student
opinion confirms the feedback given orally by students during the course
of the training program.
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Personal Description Rating Scale
Since students had devoted a lot of time to completing various
evaluation instruments the author was reluctant to present them with
another "questionnaire." Copies of the Personal Description Rating
Scale were placed on a table and the author asked that those who had
the energy anonymously complete a copy. In all, twenty-six of the
twenty-seven participating students completed copies. Ratings were
averaged and rounded out to the nearest digit. While the validity or
reliability of the instrument used has not been proven, the results
suggest that in the training program the author managed to deploy
the kinds of 'qualities' that were discussed in Chapter II. Student
ratings of the author on the Personal Description Rating Scale are
presented in Table 17.
Discussion of Evaluation of Training Program
The major goal of the study was to collect the data needed for
improving the training design, which for reasons mentioned above, induced
the author to use formative evaluation. Formative evaluation yields
data that can be used by the curriculum maker to make adjustments during
actual implementation of the training design.
In Chapter III the author outlined the main focus of the program
of experiential learning, which is the core of the model. The assumpt-
ion was that an experiential program could enhance the acquisition of
skills. The systematic skills training program can be implemented by
an instructor who is clear on the procedures of experiential learning
k
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Table 17
Personal Description Rating Scale*
Please circle the numbers that best describe the performance of your in-
structor during the course of this semester.
Comfortable with 0thers--^-2--3—4--5--6--7--Uncomfortable with Others
Genui ne—u>- 2— 3—4— 5—6— 7—Arti f i ci al
Lenient—1—2—3-^-5—6—7—Strict
Shows Feelings—0-2—3—4—5—6—7—Hides Feelings
Accepts Suggestions-0-2—3—4—5—6—7—Rejects Suggestions
Responsible—^-2
—
3
—
4
—
5
—
6
—
7
— Irresponsible
Enthusiastic--0-2
—
3
—
4
—
5
—
6
—
7
—Unenthusiastic
Inf1 uenti al -Q>-2—3—4—5—6—7—Uni nf 1 uenti al
Relaxed—0-2— 3—4— 5—6—7—Tense
Sincere--0-2—3—4— 5—6— 7— Insincere
Undemandi ng— 1— 2
—
0-4
—
5
—
6
—
7
—Demandi ng
Outspoken— 1 -3—4— 5—6— 7—Reserved
Sympatheti c—0-2—3—4—5—6— 7—Unsympatheti c
Accepts Help-©-2—3—4—5—6—7—Rejects Help
Rel i able-0-2—3—4—5—6—7—Unrel i abl e
Acti ve—©-2—3—4—5—6—7—Passi ve
Well Adjusted--0-2—3—4— 5—6—7—Maladjusted
Demonstrative--0-2—3—4— 5—6—7—Undemonstrative
Constructi ve—0-2--3—4—5—6--7—Destructi ve
Thorough--0-2—3—4—5—6—7—Careless
Competent—0-2—3—4--5--6—7— Incompetent
Involved—0-2—3--4—5—6--7—Uninvolved
Unworried--0-2—3—4—5—6—7--Anxious
Frank and Open-0-2—3—4--5—6—7—Evasive
Considerate--0-2--3--4--5--6--7— Inconsiderate
Accomodating--0-2—3—4—5--6--7--Stubborn
Dependable--0-2--3--4--5--6--7--Undependable
Informed—S—2--3—4—5—6—7—Uninformed
Interested—0-2—3—4—5—6—7—Unconcerned
Optimistic—0-2—3—^-5—6—7—Pessimistic
Di recti ve—1—2—3-(4)-5—6—7—Nondi recti ve
Happy-<D-2—3—4—5—6—7—Sad
*This rating scale was adapted from Hawley and Hawley's A Handbook of
Personal Growth Activities for Classroom Use.
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and can give precise instruction to students. Data supplied by students
in the group strongly supports this contention. Clearly, the students
indicated a high degree of mastery on the instruments evaluating specific
learnings in both affective and knowledge areas of content. The data
supplied by the students leads the author to conclude that the basic
framework for skill acquisition, as incorporated into the training model,
is efficient.
In their evaluations students responded very favorably to the self-
growth orientation of the experiential components of the design. The
personal and interpersonal nature of the facilitating experiences supports
the author belief that activities designed specifically for personal
self-growth are an integral part of the program.
Summary
All the data supplied by the students leads the author to conclude
that the Affective-Based Creative Arts Curriculum training model is
essentially sound. This training program was developed on the assumption
that all people are potentially creative and that much of this creativity
is underdeveloped or at least unexplored. The author had anticipated
that students would respond favorably to a program that acknowledged the
students' creative potential and provided a 'safe' environment where
students would feel free to explore and express themselves creatively.
Data derived from the various instruments of evaluation indicate
that
students discovered creative parts of themselves as a result
of these
experiences
.
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A goal of the training program was that students develop skills
and apply these skills outside of class. Specific objectives
identified creative arts skills and how they were behaviorally
translated. Participants in the training program clearly indicated
that they developed skills and applied these skills in teaching
situations with children. All the students planned, implemented,
and evaluated a creative arts activity with children.
The role of the instructor in the implementation of this training
program was considered an important factor. The assumption was that
active involvement, risk-taking, and self-disclosure on the part of
the instructor was vital to the confidence building process in students.
Data collected from the various evaluation instruments tends to confirm
the author's hypotheses about the validity of this approach.
After reviewing all the data collected for the study the author
identified the major characteristics of the training model. The frame
of reference for teaching and learning focused on the personal affective
attributes of the individual student as well as the professional know-
ledge qualities of the preservice teacher. On the basis of data
collected, the author suggests that the major characteristics or features
of the Affective-Based Creative Arts Curriculum are as follows:
-the approach is both humanistic and systematic.
-the approach is uniquely geared to the affective domain
-the approach is efficient in that it provides for the
acquisition of skills in the creative arts
-an atmosphere of acceptance provides the basis for self-
exploration and confidence building.
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In this chapter the results of the study were reported together
with a discussion of the results. In the next chapter, recommendations
for future research along with some personal comments by the author
will be presented.
CHAPTER VI
SUMMARY, RECOMMENDATIONS FOR FUTURE RESEARCH
AND PERSONAL COMMENTS
The purposes of this concluding chapter are threefold: to provide
a summary of the study; to advance recommendations for future research
to improve the model; and some personal comments by the author.
Summary
The purpose of the study was to develop, implement, and evaluate
the Affective-Based Creative Arts Curriculum . A main concern of the
study was to identify specific content in the curriculum that enabled
students to achieve the objectives. Further, the study sought to identify
classroom experiences, as perceived by the students, that enhanced or
prevented student learning.
The data collected in the study indicated a high level of student
mastery on the achievement of the curriculum objectives. The findings
of the study also indicated that students identified specific classroom
experiences that facilitated their learning of creative arts content.
An examination of deterring classroom experiences, as preceived by the
students, produced no significant data.
Recommendations for Future Research
An empirical "objective" study of the effectiveness of the Affectiye-
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Based Creative Arts Curriculum training model would include the
fol lowing:
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1. a study comparing the effectiveness of this approach
with other major approaches. Here it would be critically important
to control for such variables as age, sex, and experience of the student.
Such a study must include a sufficiently large group of students to
produce statistically significant results.
2. Further research into the effectiveness of the Affective-
Based Creative Arts Curriculum must include outcome studies. The student's
actual classroom teaching style and methods are relevant here. Age, sex,
and years of teaching children are variables that need to be controlled
in such a study. The long term effectiveness of this mode of training
would be a primary variable in such a study.
Personal Comments
Data collected from the various evaluation instruments strongly
suggests that students discovered, identified and manifested creative
parts of themselves that, before training, were not part of their
awareness. It would appear that teacher training programs that focus
on the personal qualities of the student touch some kind of responsive
chord and allow for the actualization of potential in these same
students.
Data collected also indicates that students translated their
creative arts experiences into teaching/learning situations
with children.
By providing an educational environment which allows
students assess to
the affective domain, they can free themselves from
fears and inhibitions.
no
This freedom to express and experiment provides the self-confidence to
engage in creative arts activities with children.
The "Training Manual" represents an experiential program for
preservice teachers who are simultaneously involved in a student
teaching situation with children. The aim of the training model is
to equip student teachers with affective and cognitive skills that can
broaden their understanding of and functioning in the world of creative
arts. The training manual was also written for other educators who
care about the inner world of the student and who want to keep the
creative impulse alive. Educators who implement this curriculum can
not only enrich the lives of their students, but may very well enrich
and expand their own creative potential through these experiences in
the creative arts.
It seems appropriate to end this dissertation on a very personal
note and with an expression that the author believes in and adheres
too. In the book with the same title, Antoine de Saint Exupery's
Little Prince said: "it is only with the heart that one can see
rightly, what is essential is invisible to the eye." To speak of the
heart is to illumine the affect. In the case of the Affective-Based
Creative Arts Curriculum , the internal, subjective 'invisible'
experiences of the student are the core of the learning process. All
people are creative and all peoplG have hearts; sometimes we simply
forget those parts of ourselves which are 'invisible to the eye.
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APPENDIX A
SAMPLE QUESTIONNAIRE ILLUSTRATING FORMAT
USED TO EVALUATE INDIVIDUAL TRAINING UNITS
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Affective-Based Creative Arts Curriculum Training Model
Knowledge Objectives
EVALUATION
Unit II Art
1. During this training unit I identified methods for engaging childrenin art activities. » » y
YES NO not sure
2. Three methods are:
(a)
(b)
(c)
3. During this training unit I learned the processes or procedures for
implementing the above art activities.
YES NO NOT SURE
4. Implementation of the above art activities involve the following
processes or procedures:
(a) Name of activity
Processes or procedures for implementing this activity;
(b) Name of activity
Processes or procedures for implementing this activity:
(c) Name of activity_
Processes or procedures for implementing this activity.
(Use the back of this page if needed for further descriptions)
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Knowledge Objectives
Evaluation
Unit II Art
Page 2
5. During this training unit I applied my artistic knowledge toteaching situations with children.
YES NO NOT SURE
6 . Two ways I have used art in learning situations with children are
(a)
(b)
7. How satisfied are you with this unit of training?
Not satisfied Satisfied Very satisfied
8. What did you find useful about this training unit?
9.
What would you change, add, omit?
10.
Considering specific features of this training unit, please check
the appropriate answer:
Very Not
useful Useful Useful Unnecessary
Demonstrations
Group activities
Lectures
Warm-up exercises
Affective-Based Creative Arts Curriculum Training Model
Affective Objectives
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EVALUATION
Umt II Art (check appropriate answer)
1. During this training unit I perceived the creative arts as a
discipline which merits serious educational inquiry...
(a) some of the time.
(b) most of the time.
(c) all of the time.
2. This training unit...
(a) increased my interest in the creative arts.
(b) did not increase or decrease my interest in the creative arts.
(c) was detrimental to my interest.
3. As far as my perceptions are concerned, I perceive the creative arts
in education as...
(a) an important discipline.
(b) no more important than other disciplines.
'(c) detrimental to education.
4. During this training unit I...
(a) formed judgments as to the value of creative arts education.
(b) formed no judgments as to the value of creative arts education.
(c) did not see any value in creative arts education.
5. Right now I feel that creative arts in education are of...
(a) great value.
(b) little value.
^
(c) no value at all.
6. During this training unit my commitment to creative arts education...
(a) increased.
(b) decreased.
(c) stayed the same.
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Eval uation
Affective Objectives
Unit II Art
Page 2
7. Right now my commitment to creative arts education is...
(a) high.
(b) medium.
(c) low.
8. During this training unit I expressed a commitment to creative arts
education by communicating with others about my commitment...
(a) very often.
(b) some of the time.
(c) not at all
.
9. This training unit...
(a) increased my willingness to communicate with others about
the creative arts.
(b) did not increase or decrease my willingness to communicate with
others about the creative arts.
(c) was detrimental to my willingness to communicate with others
about the creative arts.
10. As far as expressing a commitment to creative arts I now need...
(a) a great deal more information.
(b) more information.
(c) no information at all.
APPENDIX B
SAMPLE QUESTIONNAIRE ILLUSTRATING
FORMAL FEEDBACK SYSTEM USED TO
IDENTIFY FACILITATING AND DETERRING
EXPERIENCES
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Formal Feedback System
Questionnaire
1. What are the three most facilitating (i.e., to make easy, aid,
assist) experiences in the unit that helped you to apply your
new knowledge in situations with children?
2. What are the three most deterring (i.e., to prevent or discourage)
experiences in the unit that kept you from applying your new
knowledge in learning situations with children?
M
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Experience Form
Ratings: 2 - very helpful
1 = helpful
0 = not helpful
Experiences Ratings
Experiences
Priority
Form
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Preface
Creative arts education has undergone many transformations of em-
phasis since art was first taught. Multitudes of children have grown
up without knowing the pleasure that the arts can offer them. For this
reason, efforts have been made in, recent years to provide creative arts
education, with its emphasis in product and performance for the gifted
few, to creative arts education for all students. Today another trans-
formation is taking place. Current interest in teaching the 'whole'
child have provided varied viewpoints on the relative importance of the
specific means and ends in creative arts education. In general, those
involved in education and psychology are becoming increasingly aware
that experiences with the creative arts nurture the development of both
cognitive and affective elements in group and individual learning.
Until recently the young child's early school experiences were
especially concerned with cognitive development. However, education
for young children is undergoing another transformation. With interest
in and the development of education models that allow systematically
for the development of the 'whole' child, the affective elements of
emotions, feelings, concerns, desires, and attitudes have gained new
stature. The interrelationship of feelings and thought that character-
izes contemporary educational thought is also a focus of creative arts.
The affective aspect of creative arts becomes crucial to education when
education is defined as it is here: the process of affective and cog-
nitive growth toward the goals of emotional and intellectual maturity.
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Today many experts in education insist that the creative arts are
basic to a total education. The creative arts permit children, and
adults alike, to perceive and experience feelings (affective domain)
and to gain an understanding (cognitive domain) of these perceptions
as they are expressed in concrete forms. Cognition alone cannot wholly
influence learning because learning includes both objective and sub-
jective elements.
Affective education programs now exist widely, primarily in sys-
tems outside the school environment. Few opportunities for systematic-
ally developing affective potential are available to children. As a
result, many adults have grown up in an educational system which focuses
on cognition, or "knowing about" a particular discipline, while the
affective elements of their being has remained underdeveloped or at
least unexplored. There is however, an increasing awareness in higher
education that the development of instructional approaches which inte-
grate the student's affect and unique personal experiences with the
subject matter at hand can increase student involvement, interest, and
learning. Educational practices that fail to address these issues are
depriving students of a total education.
If we, as educators, believe that the arts are basic to a total
and enriched education, and this educator believes this is true, then
we must examine the educational practices which influence those persons
primarily responsible for educating children, the classroom teacher.
Beneath program arrangements and curricular innovations lie the teacher s
personal role. Since we as educators are endeavoring to help children
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maximally develop their endless potential, we must consider these same
goals when developing curriculums for training teachers. Just as the
creative arts are basic to a child's total education, the creative
arts may well be the common denominator for providing the preservice
teacher with a balanced and totally enriched preservice experience.
Creative arts education, which is intrinsically related to the affec-
tive domain, can provide the means for systematically developing the
total learning potential of the preservice teacher. To teach in mean-
ingful and relevant ways, there is a necessity to blend the cognitive
with the affective domain. Ideally, all learning should be a blending
of the two. When such blending occurs, we have education that allows
students to fully develop their affective potential along with their
intellectual abilities.
The Affective-Based Creative Arts Curriculum is written for stu-
dents involved in general teacher training education, with its values
in the broad development of affective and cognitive abilities of the
student. Teaching is a creative form in itself. Experiences that lead
toward effective teaching of subject matter should also lead to the
development of sensitivity, feelings, expression, and a means of trans-
mitting these to others. This approach is designed to be both student
centered and content centered. The training modality is designed to
help preservice teacher develop their natural capacity for creativeness
in an environment which encourages exploration of the affect as well as
the development of skills.
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Introduction
The Mfective-Based Creative Arts Currimimwas originally written
to accompany the author's course on "Creative Arts for Young Children,"
a course for Early Childhood Education preservice teachers. The curri-
culum was also written to provide a comprehensive view of the relation-
ship between the creative arts and affective education. Both in process
and content the Affective-Based Creative Arts Curriculum operates across
two domains—affective and cognitive. The training process itself is
experiential ly based in creative arts content.
In the training sessions the participants grow affectively as
teachers ; their wants, wishes, fears, joys, and values are directly
addressed. Cognitively, participants learn skills and methods in the
creative arts. In the elementary classroom, participants apply their
new knowledge to engage young children in the same or parallel creative
arts experiences.
The author's own background as a kindergarten teacher, early child-
hood teacher educator, human relations trainer, artist, and musician
gave her the tools to write to early childhood teacher education pro-
grams about training teachers through educational practices that in-
volve the education of the 'whole' student. One might ask, "Why affec-
tive education for preservice teachers?" Traditional educational prac-
tices in teacher education emphasize "knowing about" a particular sub-
ject rather than how it may relate to the students own perceptions and
needs. Contemporary educators are beginning to question the validity
of educational practices that give highest priority to cognitive con-
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tent. These educators propose that the direction of the prevailing
cognitive emphasis in education be reversed. In urging educators to
systematically include exploration of the affective domain, these con-
temporary educators are not asserting its primacy over cognitive or
separating cognition and affect; instead they propose the inclusion of
affective education as a means of equalizing an imbalance arid filling
the gaps that traditional education has ignored.
For a balanced and totally enriched educational experience pre-
service teachers must be provided with ways of experiencing the affec-
tive domain. Cognitive skills are not enough. If learning is to take
place in meaningful and relevant ways, then there is a necessity to
blend the cognitive with the affective elements of learning. Ideally,
all learning should be a combination of the two. When such blending
occurs, we have education that allows preservice teachers to develop
their emotional selves along with their intellectual abilities. We are
more than our thoughts; we are also feelings and actions. Feelings and
action are as important in determining teacher effectiveness as is in-
tellectual development and the acquisition of skills.
There is also an increasing awareness that the development of in-
structional approaches which integrate the student's affect and unique
personal experiences with the subject matter at hand can increase stu-
dent involvement, interest, and learning. In this case, the affective
nature of the creative arts may be the common denominator. Creative
arts experiences are intrinsically related to the affective domain.
Growth and development in the creative arts involve a subjective, psy-
chologically affective experience and creative arts education can
pro-
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vide the means for systematic exploration of the affective domain—the
domain that is usually left to chance, indeterminate learning.
The "Creative Arts for Young Children'^ course was created to help
preservice teachers develop their natural capacity for creativeness in
an environment free from ideas and expectations that suggest performing
expertise, perfection in artistic form, and talent as prerequisites for
success. To emphasize personal creativity as in integral component of
the training model does not, however, negate the importance of skill
training. Skills in using and manipulating various art forms have
validity as they provide a conceptual framework within which the crea-
tive potential of the student can be actualized. This approach to
teacher training in the creative arts is designed to help preservice
teachers discover their own creative abilities and to find an expressive
language for these through the creative arts experiences. When this
happens, preservice teachers may enter freely into the teaching process
as an energetic and uninhibited exchange between themselves and the
children they teach.
Instructor's Manual
The Instructor's Manual can be used in two ways: as an instructor's
course outline for 3-hour classes, or as a training manual for workshop
leaders. This manual offers thirteen classes. In a regular semester of
sixteen weeks three classes are left unstructured. The author's intent
here was to leave room for instructors to present or include lessons
based on personal interest of areas of special expertise.
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Most course sessions are experiential in design and give students
the opportunity to actively participate in creative arts experiences.
The course format includes warm-up/transition activities, discussions,
demonstrations, lectures, exercises, and interaction activities involv-
ing an entire class, small groups, or pairs.
This curriculum has been field tested through four semesters of
the author's own teaching and was the subject of a critical formative
evaluation at the University of Massachusetts during the Fall of 1980.
The author has taught groups of graduating college seniors and mixed
groups of graduate students and regular classroom teachers. The author
has found that participants respond favorably to a heterogeneous group
where the ages and backgrounds of the participants vary considerably.
The class need not be confined solely to a group of undergraduates, as
the 'learning by doing' approach also seems to enhance 'learning from
others.' Every student, no matter what their age or background, has
valuable contributions to make to the overall learning environment.
'Whatever the circumstances, the course offers a unique learning
experience. Educators who implement this curriculum cannot only enrich
the lives of their students, but may well enrich and expand their own
creative potential through these experiences with the creative arts. We
are all creative. The Affective-Based Creative Arts Curriculum is learn-
ing together, supporting each other, laughing, overcoming fears, and
finding pleasure in keeping the creative impulse alive.
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Overview
Course Objectives
The course is designed to equip preservice teachers with affective
and cognitive skills that can broaden their understanding of and func-
tioning in creative arts experiences with children. The course examines
seven fundamental components of creative art: music, painting, sculp-
ture, creative dramatics, dance, and literature, including poetry.
By semesters end, the students should have acquired self-confidence
in their own creative abilities. Students will have also gained new
knowledge and techniques for exploring the creative arts with children.
Both the practice of skills and the identification of personal creative
style share an equal place in this course on creative arts education.
The frame of reference for teaching and learning focuses on the per-
sonal and professional aspects of the individual.
Basic Assumptions
The Affective-Based Creative Arts Curriculum is based on three
assumptions:
1. the creative arts are intrinsically related to the affective
domai n
,
2. learning requires thinking and feeling and begins with ex-
perience
,
3. increased consciousness of experiencing is related to en-
hanced learning.
Course Division
The course is divided into three major sections or blocks of learn
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ing: music, art, and literature. The first five classes focus on music
and include dance, creative movement, pantomime, characterization-
improvisation, and instrumentation. The design combines didactic and
experiential learning with each session consisting of a short presenta-
tion or demonstration which is followed by large group participation.
Both the presentations and the large group activities during the first
section of the training program focus on helping students feel comfor-
table with the activities by participating as a group rather than indi-
vidually. The framework for the music section is designed to build
confidence among group members and also to allow for active participa-
tion in musical activities. The focus of this section is on helping
students relax and overcome some of the fears associated with singing,
dancing, and acting. The goal is to help students develop a repertoire
of musical activities to use with children.
Classes VI, VII, VIII, and IX focus on the visual arts. One of
the tenets of this method of training is that the actual experience of
creating in a specific art material is essential for the development of
artistic sensitivity and the means for transmitting this sensitivity to
children. At this stage, students are allowed more flexibility in de-
signing and creating artistic forms of a more individual nature. During
this section of experiential learning, studfents are encouraged to work
in dyads, triads, and alone. Students have the opportunity to discuss
those techniques that seem to fit naturally into their own style of
teaching, to explore these methods, and to learn from the methods of
others.
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Classes X, XI, and XII examine children's literature, including
poetry. During these classes the focus is on the uniqueness of the
individual and the development of the creative abilities inherent in
each person. Students gain skills in reading aloud, practice the art
of story-telling, and explore alternative ways of presenting children's
literature in classroom settings. Students also learn techniques for
writing poetry and spend considerable time writing poetry, both indi-
vidually and in small groups.
Class XIII focuses on termination and transition. Group dynamics
are centered on impending termination of the class and students are
involved, if only on a fantasy level, in the transition process of
leaving college to enter the professional world of teaching. This
class is devoted to the process of closure.
Class Size
The ideal class size is twenty students. Small group interaction
is especially important and intimacy is not easily achieved in a group
over twenty. Since intimacy is important for trust building, the dy-
namics of a larger group differ considerably and the students cannot
get to know each other. Also, a larger group prohibits the instructor
from relating to individual students on a consistent basis. A teaching/
learning atmosphere where students are safe to try, encouraged to take
risks, and supported for having done so is more likely to be achieved
when the group is no larger than twenty. On the other hand, a group
that is too small creates a different dynamic and may not provide enough
interaction among students.
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Course Syllabus
The syllabus developed by the author is systematic and cumulative
in nature and should be followed accordingly. The couse open with a
community building theme and low-risk, large group activities. As the
course progresses, students are given more flexibility in creating
artistic forms of a more individualized nature. The course closes with
students performing or presenting before the large group. Trust build-
ing among participants is a very important component-one which leads
to confidence building in the individual student. For this reason, the
syllabus should be followed as much as possible.
Grading Criteria
Attendance 20%
Music Project 20%
Art Project 20%
Integrated Project 30%
Class Participation 10%
vm
Sample Projects
I . Class Presentations
These projects should involve the student in planning and
implementing a creative arts activity with a small group of
children. Students are expected to give an oral presenta-
tion of these projects at the end of the music unit and at
the end of the art unit.
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1. Music Project : Plan and implement an activity for chil-
dren based on a method, technique, or concept that you
learned during the music unit of the course.
2. Art Project : Plan and implement an activity for children
based on a method, technique, or concept that you learned
during the art unit of the course.
Sample Paper Assignment (five to seven pages)
I. Integrated Creative Arts Project . This project should be pre-
sented in the form of an individual case paper and should in-
clude the following:
1. Plan and implement an integrated creative arts activity
for children which includes music, art, and literature.
2. Describe the activity.
3. Analyze the outcome and consequences of the interaction.
4. How would you do if differently in the future?
Describe your behavior and your feelings while implement-
ing your activity.
5.
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Class I
INTRODUCTION TO THE COURSE
Materials: Colored paper, markers, scissors, masking tape, news-
print, snacks, beverages, cups.
Records: The Pachelbel Canon in D . Maurice Andre conducting
the Jean Francois Pail lard Orchestra. RCA Recording
RFL 1-5468.
The author always starts her classes by providing snacks and beverages
«
for the students. Usually the first day of class is a time when students
are anxious. Over-enrollment is always anticipated, and individual stu-
dents with individual problems require the immediate attention of the
instructor. Having food readily available seems to lessen some of these
tensions.
Students use colored paper and markers to make name tags and should
wear these name tags until everyone knows all the others' names (at least
four or five sessions). The author considers it very important for the
students to get to know one another as fast as possible in order to es-
tablish a sense of community.
The author begins this first class with a warm-up activity, usually
in the form of a game that will elicit laughter and help to establish a
relaxed and informal atmosphere. The course is designed to help students
feel free from threat so that they can actively participate in the crea-
tive arts activities. Experiential exercises are particularly helpful to
the process of community building and trust among group members. A feel-
ing of high trust and low competition is essential in the classroom.
The
instructor must create a positive learning atmosphere, give students the
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methods and techniques for acquiring skills in the creative arts, and
provide activities that help students to internalize these skills in
personally meaningful ways.
In the first session students are asked to sit on the floor in a
circle while the instructor shares the rationale for the syllabus, ex-
plains the projects, and reviews the grading criteria.
Students are then asked to form pairs with someone they don't know
for interviews and introductions. Students ask each other questions
about their occupations or majors, work or educational experiences, where
they live, what their hobbies are and what are their particular interests
for being in the course. Students then introduce each other to the whole
class.
Usually, it is a good idea to break the rhythm of the class at this
point and have students get up and participate in a musical activity. All
the songs, fingerplays, and dance/movement exercises are in Grass is
Greener : A Collection of Songs, Nursery Rhymes, Movement Exercises
,
and
Finger Plays for Young Children written by the author and presented at
the end of this training manual. An audio tape of melodies and instruc-
tions for implementation is also available from the author.
Activities for this first class are varied and include experiences
from the wide range of materials to be presented in this unit. During
this first class the author likes to have students participate in a large
group dance or movement exercise which involves cooperations among parti-
cipants; a large group exercise that is individually oriented; and a
seated activities which focus on finger plays and pantomime.
After this the author likes to give a brief lecture emphasizing the
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importance of freeing ourselves and allowing ourselves, as adults, to
enter the world of creativity and expression. This is a natural process
for children, but unfortunately, for many adults, we have been educated
"out of free expression" and find it difficult to be spontaneous and child-
like. Content includes assurance from the instructor that talent is not
a prerequisite for success, that the class is a legitimate arena for ex-
perimenting with new behaviors, that overcoming fears and inhibitions is
possible and that a primary objective of the course is to support each
other in our efforts. A brief lecture outline might look like this:
Topic Outline for Lecture
1. Importance of active participation is to:
a. exercise our own imaginations
b. explore our own creativity
c. enhance spontaneity
d. overcome fears of "performing"
e. reduce inhibitions
2. Supporting each other while
a. learning creative arts content
b. exhibiting our own creativity
c. in a non-judgmental atmosphere
The author likes to end the first class with a guided fantasy which
focuses on the internal, creative and imaginative potential of the student
Fantasy is the process of using the imagination to create mental
images.
It can be used as a tool for creativity, for mentally rehersing
an antici-
pated act or behavior, and for experimenting in a relatively
safe way with
different ways of being in the world. Guided fantasies are
planned experi
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ences, read or spoken by an individual or individuals and usually cen-
tered on a particular subject or idea for the integration of the inner
experience with the outer reality of the person. By giving students the
opportunity to explore their inner resources of inventiveness and crea-
tivity, the author believes that students can broaden their perspectives
on experience possibilities and creative potentials.
The process of having students stretch and exercise their imagina-
tions in this way is a first step in realizing the ability to be creative.
The author calls this "cognitive rehersal." Using guided fantasies as a
means of cognitive rehersal is a very low-level risk activity for the
student. Guided fantasies involve no physical movement, no risk of fail-
ure in the eyes of others, and no outward signs of being a creative per-
son. Only the students themselves know how much they are attending to
their imaginations and only they can assess their willingness to create
images and get involved in the mental process of exploration. By using
guided fantasies in this manner, students take some responsibility for
the amount of emotional energy they elect to use to discover their own
ability to use their imaginations creatively. In the instruction for
guided fantasies three periods (...) indicate a pause. The reader should
experience the fantasies with the participants and should pace the pauses
accordingly.
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Class I - A Sample Syllabus
Cumulative Time For
Time Each Activity
0
30 30
Check-in, making name tags, eating and
talking
45 15
Warm-up/Transition Activity; "Bumpety-
Bump Game"
60 15 .
Rationale for syllabus, explanation of
projects, grading criteria, etc.
80 20 The "Interviews" in pairs
105 25
The "Introductions" to the whole
class
120 15 Coffee Break
135 15
Lecture on participation, imagination,
and creativity
160 25
Music and Movement: "Zudie-0", "Head
and Shoulders, Baby", "Open Shut Them"
170 10 Guided Fantasy I: "You are Creative"
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Bumpety-Bump Game
Have the group stand in a circle. Each participant must ask and
then remember the names of the people on either side (instructor plays
too). Someone is asked to volunteer to be "It.” "It” stands in the
center of the circle, turns round and round, stops and points to some-
one, and says out loud, "Right (or left) Bumpety-Bump-Bump." The per-
son pointed to must say the name of the person on their right (or left)
before "It" finishes saying "Bumpety-Bump-Bump." If the person wins,
"It" points to somebondy else. If the person cannot remember the names
or say them quickly enough, then that person becomes "It."
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Interview Questions (To be listed on newsprint and displayed)
-Do you work anywhere? Part-time, full-time?
-Are you in school full-time or part-time?
-What is your major?
-Have you had any interesting or unique work experiences?
-Have you had any interesting or unique educational experiences?
-Where do you live?
-Where's home for you?
-What are your hobbies?
-What do you enjoy doing on week-ends for fun?
-What are your interests for being in this course?
-What do you hope to gain by participating in this course?
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*Guided Fantasy I: "You Are Creative"
Acconipanyi ng music i The Pachelbel Canon in D. Maurice Andre conduct-
ing the Jean-Francois Pail lard Chamber Orchestra. RCA Recording FRL
1 -5468 .
"Find a good spot in the room where you can lie down without touching
anyone else. Wiggle around a little until you find a way of lying down
that is completely comfortable. Now close your eyes and let your
muscles relax. Give in to the support. of the floor...it's a solid base
that will securely support you."
Pause (ten seconds)
"Use your minds eye to watch the thoughts that are running through
your head right now." (Pause) "Use your imagination to transform
these thoughts into shimmering, golden fish that flow across the front
of your mind. Watch your thoughts as they drift in front of your closed
eyes. Let them flow past, notice them and allow them to drift on,
drifting slowly out of your mind's eye."
Pause (ten seconds)
"Begin exhaling slowly and smoothly through your mouth. Make a small
sound so that you can hear whether your breath is smooth or not. When
you exhale your breath, give one final puff to make sure all the air is
gone. (Pause) Relax and let the air enter your body slowly, in a
smooth, relaxed rhythm."
. .
indicates a pause.
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"Think of warm. Think of a warm yellow sun, sending golden rays of
light through the dark universe. Imagine a thread, a shimmering, golden
thread of warmth drifting aimlessly in space. Breathe in and absorb
that golden thread with all its warmth. Breathe out and send it travel-
ing back into space." (Pause) "Breathe in and send your warm, golden
thread to your head. . .shimmering, filled with pure light to relax and
warm your head. Exhale and send the thread speeding to the sun."
(Pause) "Breathe in and take the warmth of your magic thread to your
shoulders. Feel the glow in your shoulders as they relax and melt into
the floor. Exhale and send your golden thread soaring through the sky,
traveling toward the sun." (Pause) "Inhale and send your golden
thread to your stomach. Relax the tension, let your stomach subside
and rest against your spine. Breathe out and send your thread gliding
through the heavens, beyond the starry host of the galaxy." (Pause)
"Breathe in and guide your glistening thread to your legs. Feel the
glowing warmness as your legs release themselves to the support of the
floor" (Pause) "Breathe out and watch your radiant thread reflect the
sunbeams as it absorbs the energy of the distant sun. Follow your
thread as it streaks toward the Milky Way. Watch it as it settles be-
yond the constellations and shines its every warming beam through the
darkness, touching and warming you as you glory in its light.
Pause (ten seconds)
"As you lie there in the darkness, glowing from your shimmering sun,
imagine a closed flower in your mind. The flower is beautiful, yet un-
(Pause) "It‘s petals are tight... the flower waits to unfold."born."
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(Psusb) ListGD to my voicG as you allow your flowGr to morge with
your body and you become one."
Pause (ten seconds)
"Now hide your flower-self deep within a seed, a tiny seed that encases
your lovely blossom. Allow your body to become that seed." (Pause)
"Reach down through the center of your being and feel the ground."
(Pause) "Connect yourself solidly with the earth. Imagine that you
are part of the earth; cool, dark, moist, and mysterious."
Pause (ten seconds)
"Your thread of golden light shines on the earth above where you lie."
( START MUSIC HERE )
"Your golden stream of light warms you... it streams through the earth
and you swdT with warmth. Your legs become roots, roots that stir deep
within the darkness. Your roots begin to move, slowly stretching out-
ward, deep within warm, moist earth. Your golden thread whispers a
message that only you can hear, it whispers "Grow".
Pause (ten seconds)
"Feel yourself beginning to grow, already touched by the magic of the
light from above. Your arms are seedlings that stretch up toward the
light, mysteriously finding their way through the dark earth. They are
tiny green seedlings, filled with your unborn flower." (Pause) 'Out
toward the sun your tiny buds come, reaching upward. Feel your arms as
they push up through the ground, lovely fragile, a slender blade of
green reaching for the light."
Pause (ten seconds)
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"Your petals begin to spread and separate as the flower within you un-
folds. You are filled with beauty, you are precious, you are the crea
tion of all creations. . .joy of joys, delight of delights, lovliness be
yond completeness, sweetness distancing all sweetness. Your roots
reach down through your center and you are solidly connected with the
earth.
Pause (ten seconds)
"You are the most beautiful, perfect creation in the world. Glory in
your flower. Your flower is you and you, special person, are your
flower."
Pause (ten seconds)
"And now let yourself come to rest, completely still and centered.
Feeling peaceful, alive, and filled with the joy and the goodness of
your beging. When you are ready, return to the here and now. Cover
your eyes with your hands and open your eyes slowly, gently allowing
the light of the here and now to return.
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Class II
RHYTHM AND BEAT, FINGER PLAYS, SONGS AND MOVEMENT, TRAIT IDENTIFICATION
Materials: Paper, newsprint, markers, masking tape.
The author begins this second class with a focus on "transition."
Today's students are continuously bombarded with a multiple range of
stimuli, all of which have an impact and influence on students' per-
formance in class. All students coming to the class bring pieces of
their personal outside world with them and often the influence of these
"then and there" experiences hinder the students ability to be totally
present in the "here and now" atmosphere of the creative arts class-
room. Being free to explore, participate and spontaneously respond to
creative arts activities means being free, or at least temporarily re-
leased from the pressures and anxieties that we all encounter in day to
day living with the "outside" world. In order to create optimum condi-
tions for exploration, risk-taking, and free expression, the author
attends to the students outside environment by providing a period of
transition at the beginning of the class. For the transition exercise,
the author uses Guided Fantasy II, "Gunny-Sack".
Next the author uses a game as an introductory warm-up exercise
to get students moving, thinking, and cooperating. Again, the estab-
lishment of a relaxed and informal atmosphere is paramount to the over-
all success of the interactions. The "Elephant and Giraffe Game" is
fun, requires quick thinking and response, enables students to work to-
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gether cooperatively and helps to create a sense of conmunity as stu-
dents get to know each other better.
After this exercise, the students are asked to sit in a circle and
the author introduces the concepts of rhythm and beat. This exercise
demonstrates how rhythm and beat are an internal part of our physical
make-up and how these concepts can be demonstrated by using our own
bodies. Students are encouraged to discover, mimic, and verbally re-
spond to their own rhythmic heartbeats. Complete instructions for im-
plementing this activity are found at the end of this section.
Next the author introduces finger plays and explains the teaching/
learning process of ''lining”. Lining is a teaching technique tradi-
tionally used by church choirs, before the age of hymn books, to teach
songs, melodies, and chants to church congregations. The process is
simple. The leader, in this case the author, sings, recites or demon-
strates one line, bar, or phrase and the students repeat it, or "line
it back” in a repetitious fashion. Once the basic elements are learned,
the student is then encouraged to change, manipulate, or revise the
basic form to create their own version or to accomodate the different
age levels of the children with whom they will be working. Approaching
finger plays from this perspective allows students to use their own
creative abilities and limits the potential stereotyping of having all
the students doing the exact same thing at the same time.
At this point the author focuses on the personal and professional
growth of the student. "Trait Identification" enables students to
identify the special characteristics of the most influential teacher in
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their lives. This exercise also provides data for students to assess
their own personal teaching characteristics and to project their poten-
tial for being an influential teacher for their students.
After this exercise the students are usually ready to stretch and
move around. The author begins the final portion of the class with
"Come Follow Me," a song that gets students up and moving again. The
author leads students, in Pied Piper fashion, into a large circle. Once
the students have formed a circle, the author introduces circle songs
and movement exercises.
Keeping in mind the focus on community building, the author likes
to end this class with the song "Dear Friends". The students are asked
to form two groups facing each other. Using the lining technique, the
two groups of students learn and sing "Dear Friends" to each other.
Ending the class on this note seems to have a settling effect on the
students after being very active, and they leave the class having ex-
pressed appreciation for each other through song.
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Class II - Rhythm and Beat, Finger Plays, Songs and Movement
Cumulative
Time
Time For
Each Activity
0
15 15
Transition Time: Guided Fantasy II:
Gunny Sack"
30 15
Warm-up Activity: "Elephant and Giraffe
Game"
60 30 Rhythm afid Beat
75 15 Coffee Break
105 - 30
Finger Plays: "Open-Shut Them," "Little
Cabin in the Woods," "Two Little Blue-
birds," "Thumbkin," "There Was a Little
Turtle," "Ency Weency Spider," "Jack-in-
the Box," "The Bus Ride," and "Roly Poly
135 30 Trait Identification
170 35
Songs and Movement: "Come Follow Me,"
"Daniel," "All Around the Kitchen,"
"Punchinello," "Walk to School," "I Can
Move," and "Dear Friends".
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Guided Fantasy II : " Gunny-Sack ”
Sit down and let your body become comfortable.
. .Move around until
you are sitting squarely. . .balanced. . .calm. Take a couple of deep
breaths, letting all the tension flow out of your body.
And now as your body quiets down, let your mind become quiet also.
Imagine that your mind is quiet and peaceful, slowing down to a sooth-
ing slow pace... and as your mind becomes quiet, we will go in our minds
to all the events that have happened to us today.
Much of the time we are not aware of how our everyday encounters
with others and experiences in our environment effect our behavior.
Take a few minutes and re-create an image of where you were when you
first waked up this morning. .who was there. ..what was happening. . .what
feelings did you have?
As these images begin to shift in your mind's eye, allow yourself
to move from an image state to a thinking state and remember the events
of the day that followed your waking up. Who did you see.. where did
you go...what did you do?
Now direct your attention to the events of the day that troubled
or bothered you... these events might have involved another person...
many people... or some bit of trauma that was out of your control .. .you
may have had a disagreement with someone.. .missed the bus... had a bad
class... or any number of other experiences that left you feeling unsure,
unsafe, or upset. .
.
Now return to an image state and imagine a large sack laying on the
floor near you... this is a gunny-sack which has a very important
purpose
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...this gunny-sack is especially designed to hold all those experiences,
events, or people that have disrupted your day today... the gunny-sack
is a safe place to keep these things and once they are safely tucked
away, only you can decide if and when you want to get them out again.
Remember all the troubling elements of your day and one by one,
pick them up and tuck them away in your gunny-sack. . .they 'll be safe...
you can get them out again if you wish... but for right now, put them
away and free yourself from their influence.
Watch yourself as you fill up your sack and listen to what is
going on inside your mind... this will help you get in touch with how
you are feeling...
Use your image eye to pick up your sack... carry it through the
door and leave it outside of this room... use your image eye to walk
back into this room, free of the troubles and unpleasant events of the
day.
As long as you know where your sack is you can have more control
over what you do with it...
Now it's time to become alert again. Begin to move your fingers
and toes a little. . .open your eyes slowly and let the sight of the room
come in when your eyes are fully open, stand up, feeling refreshed,
relaxed and free from those unpleasant experiences.
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Elephant and Giraffe Game
Have students divide themselves into small groups of four or five.
Someone is asked to volunteer to be "It." The person who is "It" stands
in the center of the circle, points to any person in the circle, and
says either "Elephant, one, two, three, four." or "Giraffe, one, two,
three, four." If you are pointed to and called 'elephant,' you bend
from the waist and make a trunk with your arms. The people on either
side of you put their hands to your head to make ears. If you are
pointed to and called 'giraffe,* you put your arms together above your
head and the people on either side of you place their hands on your
waist to form legs. Whoever fails to do his/her part before the end
of the count becomes it. This is a fun game that can go on until every-
one has had a chance to be "It" or until participants lose interest in
playing.
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Rhythm and Beat
I. Rhythm
Ask students to find a pul setpoint on their body and attend to
their pulse until they can identify a steady, rhythmic beat.
After all the students have found their pulse and have attended
to it for a few minutes, use the lining technique to teach the
song "I've Got A Rhythm in my Heart."
• Basic Beat Exercise
Note Reference
whole note - sitting note
half note - hopping note
quarter note - walking note
eighth note ~ running note
Using a 4/4 measure, begin clapping with the whole note, clapping
out the number of beats for each (4/4) measure, adding in half
notes, quarter notes, and eighth notes one by one.
Next, create your own rhythmic pattern and move around the room
using your body and the note references above to physically
represent your pattern.
III. Name Game
Each person develops a rhythmic presentation of their name and
says the name simultaneously in 4/4 time. Add a little dynamics
(loud, soft, etc.) to produce lovely sounds/music!
IV. Rhythmic Names to Movement
Move around the room, saying our names in our own chosen rhythm
(still using 4/4 measure). Then change rhythmic patterns, first
at will, and then following directions. Keeping a steady rhythm,
students respond to "change" directions given by the instructor,
and move in different directions (forward, backward, to the left
etc.) still maintaining a steady, stable beat.
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Guided Fantasy III : "Trait Identification"
Find a place in the room where you can sit comfortably or where
you can lie down without touching anyone else... close your eyes and
begin to relax your body. Let your breathing be natural and smooth...
allow your thoughts to pass before your mind's eye... don't try to stop
them, simply let them float by and let them go.
We're going on a journey to look for our favorite teacher. Scan
the years of your childhood, adolescence, adulthood and remember all
the teachers you have had. . .identify the one's you loved the most. As
you remember them, try to choose one that was the most special.. the one
whom you are sure loved and valued you.
When you have chosen that special teacher, think of the charac-
teristics that made that teacher your favorite. . .was it their attention
...the caring. . .their warmth... or the dedication? Describe this teacher
to yourself .. .think of adjectives that enhance your memory of this
teacher. . .continue to think about your teacher for a moment.
Now, try to clear this scene and prepare to return to this room.
I will count to five as you make the transition back to the here and
now. One. . .two. . .feel your toes and fingers begin to move. . .three. .
.
move your arms and legs four.. .cup your eyes to shade them from the
light. . .five. . .open your eyes slowly and come back to this room.
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Trait Identification Process
1. After the Guided Fantasy students are asked to write down all
adjectives that describe the teacher in their fantasy.
2. When the lists are completed, the students are asked to pair
up with a person sitting near them and share the information
on their sheets.
3. Next, the students (still in pairs) are asked to combine their
lists and come up with a new list that incorporates or summa-
rizes the characteristics common to both lists.
4. The instructor then asks one member of each pair to read the
list of common characteristics. The instructor writes these
on newsprint.
5. Next, the students are asked to discuss the characteristics
listed on the newsprint, to talk about their own strengths
and to identify within themselves some of these same charac-
teristics.
6. The instructor prepares a hand-out of the characteristics to
be given to the students at the next class session.
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Class III
PANTOMIME AND DANCE, SUPPORT GROUPS
Record: The Virtuoso Recorder : From Folk Dances to Blues .
Bernard Kraims, His Consort and Ensemble. Odyssey Recording
32160143, Columbia Records. Side 2, #6.
Materials: Newsprint, markers, "Support System People" sheet.
Like all classes, this one starts with a warm-up/transition
period. Since pantomime is a form of creative dramatics, the warm-up/
transition activity combines pantomime with vocalization to create
humorous and imaginative ways for students to make contact with each
other. The exercise is done with closed eyes thus reducing self-
consciousness and allowing for fluent and sometimes exaggerated voca-
lization by the students.
"Animals" (from Weinstein, Hardin, and Weinstein, 1976) is the
warm-up/transition activity for this class. After this exercise, the
students are asked to get paper and pencils to take notes during a
brief lecture on Creative Dramatics.
An introduction to Creative Dramatics follows. The author likes
to define the different components of Creative Dramatics (i.e., panto-
mime, improvisation or characterization, dialogue or vacalization, and
dramatization). Pantomime, the first step in Creative Dramatics, is the
art of conveying ideas without words. Pantomime involves movement, en-
courages the use of the entire body, and relieves the students of hav-
ing to think of dialogue. Group pantomimes of the simplest kind to
challenge the imagination and sharpen awareness. In this class, small
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group pantomimes should always precede individual work.
As a beginning exercise in pantomime, students are asked to form
pairs. Each pair is asked to think of a mechanical appliance. They
are requested to leave the room, find a place where they can be alone,
and together ''become'' that appliance; not operate it, but become it.
After 10 minutes, the pairs of students return to the room and panto-
mime their "appliance" for the whole group. Some very imaginative
results may be expected as: a pencil sharpener, an egg beater, a lawn
mower, a hair dryer, a record player, etc. This is a challenging
exercise, practically guaranteed to break down all inhibitions.
The next step is to ask the students to form groups of four or
five and repeat the exercise using the larger group to represent a more
complicated mechanical appliance, this time adding sound. As students
become freer and more involved in imaginative movement, self-conscious-
ness disappears and involvement is hastened.
The last step in this series of pantomime exercises is the forma-
tion of a Human Machine. This activity involves considerably more risk
because students respond at their own pace and to respond alone. Stu-
dents are asked to move to the outer perimeter of the room and to stand
next to a wall. One member, a volunteer is asked to move to the center
of the room and begin a motion. Other members, one at the time, join
in non-verbal ly in such a way as to connect with members already in
motion. After the machine is complete, members are asked to look at
their part in the machine and at the parts that the other members play.
Noise is added and the machine is sped up and slowed down.
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At this point the author likes to shift the focus and concentrate
on the affective component and personal development of the student.
This model is organized to address both the affective and knowledge
elements of the students' lives and the author believes that the sys-
tematic inclusion of a model for building a Support System is vital to
the personal and professional well being of perspective teachers. A
Support System is a "resource pool drawn on selectivity to support me
in a direction of my choice and leaves me stronger" (Charles Seashore,
1979). During this activity students work alone, as partners, and in
small groups to form support groups within the class and to identify
support systems in their outside, personal world. Directions for im-
plementing this activity are found at the end of this section.
The next part of the class is devoted to creative dance. Again,
individual or alone work can bring out all those old fears about per-
.
formance and talent; for this reason the author encourages group par-
ticipation first and gradually moves into pair work. The author gives
a lecture of the basic elements of dance (i.e., space, time, force,
and flow) and then moves the large group through a simple exercise that
deomonstrates these concepts. Simply stated, the body moves through
space, which requires time, and since movement functions in relation
to gravity, use of body weight or force is introduced. Put together in
unique combinations that are flexible in permitting variability of
expression and flow they become dance. This brief "walk through" is
done without music.
The next step in this introduction to creative dance uses the
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Mirroring Technique . This technique provides the security of working
with a partner and partners serve as reinforcements for each other.
There are no correct responses to this dance except those that the body
expresses. Students are free to let go, to move, act, or stay inactive.
Students choose to lead or follow, to move quickly or slowly and to
create a dance with or without recognizable form. Directions for im-
plementing the Mirror Dance are found at the end of this section.
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Class III - Pantomime and Dance
Cumulative
Time
Time For-
Each Activity
0
10 TO
25 15
55 30
75 20
85 10
95 10
130 35
135 15
170 25
Warm-iip/Transition: "Animals"
Lecture on Creative Dramatics
Pantomime: Mechanical Appliance in
Pairs
Small Group Pantomime
'‘Human Machine" Pantomime
Coffee Break
Support Groups
Lecture on Dance, Cooperative
Demonstration
Mirror Dance
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*Anima1s
"Can someone give me the name of an animal and the sound it makes?
Let's all try that sound together. . .How about another animal and the
sound it makes.. Okay, a third animal and the sound it makes... Now, we have
three animals with different sounds. I'd like you to close your eyes,
and choose just one of those animals. . .Keep your eyes closed, and get in
a group with everyone else in the room who has chosen the same animal as
you have. Walk around and listen to the sounds..."
*G. Weinstein, J. Hardin, and M. Weinstein. Education
of the Sejf: A
Trainers Manual. Amuerst, MA: Mandala, 1976.
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Building a Support System
Goal; To offer a model to facilitate getting to know others in the class
better, and to identify our own support systems.
Assumptions: People need support
Objectives: 1. To increase awareness of
a. what a support system encompasses
b. how to get support
2.
To evaluate our current support system
Definition: A support system is a resource pool drawn on selectively to
support me in a direction of my choice and leaves me stronger
(Charles Seashore, 1979).
1. Directions : To get in touch with our internal support system,
think of at least three things that you do well and
three qualities you value in yourself. This is an
alone exercise. When the group has spent a few
minutes doing this exercise, participants are asked
to choose a partner to share with.
2. Stress is a major reason why we need support. To help us get in
touch with the stresses in our lives, think of at least three
things that cause stress in your life. These might be:
internal others physical environmental
3. As an alone exercise participants are asked to identify the stresses
in their lives. After the stresses are identified, participants
should find a new partner to share with.
4. The group is presented with information about the different types
of support that often make up a support system.
Types of Support (presented on newsprint)
Comforters: Provide nurturing and caring, are helpful when one feels in-
adequate, isolated, alienated, etc., and often people who
empathize well, listen well.
Clarifiers: Provide understanding, are helpful when one is confused about
one's role, options, opportunities, etc., and often people
who problem solve, brainstorm, role models, referral agents,
etc.
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Confront6rs : Provide motivation, challenge, are helpful when one is stag-
nant, stuck, in need of new behaviors, skills, and often
people who demand we look at our strengths or weaknesses.
5. Pass out "Support System People" and in an alone exercise ask
students to clarify for themselves who in their lives provide
these kinds of support.
6. A support system is more likely to be a strong one, if you are
proactive in choosing that system. Participants are asked to
rise, mill around, make contact in any way they need to and to
eventually form groups of 4 or 5 members.
7. When these groups are formed, participants are asked to share their
"Support System People" sheet and to discuss the following;
What I need
What I'd like my support system to give me
What I have to. offer
8. Participants are asked to return to form one large group again
after being in the small groups for about 15 minutes. The whole
group is then asked to share any insights, discovers, feelings,
etc. with the large group.
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SUPPORT SYSTEM PEOPLE
Below is a description of some of the functions which human relationships
can provide for you. Please read the descriptions, then enter the names
of the people in your life who provide you with that function in your
relationships with them. Think of friends, family, neighbors, work asso-
ciates, etc. While some individuals in your life can provide you with
more than one specialized function, try to think of individuals who pro-
vide you with a special resource.
Function People
Isolation : Inclusion, people who like me,
will affirm me.
Marginal ity : People who are like me,
share values.
Affirm our Competence : People who know
enough about what I do and can evaluate
my competence.
Crisis/Overload : People who will move
in at bad times. Ask for help from people
who have credits with (foul weather
friends).
Intimacy : Close personal friends. Develop
in period of good times so you can count
on them in bad times.
Stimulation/Chal lenqe : People who chal-
lenge and stimulate me, don't surround
yourself with a bunch of marshmallows.
How to Build a Support System
Situation or
Type of Need
Isolation
Marginal ity
Affirm Competence
Crisis/Overload
Relevant Support
People who like me
People who are like me
People who know
Foul weather friends
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Situation or
Type of Need Relevant Support
Intimacy Close personal friends
^
Stimulation/Challenge People who stimulate and
challenge you
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Mirror Dance
•Record: The Virtuoso Recorder: From Folk Dances to Blues .
Bernard Krainis, His Consort and Ensemble. Odyssey Record! nq
32160143, Columbia Records, Side 2, #6.
Ask students to sit on the floor, in two rows, one behind the other,
all facing the same direction. Students on the front row are asked to be-
gin moving slowly from the waist up, including arms and hands. Students
on the back row try to imitate or mime every move made by the person
directly in front of them. Allow about three minutes.
Then ask both rows to turn and face in the opposite direction. A-
gain, students now on the front row are asked to move slowly while the
person on the back row tries to imitate or mime the person directly in
front of them. Allow about three minutes.
Next, ask students to choose a partner, and find a comfortable sit-
ting position with space around them.
"Close your eyes, and get in touch with your physical existence...
Notice what is going on in your body... I want you to imagine that you are
alone at the edge of a large sunny grassy meadow with lots of space to
move and dance. Look around at this place and be aware of it and how you
feel there... A person who loves to move and dance will come into this mea-
dow without noticing you, and begin to move and dance freely. When this
person comes, just watch the grace and beauty of the movements and dancing
for a while... Soon this dancer will notice you, and come over to see you.
Then the dancer will offer to show you how to move and dance, and insist
that you dance together in the meadow. When you hear the music, open your
eyes and begin just moving in place with the dancer, your partner. One
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will be the 'mirror' and one will be the 'dancer'. You can change roles
at will, although this change must be made non-verbal ly.
*Beqin music here
Now begin moving in pi ace... and then begin moving around the room
with your partner. . .creating a mirror dance."
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Class IV
CHARACTERIZATION- IMPROVISATION, CREATIVE MOVEMENT, INSTRUMENTATION.
THOUGHTS AND FEELINGS
Materials: Paper, pencils, newsprint, markers, large envelopes
Records: Dance-A-Story with Anne Lief Bari in : "Noah's Ark" and "The
Magic Mountain." RCA Recordings.
Instruments: Tambourines, cymbals, finger cymbals, tom-toms with mallets,
castanets, claves, wood blocks with mallets, cow bells with
mallets, bongo drums, triangles with strikers and holders,
tone blocks with mallets, wood maracas, rhythm sticks,
jingle taps, wrist bells, sand blocks, cluster bells, drums
with mallets.
Optional Instruments: Mbira (thumb piano), African Talking Drums, Auto-
harp, recorders, resonator bells, xylophones,
pianicas, string instruments.
This class gives students additional practice in dramatization- im-
provisation, movement, and introduces instrumentation. One of the key
concepts of the Affective-Based Creative Arts Curriculum is that of 'learn-
ing by doing.' The author introduces the songs, poems, and chants of this
lesson by having students immediately participate and interact.
Improvisation is the act of inventing, composing or reciting without
preparation. For this reason the words and melodies are learned simul-
taneously with active participation. This can be a highly creative ex-
perience as students develop their own interpretations of the creative art
form.
Up to this point in the training program the author has intentionally
avoided using commercial "listed and do" records. The author believes that
students should be given ample opportunities to be spontaneous and free in
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their responses before asking them to follow the precise directions usu-
ally given on activity records.
There is a tremendous variety of commercial records on the market
today, some which elicit creative responses and unfortunately, a great
deal that do not. However, to insure that each student is exposed to a
variety of materials in order to make choices about what meets their indi-
vidual needs, the author does use selected commercial records. RCA's
Dance-A-Story series is among those that the author considers to be high
quality and these are introduced in this fourth class.
Like all classes, this class also has an affective component. This
structured experience is designed to facilitate the integration of the
students personal attributes with their professional skills and abilities.
There is an increasing awareness in education today that the inclusion of
instructional approaches which integrate the students affect and unique
personal experiences with the subject matter at hand can increase student
involvement, interest and learning. This exercise makes students aware of
their perception of professional "self" and uses a creative mode for com-
municating this image to others. Instructions for implementing "Thoughts
and Feelings" are found at the end of this section.
Instrumentation is introduced using basic rhythm instruments. These
instruments are versatile and desirable for this session in general music
education. They are used to encourage the discovery of distinctive tone-
qualities and their expressive potential as well as to introduce a success-
ful way of making music without excessive practice, prior instruction or
musical expertise on the part of the student. Through guided exploration
and discussion, students can acquire skill in controlling the sound of the
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instruments. Students experiment with repetitions and combinations of
the sounds to improvise their own patterns and phrases to form musical
shapes.
The instructor places all the instruments on the floor in the center
of the room. Students are asked to experiment with all the instruments
and to be aware of the different tones, sounds, and rhythms each instru-
ment is capable of producing. Allow about ten minutes for this activity.
Next, students are asked to select one instrument that they have es-
pecially enjoyed manipulating. Students are then asked to choose a part-
ner, leave the room and to find a place where they can be alone, prefer-
ably out of hearing distance of others. The task is to experiment with
the two instruments and to create a musical interlude, rhythmic presenta-
tion or a combination of patterns and phrases. Allow about ten minutes
for this process.
Once the students are reassembled in the large group, they are asked
to lie on the floor, close their eyes, and listen as each pair sits up and
plays their musical presentation. The author likes to audio-tape these
presentations to be played back to the group so that each pair of students
can hear their presentation.
The next step is to ask students to form small groups of four or five
and repeat the exercise. This is a wonderful way to sensitize students to
the concepts of pitch, duration, dynamics, and combinations. This approach
eliminates the stereotypical 'toy instruments'/' toy orchestra concept
where all the instruments sound at once and the resulting music is a caco-
phony which desenti zes the students to the musical potential of the
indi-
vidual instruments.
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Class IV - Characterization- Improvisation, Creative Movement, and
Instrumentati on
Cumulative
Time
Time For
Each Activity
0
10 10
50 40
80 30
90 10
120 30
170 50
Warm-up/Transition: "Tap and Slap"
Character! zati on- Improvi sati on
:
"Miss Molly Had a Baby", "Old Grey
Cat", "Five Little Squirrels",
"Fitter Patter", "It's Raining, It's
Pouring", "Rain Sounds"
Creative Movement: Dance-A- Story
,
"Noah's Ark" and "The Magic Mountain"
Coffee Break
"Thoughts and Feelings" Exercise
Instrumentation
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Tap and Slap
Ask students to stand, find a space where they can move without touch-
ing anyone, and to close their eyes. Instruct students to tap their heads
with their fingers, allowing the weight of their hands to do the work - to
tap on the top of their heads, down the back of their necks, around their
ears, under the chin, over the face, quickly all over the area - and then
to let their hands drop to their sides and to experience the tingling sen-
sations in their hands and head.
Next, ask students to form pairs. One member of the pair is instruc-
ted to bend over, allowing arms to hand straight down with the back paral-
lel to the floor. The other member of the pair taps quickly all over the
partner's back, then, gently slaps quickly all over the partner's back,
then, slowing down, says goodby with their hands. The one being tapped
and slapped is instructed to stand up slowly, one vertebra at a time. When
the student has reached a standing position, roles are switched and the
sequence repeated.
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Steps Toward Integration; The Personal
"
Me" and the Professional "Me "
Goal: To increase congruence between personal 'me' and professional 'me'
through imagery, fantasy, and creative expression.
Objectives:
-To generate data about our professional strengths and weak-
nesses
-To i denti fy steps toward achieving mastery over our weak-
nesses
-To experience using creative expression to communicate and
understand
-To i ntegrate personal creative expression into professional
life
-To enjoy our own and other's creativity and spontaneity
Directions:
1. Ask students to form groups of four or five people. Each group
sits together in a circle.
2. The instructor gives two sheets of paper and a pencil to each
student. The instructor also gives the group two large envelopes,
one labeled "STRENGTHS" and one labeled "WEAKNESSES".
3. The instructor asks each student to list five professional
strengths that they possess that will be useful to them when they
are teaching. These might be skills, experiences, knowledge,
talents, values, attitudes, etc.
4. When all lists are completed, students are asked to put their
lists in the large group envelope labeled "STRENGTHS".
5. The instructor then asks students to write another list, this time
describing five professional weaknesses - deficiencies that are
correctable
,
such as subjects not studies, books yet unread,
issues unexplored, encounters not yet experiences, or skills still
in the developmental stage.
6. When all lists are completed, students are asked to put their
lists in the large group envelope labeled "WEAKNESSES."
7. Each group is asked to chose a "reporter," one member of the
group who will read all the lists to the whole group.
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8. After a reporter has either volunteered or been chosen, the
instructor asks that the lists be removed from the "WEAKNESSES"
envelope and read aloud to the group. Focusing on one list at
a time, each group listens to the reporter and makes suggestions
of steps that might facilitate the process of achieving mastery
over the particular weaknesses. Students may choose to identify
or not to identify their own list. This approach protects the
anonymity of the student and provides an opportunity for stu-
dents to make suggestions in a relatively low-risk situation.
9. The reporter then reads the lists from the "STRENGTHS" envelope.
The instructor encourages each student to identify their
"strengths" list and to share with the group the feelings asso-
ciated with owning these strengths in front of a group.
10. As a final step toward integrating imagery, creativity, spon-
taniety and fun, the instructor asks each group to design a
"Swiss Army Knife for Teachers." Materials such as markers and
paper should be available. The group then designs and prepares
a presentation to be given to the whole class. Presentations
might include skits, illustrations, group pantomimes, group
sculptures, or any other method.
11. Each group presents their rendition of the "Swiss Army Knife for
Teachers" to the whole class.
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Class V
SONGS, FINGER PLAYS, AND PRESENTATION OF PROJECTS
Materials: Newsprint, marker
One of the most important aspects of this course is the atmosphere of
trust and support created by group interaction. In this class the students
are asked, for the first time, to make presentations about the creative
arts experiences for children that they have developed and implemented.
This can be an anxious time for most students. Even though these presen-
tations are given in small groups, students are usually nervous and very
aware of being judged, critiqued, and/or evaluated by their peers. An
atmosphere of safeness, trust and support among the students themselves
is conducive for self-disclosure. Self-disclosure is usually associated
with revealing hidden parts of ourselves; however, the author's experience
with this exercise has repeatedly shown that students, when presenting
their projects, are presenting very personal parts of themselves. This
activity of listening to and learning from each other should take place
in a trusting and supportive atmosphere.
For this reason, the author likes to begin this class with a trust
exercise where students are involved in a physical ly trusting experience.
The act of being physically supported can facilitate the sense of being
emotionally supported when we 'put ourselves out there' for others to see
and hear. Instructions for the "Trust Circle" are found at the end of this
section.
After the "Trust Circle" exercise, the students are asked to stay in
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the same group and to present their Music Project. Each student should
take about ten minutes to present.
Next, the author introduces Action Songs and students actively par-
ticipate in the teaching-learning process. Since this is the last class
in the Music Unit, the remaining songs, and finger plays from Grass Is
Greener are taught and practiced.
At ehe end of this session, the author likes to have an informal
feedback time. Students are asked to respond to plus (positive
aspects of the unit); minus (negative aspects of the unit); and "A"
delta (suggestions for changes or revisions). These symbols are written
at the top of a sheet of newsprint and the author lists the feedback from
the students in the appropriate columns.
i
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^lass V - Songs, Finger Plays, and Presentation of Projects
Cumulative
Time
Time For
Each Activity
0
30 30
80 50
95 15
120 25
145 25
160 15
l\larm-up/Transition: "Trust Circle"
Presentations of Music Projects
Coffee Break
Action Songs: "Go for a Walk",
"Daniel", "Grand Ole Duke of York",
"Miss Molly Mack"
Finger Plays: "Bear Hunt", "Two
Little Hands", "This Little Light of
Mine", "I Wiggle", "I'm Tall, I'm
Small", "If You're Happy and You Know
It"
Seasonal Songs: "Leaves are Golden"
"Snow is Falling", "Grass is Greener"
170 10 Evaluation
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Trust Circle
Ask students to form groups of seven or eight.
. .Stand in a circle
and spread the smaller people evenly around the circle.-. *Now one person
move to the center and cross your arms in front of your chest. The
others in the circle move up to this person and hold them lightly with
your hands for a moment. (Demonstrate this and what follows with one
group.) The person in the center is asked to close their eyes and while
keeping their body straight, relax their ankles and begin to sway to one
side. ..The person or persons on that side will hold the center person up.
Then gently begin to pass the center person around the circle or across
the circle. Continue passing the person for awhile...and then slowly
return the center person to an upright position in the middle of the
circle. Continue holding the person and all hum softly as you do this
holding at the end.
The idea is to give the person in the center an experience of trust
that person must trust the rest of the group not to drop them, and the
group must be trustworthy enough to provide that person with a comfort-
able, trusting situation. Don't be rough and don't throw the person a-
round. Try to do the whole exercise in complete silence, so that the
person in the middle can really get in touch with the experience without
distraction.
Everyone in the circle group should place the foot forward, and one
foot well beind the other. If you do this, you can hold up quite a lot
of weight even if you are not strong. If you stand close to the person
in the middle, you will have less weight to hold up, so if you are small
or if the center person is big, stand closer and keep the circle smaller
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Watch the feet of the person in the center. As you pass this per-
son around, their feet may shift to one side of the circle. If this
happens, shift the circle so that their feet are again in the center.
If you don't stay aware of this, you may suddenly find yourself trying
to support more weight than you want to. If you do find yourself with
more weight than you can hold, let the person down to the floor as slowly
and gently as you can.
The person in the center should relax as much as possible and still
keep their body pretty straight. Don't bend the knees or hips. Leave
the feet flat on the floor and let the ankles go completely limp. If
the person in the center seems quite tense, take it slow and easy, and
see if you can encourage that person to be more trusting.
Students should volunteer to be the center person and the exercise
should be repeated until everyone who wants to experience being the
middle person has had a chance to do so.
During the process, the instructor should give just enough instruc-
tions to remind the group, or to maintain timing of several different
groups
.
Next, ask students to sit down together and each tell their experi-
ence of being in the center, and of being a member of the circle group.
Could you relax in the center? Did you trust the group? Did you feel
trustworthy? How did the others pass people around - with gentle caring,
or as if they were loading wood on a truck? Take about ten minutes to
share experiences.
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Class VI
SELF-PORTRAITS, ART INTEGRATION, GESTURE PAINTING. AND PERfFPTTnN CHECK-
ING
Materials: White drawing paper (seven 12 x 18 sheets for each student),
Craypas, Black Tempera, medium-tipped wash brushes (one for
each student), oil pastels, large sheet of mural paper,
colored markers. Newsprint
The author always starts this first class in the Art Unit with a
"doodle drawing." Drawing doodles is an activity which most people do
from time to time and students in particular seem to have a knack for
filling the margins of their notebooks with intricate and creative doo-
dles. By beginning this class with an informal, low-risk activity, the
students are once again reminded that they can be creative even if they
possesses little skill, talent, or training in the creative arts.
Before the students arrive for the class, the author tapes a large
piece of mural paper (at least 3' wide by 6' long) on a wall. The
author then starts a doodle, usually in the middle of the sheet. As
students enter the class they are given a colored marker and ask to add
to the doodle already started. Once all the students have arrived, they
should work on the 'group doodle' until it seems complete. The sheet is
left up on the wall for the reaminder of the Art Unit.
The next activity, Self-Portraits or "That Shape is You" provides
the framework for introducing the concepts of color and shape. This is
also a low-risk activity, is fun. to do, and gives students practice in
using Craypas. Self-Portraits or "That Shape is You" is followed by a
lecture on how and when to integrate art with other subjects. The proce-
dure for implementing "That Shape is You" and a lecture outline on inte-
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gration is found at the end of this section.
During the affective component of Class V students began to comnuni-
cate their professional perceptions of self to others through a creative
art form. In this class the affective activities focus on our percep-
tions of others. The "Perception Checking" exercise allows students to
become more aware of their behavior and how others perceive that behavior.'
This is a useful exercise for preservice teachers. Few occupations de-
mand such continuous human interactions as teaching. Early Childhood
and Elementary teachers interact with large groups of children for sus-
tained periods of time and need to be aware of the effects of their be-
havior on children as well as on colleagues. For this reason, the
Affecti ve-Based Greati ve Arts Curri cul urn i ncl udes the systematic en-
counter experience of "Perception Checking" to encourage students to be-
come more aware, self-expressive, and to gain a greater understanding of
themselves and others.
The "Perception Checking" activity is preceeded by a drawing dia-
logue during which students make contact with each other, observe each
other and gather data to use in "Perception Checking." Instructions for
both activities are found at the end of this section.
"Gesture Painting" is an excellent activity for introducing the con-
cepts of line, balance, and movement in painting or drawing. This tech-
nique also provides the student with a rewarding and successful experi-
ence as each student will perceive the gesture or action from a different
physical perspective and no two interpretations will be the same or look
the same when represented on paper. As students experience
the process
of transforming a three-dimensional visual image of an action
or gesture
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to a one-dimensional art form they are representing the "feel ing-ness"
of things. This process is a way of abstracting - of exaggerating, of
extracting the sensory elements of actual gestures to show movement. Al-
though gesture painting involves flat form, the process is one of creat-
ing shapes that give the illusion of movement. Students capture the line
of movement, and the balance of action. Paintings often resemble Chinese
calligraphy and are never actual representations of the model. Stick
figures are discouraged as they inhibit the student from capturing the
flow of the movement or action. Instructions for introducing "Gesture
Painting" are found at the end of this section.
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Class VI - Self-Portraits, Art Integration, Gesture Paintings, and Per-
ception Checking
Cumulative
Time
Time For
Each Activity
0
15 15 Warm-up/Transition: "Doodle Drawing"
65 50 Self-Portraits: "That Shape is You"
85 20 Lecture on Art Integration
100 15 Coffee Break
120 20 "Drawing Dialogue" activity
140 20 "Perception Checking" exercise
170 30 "Gesture Painting"
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Self-Portraits or "That Shape Is You"
Materials: White drawing paper (one 12 x 18 sheet for each student),
black markers, Craypas
1 .
2 .
Give each student one sheet of white drawing paper and a black
marker.
Ask students to begin at a point near the edge of the paper and
using a combination of straight line, curved line, angled line,
a free line to draw a closed space which takes up most of the
space on the paper. The closed shape might look something like
this:
Take up the markers and pass out the Craypas. Tell the students
that "this shape is you." They are instructed to study the free
form shape and then to use the Craypas to transform that shape
into a self-portrait. They are to match the color of their
clothes, physical features, jewelry, etc.
These self-portraits will all be different, will not be repre-
sentative of actual body form, and usually elicit a lot of
laughter which reduces the pressure which often accompanies the
drawing process.
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Outline for Lecture
"Art Integration''^
Integrating art with other disciplines
1.
Social Studies and Social Awareness
*Multi cultural
*Multiethnic
*Native art
Historical art
Contemporary art
2.
Language Arts
Illustrations (books and music)
Write and illustrate stories
Write and illustrate original stories
Posters
Visual translations
Illustrate poetry
3.
Math
Geometric shapes - draw, cut
Patterns
Line
Size relationships
Adding and subtracting parts of a whole
4. Science
Weather (light, color, tints, shades)
Seasons (analogous colors)
Warm and cool colors
,
. • ^
Nature units (leaves and trees ~ roll out in clay, imprint
in plaster)
The sea - light and color, movement under water •
5. Music
Composition and arrangement
Rhythm and pattern
Visually represented sounds
Tone Color
^ u i \
Pitch, melody (feeling of music through lines;
Harmony and texture
6. Physical Education
*Movement in drawing
Action drawings
Body shapes
Line fonnation
Balance (mobile)
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Drawing Dialogue
Materials: White drawing paper (one 12 x 18 sheet for each pair of stu-
dents, several boxes of oil pastels.
I want you each to go to the box of oil pastels and guietly choose
a color that expresses some important aspect of yourself .. .Now silently
pair up with someone who has a different color than you do. Each pair
take one of the large pieces of paper and find a place to sit down. Put
the paper between you, and sit at opposite sides of the paper. Hold your
color in the hand that you don'‘t write with. In a minute, I want you to
begin to silently draw together on this piece of paper. Don't divide
the paper and make separate drawings, and don't plan, discuss, or decide
what you will draw together. Just begin to draw slowly and focus your
awareness on the process of drawing and how you feel as you interact with
your partner. Let your awareness and your feelings flow into the process
of drawing. You might alternate drawing, or draw at the same time, or
even gently move your partner's hand for a short time and draw with your
partners color if your partner is agreeable to this. Begin to do this
now, and take ten or fifteen minutes to interact with your partner as
this drawing developes between you...
When you feel that your drawing is complete, begin to tell each
other what you experienced as you worked on this drawing together. Ex-
press what you were aware of as you interacted and how you felt during
this silent dialogue. In a moment I will give you some guidelines for
the next part of this activity.
When everyone has finished and has had time to talk for a few
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minutes, introduce "Perception Checking" and move into that activity.
/r..
4^ > ^
4 I
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Perception Checking
Materials: Newsprint, market
Introduction : When two people are interacting with each other, there
are two important processes which they use to get to know each other:
(1) they tell about themselves; and (.2) they observe what the other per-
son does, and on the basis of this behavior they make inferences or
assumptions about the other. There are parts of each other that we can-
not see; values, beliefs, attitudes, intentions, or even feelings. What
we can see are actions and behaviors. In the ordinary, everyday process
of interacting with others, we make assumptions that what others do,
their actions, are expressions of the part of themselves that we can't
see, (their beliefs, feelings, etc.). On the basis of these assumptions,
we make inferences about the meaning of other's behavior.
Exampl es
:
Behavior Inference
(Observable, objective data) (Interpreations)
Wrinkled brow perplexed, displeased
Sudden jerk in body startled, afraid
Tears or crying sad, unhappy
We also use our imaginations to interpretate and make these infer-
ences and more times than not, our feeling state is altered; heightened,
or lowered as a result of our interpretations of other's behavior.
"Perception Checking" is an exercise designed to increase our aware-
ness of our own behavior and how others perceive that behavior.
There
are four steps and we will be doing this exercise with a
partner.
(Put up newsprint with the following examples)
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^ see (observable, objective data)
Example - " I see you looking at my drawing,"
I imagine (interpretation)
Example - "I see you looking at my drawing and I imagine you are
criticizing it/*
I i^eel (emotional awareness)
Example - "I see you looking at my drawing, I imagine you are cri-
ticizing it, and I feel anxious.
I want (request for a change)
Example - I see you looking at my drawing, I imagine you are cri-
ticizing it, I feel anxious, and I want you to tell me
what you are thinking.
Other Examples:
"
I see you turn away when I speak, I imagine you are bored with me,
I feel hurt, and I want you to look at me when I speak to you."
"
I see you alone and crying, I imagine you are sad, I__feel_ compas-
sion, and I want to know how I can comfort you.
Before starting the actual exercise, remind students to follow the
guidelines exactly, making sure that they don't make inferences about
each other's behavior before first describing the action (example, "You
look sad"). Also remind students to use "I" statements. Rather than in-
terpreting the behavior (example, "You look sad"), the observer describes
their own observations and what feelings that created. " I saw you inter-
rupt me four times in the meeting today, I imagine you thought what I
was saying was unimportant, I felt angry, and I want you to stop inter-
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rupting me when I am giving a speech." Then the person exhibiting the
behavior can choose whether they want to share, explore, or disclose
what they were feeling and experiencing when they acted.
Directions : Ask students to remain with the same partner they had for
the "Drawing Dialogue.'^ Students are then to take turns responding to
each other using the guidelines listed on the newsprint. They may choose
to respond to data generated during the '^Drawing Dialogue'" or may prac-
tice perception checking in the here and now. Ask students to go through
the process for at least 10 minutes before clarifying, validating or dis-
counting each other" s perceptions.
At the end of ten minutes, ask students to talk to each other about
any new learnings or discoveries they made about the way they perceive
others or about how they themselves were accurately or inaccurately per-
ceived by their partner. When students have had a few minutes to discuss
with their partner, bring the large group together again for an informal
discussion or feedback session to share learnings or insights with the
whole group
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Gesture Painting
Materials: White drawing paper Cftve sheets for each student). Black
Tempera thinned with water, medium-tipped wash brushes (one
for each student)
Brief Lecture : "Gesture painting involves the process of capturing the
movement or action of a model rather than actually drawing the body form.
Instead of trying to ^draw^ the model, pay attention to the line of move-
ment, the pressure points, and the overall balance of the gesture or
movement." (The instructor demonstrates by using the stop-action tech-
nique to show the body momentarily frozen in mid-action). Students are
asked to observe the line of the body, which part of the body is under
the most pressure, and where the balance point of the body is.
"You will be given several sheets of drawing paper and black tem-
pera. We will take turns being models for each other while we make
'gesture drawings' of our actions. When you are the model, freeze in the
middle of your movement, action or gesture for only seven seconds. When
you are the painter, quickly capture the gesture on your paper paying
attention only to the flow of the movement. You should be able to get
four or five gesture drawings on one sheet of paper. We will move very
quickly from one model to another, so take a few minutes to think of some
qestures that you will model for the class." (Allow just a few minutes
for students to think of ideas.)
*Keep this lecture as brief as possible. Too many instructions can in-
hibit the process and give more power to the idea of rightness and
wrong-
ness. Pass out materials.
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1. Ask for a volunteer. If no one volunteers, the instructor
should pose for the first few gestures.
2. Keep this activity at a quick pace, moving from one model
to another as soon as the pose has been held for seven seconds.
3. As students fill up one sheet of paper, they are to put their
names on it, and start a new sheet.
4. For a class of twenty students, this activity takes about
thirty minutes.
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Class VII
LITERAL TRANSLATIONS IN ART: "LUCY IN THE SKY".
ILauhing: attitudes ANCTSEtiAVlORS
PARISCRAFT FACE MASKS.
Materials: White watercolor paper (one 12 x 18 sheet for each student),
Craypas, small nylon easel brushes (one for each student),
paint thinner, small paint cups, plastic wrap (Saran-Wrap,
three large rolls), Pariscraft or Plaster gauze, large
plastic straws.
Record; Lucy in the Sky. Words and music by John Lennon and Paul
McCartney. Maclen Music Inc., ATV Music Group.
Like all classes, this one starts with a warm-up/transition exer-
cise. Since two of the activities in this class involve students in a
one-to-one sharing experience, the author likes to use this time as a
way of warming-up students for these encounters. The "Milling Around and
Hand Conversations" exercise is a very useful activity for helping stu-
dents make contact with each other in a non-verbal, physical way. Stu-
dents who are inhibited about being touched or touching others have found
this exercise to be a non-threatening way to begin overcoming those inhi-
bitions. Also, since this exercise is done with the whole group at once,
students can gauge their level of interaction and decide for themselves
if and when they feel comfortable enough to participate.
The author encourages students to become involved an^ does not pres-
sure those who find the exercise to be uncomfortable or anxiety provoking.
Instructions for the "Milling Around and Hand Conversation" exercise are
found at the end of this section.
The use of literal translations in art provides an openness to modes
of expression that depart from the provable and predictable. The challenge
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of this method of interpretation lies in actually transforming the
written word, song title, or phrase into symbolic images. While creat-
ing literal translations of visual images students are released from
stereotyped responses that often inhibit spontaneity. Students are in-
volved in the process of "doing" or "making" using their own perceptions
and spontaneous impulses to make literal translations of the stimulus
word or phrase.
For example, "hard headed woman" is usually interpreted to mean a
woman who is stubborn, obstinate or unyielding. Translated literally in
a picture, this cliche might be represented as a woman with a head made
of bricks, or rocks, or some other "hard" substance. "Raining cats and
dogs" is accepted as meaning a very heavy downpour of rain. Imagine the
literal translation showing cats and dogs falling from the sky!
These are just two examples of how this method can free the student
of expected or predictable responses while allowing the organization of
the students own perceptions to evolve creatively and to be expressed
uniquely. More suggestions for making literal translations are found at
the end of this section.
The affective component of this class helps students to begin examin-
ing their teaching philosophies. The emphasis of the activity is on
creative arts education and how students are integrating the creative arts
into their teaching methods and instructional activities. The "Teaching:
Attitudes and Behaviors" activity encourages openness in sharing ideas,
strengths, weaknesses, desires, and fears about the teaching field. Stu-
dents work in pairs and confide significant information about
themselves
to each other. The author considers this to a first step
toward student s
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developing a personal philosophy of creative arts education. This acti-
vity requires a minimum of forty-five minutes and is most successful if
students have time to complete the entire exercise undisturbed. Instruc-
tions for implementing the "Teaching: Attitudes and Behaviors" exercise
are found at the end of this section.
Pariscraft or plaster gauze is a heavy weight fabric, embedded with
plaster of paris. This art medium is easily manipulated when wet and
can be formed over cardboard, newspaper shapes, balloons, bottles, etc.
Pariscraft drys hard and white and can be colored with poster paint,
acrylics or oils. Hand-puppets can be made by forming Pariscraft a-
round crumpled, reshaped newspaper; birds and animals can be repre-
sented by forming Pariscraft around different size balloons, Paris-
craft is a pliable, highly versatile material which can be given tan-
gible, permanent shape.
Since the students in this class are adults, the author likes to
give them the ultimate Pariscraft experience - Pariscraft face masks.
The author does not recommend using this method when working with
young children. The alternate activities mentioned above are suggested
as being appropriate when using Pariscraft with children.
The warm-up/transition exercise and the "Teaching: Attitudes and
Behaviors" interaction serve as a foundation for risk-taking and trust
building which this activity entails. Students are encouraged to par-
ticipate and are assured that they can stop at any point in the process
simply by lifting the mask from their face. This activity involves
both physical touching and physical presence. Students find this to be
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a highly pleasurable sensory experience. They enjoy being attended to,
touched, and talked to while having their facial features captured in
a durable and lasting art form.
Since the entire face will be covered, including the eyes, for
about five minutes, any student exhibiting real fears or phobias are
asked to be a mask maker or sculptor and are not pressured into being
a model. The author has done this activity with over one-hundred
students and during this time only two students have actually stopped
and removed the masks before the process was completed.
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Class VII - Literal Translations in Art: "Lucy in the Sky," Pari sera ft
Face Masks, Techinq: Attitudes and Behaviors
Cumul ati ve
Time
Time For
Each Activity
” 0
.15 15
Warm-up/Transition: "Milling Around
and Hand Conversation"
60 45
Literal Translations in Art: "Lucy
in the Sky"
75 15 Coffee Break
120 45 Teaching: Attitudes and Behaviors
170 50 Pariscraft Face Masks
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Milling Around and Hand Conversation
Imagin© for a momant that you couldn't talk. How would you say
"Hello"? Imagine you are shy or nervous. How would you show that with-
out talking? Imagine you are angry. How could you show that without
tal king?
This exercise involves non-verbal communication and we will use only
our eyes and our hands. Try not to talk or make any sounds as we silently
converse with each other.
Imagine that this room is a park in a small town. You have just
moved here, you don't know anyone and you are eager to meet people and
make some friends. You are shy about making the first move so you begin
milling around the park, keeping your eyes fixed on the ground. Don't
have eye contact with anyone else. (Pause for one minute while students
walk around). . .Now lift your head and make eye contact and smile at the
people you pass by. . .Continue the eye contact and the eye messages, but
stop smiling. Now begin shaking hands with the people you meet and ac-
knowledge that person with your eyes. Continue milling around the room
and shaking hands, and begin holding the handshake longer than you have
been.
Choose a partner and lock your fingers with that person. Touch your
thumbs together three times to say hello. Have a brief conversation with
your partner using only your thumbs. Now say goodby with your thumbs and
move on to a new partner.
(Lead the group through four separate "hand conversations".)
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Lucy in the Skv
Materials: Watercolor paper (one 12 x 18 sheet for each student), Cray-
pas, paint thinn6r, small nylon casal brushos (ono for oach
student), small paint cups.
Lucy in the Skv . Words and music by John Lennon and Paul
McCartney. Maclen Music Inc., ATV Music Group.
Before students arrive write a phrase from the lyrics of "Lucy in
the Sky" on the bottom of each sheet of watercolor paper.
Phrases
...tangerine trees and marmalade skies
...a girl with kaleidoscope eyes
...cellophane flowers of yellow and green
...a girl with the sun in her eyes
...Lucy in the sky with diamonds
...rocking horse people by a fountain
...plasticine porters with looking-glass ties
...drift past the flowers that grow incredibly high
...newspaper taxis appear on the shore
.. .with your head in the clouds.
1. Talk briefly to the students about words and phrases that create
visual images: hard headed woman, cloud number nine, beat the eggs, a
broken heart, raining cats and dogs. Give examples of song lyrics that
also create visual images: "Motorcycle's Mama", "Human Highway" , "Rainbow
Ride", "Time in a Bottle", "Turtle's Blues", "A Piece of My Heart", "Sing
A Rainbow".
2. Pass out the watercolor paper with the phrases written at the
bottom and tell students that they are to literally translate these song
lyrics. Pass out the Craypas and put on the Beattie recording.
3. When most students have completed their illustrations, introduce
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the process of using paint thinner to liquify the Craypas they've been
coloring with. When paint thinner is added to Craypas, colored pictures
are transformed into oil -like paintings.
*Craypas are an oil -based medium. When paint thinner is added to
Craypas colored pictures, the colors are movable and mixable. Watercolor
paper is best for this process since it will absorb the paint thinner
while maintaining its strength.
4. Pass out containers of paint thinner and a nylon brush for each
student.
5. Allow students to experiment with the paint thinner on Craypas.
Once the paintings are completed, hang them side by side, following the
order of the song lyrics to visually represent the entire song as it was
literally translated by the students.
Teaching : Attitudes and Behaviors
Materials: One "Teaching: Attitudes and Behaviors" booklet for each
student.
Instructions
. Each student will have an opportunity to share with a part-
ner their feelings and ideas about teaching. You will each be given a
booklet entitled "Teaching: Attitudes and Behaviors" which contains
guidelines or stem-sentences tohelpyou in the sharing process. Pair up
with someone sitting near you and move to an area of the room where you
can talk quietly without being disturbed by others.
When you have chosen a partner and have found a comfortable loca-
tion, sit on the floor facing each other. You will have forty-five minutes
to complete this exercise.
(The instructor gives each student a copy of the "Teaching: Atti-
tudes and Behaviors" booklet.)
Directions for compiling "Teaching: Attitudes and Behaviors"
Each page should contain only one guideline or stem-sentence. Page
numbers appear at the right hand margin of this example and indicate the
material to be placed on each page of the booklet.
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Teaching: Attitudes and Behaviors
Teaching has been described as a social process in which everyone
involved, the teacher and the learner, is subjected to continuous human
interactions or encounters. Research indicates that the average teacher
engages in as many as one-hundred interactions each day while facing
large numbers of students for sustained periods of time.
Teaching has also been descirbed as an isolating profession, in
which teachers have very little contact with other teachers on a profes-
sional level. Faculty lounges are often the only place where teachers
interact with each other and these interactions tend to be superficial
at best, and usually deal with the primary day-to-day issues which
teachers face during a typical school day. Rarely do teachers have the
opportunity to share educational ideas on a fairly deep personal level
with each other.
2
Sharing ideas successfully with another person involves some basic
skills and attitudes. The basic dimensions of a sharing encounter are
self-awareness, self-disclosure, trust, risk-taking, non-judgmental lis-
tening, encouragement, and acceptance. In a safe, understanding, warm,
non-evaluati ve environment, an individual can confide significant infor-
mation about themselves to someone else, who then reciprocates - creating
an atmosphere which encourages involvement. This kind of encounter re-
sults in a greater feeling of trust, understanding, and acceptance. As
you begin to share your ideas and experiences with each other you should
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come to know and trust each other in ways that may enable you to become
resources for each other.
3
Ground rules:
1. Be sure you are comfortably seated and facing your partner.
2. Don't look ahead in your booklet.
3. Remember that everything you discuss is confidential.
4. Take turns responding to each item before continuing.
5. Statements are open-ended. You may respond in whatever depth,
you wish. You may also decline to discuss any statement simply
by telling your partner that you choose not to respond.
6. Either partner can stop the exchange if either one becomes ob-
viously uncomfortable or anxious.
Look up. If your partner has finished reading, to to the next page and
begin.
4
The name I like to go by is...
5
My teaching experience includes...
6
I teach because...
7
I believe I (am) (am not) an effective teacher because...
8
My primary objectives as a teacher are...
I have evidence that I am meeting my objectives from...
10
As a teacher, I know that the creative arts are impor-
tant because...
n
Some creative arts methods I use with children are...
12
The reason I use these methods are...
13
The way that the creative arts relate to the needs of
my students are...
14
The way the creative arts relate to the community in which
I teach are...
15
Look at your partner while you respond to this item.
(Also, try to use your partner's name occasionally when
responding.)
Right now I am feeling...
16
As a creative arts teacher, I believe that I am (very)
(reasonably) (not very) successful...
Some evidence of my success (or lack of success)
incl udes. .
.
17
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The creative arts methods that I am unhappy using are
Creative arts methods that I would like to learn more
abour are. .
.
18
19
20
Checkup: Have a two- or three-minute discussion about this experience
so far. Maintain eye contact as much as you can and try to cover the
following points:
a. How well are you listening?
b. How open and honest have you been?
c. How eager are you to continue this interchange?
d. Do you believe that you are getting to know each other?
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Some educational ideas about the creative arts that I would
like to know more about are...
22
Ways in which I could improve myself to become a better
creative arts teacher are...
23
Some of my real strengths as a creative arts teacher
are. .
.
24
Some of my real weaknesses as a creative arts teacher
are. .
25
Things about myself that I would like to learn more
about are. .
.
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If I could begin college all over again I would major
in.
.
.
26
27
Ideas that I have about teaching that I would like to
share with others include...
28
So far, my philosophy of creative arts education is...
29
I am (fulfilled) (frustrated) in my ability to be a
creative teacher because...
30
To become a more creative teacher I have to work on (name those that
apply):
a. philosophy
b. skills such as. .
.
c. letting go and being uninhibited
d. accepting my creative potential
e. other things such as...
Ideas of yours that have really interested me are...
31
Right now the experience's making me feel...
32
What I think you need to know is...
33
I get the feeling that you...
34
The end.
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Pariscraft Face Masks
Materials: Pariscraft (one 20 lb box) or piaster Gauze (24 2»x36" rolls
for a group of 20 students), large plastic straws,
plastic containers for water, plastic (Saran) wrap (3 large
rolls), small rugs or a towel for each student.
Instructions: Cut Pariscraft into six inch lengths. Fill plastic con-
tainers with water.
The instructor must demonstrate the entire process before students
participate themselves. Preferably, the instructor can demonstrate on
someone who has previously experienced this activity. If this is not
possible, the instructor asks for a student volunteer.
Demonstration Procedure
1. The model sits in a chair and leans back to rest their head on
a rug or towel on the table. Or, the model lies on the floor, face up,
with their head resting on a rug or towel.
2. Using several long pieces of plastic wrap, the sculptor covers
the models face, hair and upper clothing. The model uses a plastic straw
to punch a hole in the plastic wrap and uses the straw or straws to
breathe through.
*The sculptor talks to the model throughout the entire activity.
(Pariscraft is softened by dipping it in water, one piece at the time,
and removing excess water by squeezing it through two fingers.)
3. Using one strip at the time, the sculptor begin to cover the
model's face - beginning at the chin and working around the mouth and
nose. The eyes are the last facial features to be covered so the sculptor
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must move to the forehead after covering the nose.
4. Strips are then added vertically from the jaw bone to the tem-
ple on both sides of the face.
5. Another layer is added using the same steps to give the mask
extra strength.
*As each strip is placed on the model's face the sculptor tells
the model what they are doing, asks the model if they are com-
fortable, can they breathe okay and attends to the model with
consistency.
6. Once the sculptor has doubled- layered the Pariscraft, they tell
the model that they are now going to cover the eyes.
7. Once the eyes have been covered the sculptor uses their fingers
to mold, shape and accent the facial features of the model.
8. When the Pariscraft begins to harden the sculptor stops touching
the mask, sits down next to the model, and makes physical contact in an-
other way (touching arm, head, holding hands, etc.)
9. The sculptor talks quietly with the model until the Pariscraft
has hardened enough to be lifted from the face without collapsing (usu-
ally 15 minutes from the start of the process).
Once the demonstration has been completed, students are asked to
form pairs and proceed with the experience. Students should put their
names on the masks with pencils and leave them in the classroom where
they can dry and harden undisturbed until the next class.
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Class VIII
BURLAP UN-WEAVING, CLAY
Materials: Several colors of burlap cut into 8 x 12 pieces (one 8 x 12
piece for each student), toothpicks, white glue, potters
clay (enough for each student to have two large handfuls).
Film: "The Origin of the Species." 16 millimeter. Eliot Noyes, Pro-
ducer. Carpenter Center for the Visual Arts, Harvard University.
Even though students have been in class together for seven sessions
there are usually some who have not yet made contact with each other.
“The Wine and Cheese Party" warm-up/transi tion activity enables students
to make verbal contact and to learn the names of those that they may not
have yet met.
Burlap un-weaving introduces the creative arts concept of texture.
Weaving itself, is the process of interlacing separate materials to com-
bine them into a whole. Un-weaving is exactly the opposite. Beginning
with a whole, in this case a piece of burlap, separate materials (threads)
are removed to create a design. The technique of un-weaving is satisfy-
ing in that it requires little skill, is rewarding in that it produces
fast results, and is creative in that designs are developed without follow-
ing a predetermined pattern. The author has found burlap to be the most
suitable material for un-weaving. Threads pull out easily and the com-
position of burlap makes it easy for students to re-weave using different
colored threads. Directions for the un-weaving technique are found at the
end of this section.
Clay, for most students, is the most exciting, most anticipated
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medium used in the Art Unit. Of all the aesthetic elements pervading
the visual arts clay seems to provide the ultimate relationship between
sight and touch. Unlike painting, which is only seen, clay can be felt
and seen. When we touch a piece of clay, we don't see it in terms of
color or line; we "see it through our hands." Working in clay is a dual
process of tactile sensations and muscle sense. We take clay in our
hands and move our fingers over it to experience its shape, volumn, weight
and texture.
The nature of the clay experience in this class is that students
neither are given a model to copy nor are expected to model a reproduc-
tion of something already existing. Rather the process is one of shaping
something from the imagination. Although subjects may derive from an
actual object, whatever students create from their imagination depends
on both visual and tactile sensations.
Sculpture is never judged in terms of "product". Some students
work from material to image, wherein they may discover the meaning of
their forms only after they have completed them. On the other hand, some
students may begin with an idea and attempt to build a relationship of
forms that will express that idea. In either case, the "process" of
working in clay is what releases the student's expressive nature and the
"product" is simply a reflection of the experience.
Clay experiences for this class are divided into four sections:
(1) Self-Sculpture; (2) Skills; (3) Film: "Origin of the Species"; and
(4) Group Sculpting. Directions for implementing each activity are
found at the end of this section.
Class VIII - Burlap Un-weaving and Clay
Cumulative
Time
Time For
Each Activity
0
15 15
50 35
65 15
105 40
125 20
135 10
170 35
Warm-up/Transition: "Wine and Cheese
Party"
Burlap Un-weaving
Coffee Break
Guided Fantasy IV: "Self- Sculpture"
Clay: Lecture, Demonstration, Experi
mentation, Basic Terms and Skills
Film: "Origin of the Species"
Group Sculpting
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Wine and Cheese Party
Imagine that you are the hostess (or host) at a wine and cheese
party and that you've invited everyone in this class. Imagine that none
of your guests know each other, but you know everyone. For the next few
minutes, go around and introduce everyone in the class to everyone else
in the class. Be sure and not overlook any of your guests and make sure
that everyone has been properly introduced to each other.
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Burlap Un-weaving
Materials: Burlap fabric in several colors (one 8 x 12 piece for each
student), toothpicks, white glue.
Demonstrate how threads can be loosened by using toothpicks to hook,
lift, and separate individual threads from the woven fabric. Threads
can also be removed by pulling them from the frayed edge of the cloth.
Random or patterned designs can be created by un-weaving, fraying,
raveling, or re-weaving the fabric with different colored threads.
White glue can be used to secure the designs once the process is
completed.
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Guided Fantasy IV : " Self-Sculpture"
Materials: For each person, have about two large handfuls of potters
clay and a piece of cardboard or wall-paper about two feet
square for modeling on.
I want each of you to take a good full double-handful of clay. Also
get a board or a piece of wall-paper to put the clay on and find a com-
fortable place to sit. Now take a few minutes to get acquainted with
the cl ay... Feel its texture and weight.
. .Feel the way it changes shape
as you explore it with your fingers.
. .Try different ways of shaping it—
squeezing, patting, rolling, pulling, pushing, stroking, punching, etc...
Discover what this clay is like and what is is capable of...
Now that you have explored your clay, shape it all together into a
fairly round ball and set it gently on your board in front of you. Close
your eyes, sit in a comfortable position, and focus your awareness on your
hands and fingers that have just been exploring this clay. . .Notice how
your fingers and hands feel... Now turn inward even more and let your at-
tention flow into the different areas of your body. . .Become aware of what
you feel in each different part of your body.
Now visualize an image of your round ball of clay, and imagine that
it will slowly change and shape itself into an image of yourself. This
image might be a fairly realistic representation, or it might be quite
abstract. Don't try to change this imaginary ball of clay; let it change
itself slowly into some representation of yourself. .. It might go through
quite a few changes, or perhaps form two or more images of yourself...
Whatever it does, just watch it closely as it develops, without inter-
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ference from you. .
.
Now keep your eyes closed and reach out to the real ball of clay in
front of you, and hold it gently in your hands for a little while.
. .Focus
your attention on your hands and fingers, and let them begin to move and
get acquainted with the clay again... Now I want you to begin to create
an image of yourself out of this clay with your eyes closed. As you do
this, focus on all of the details of the process of shaping the clay -
how the clay feels, how your fingers move, the images that come to you
as the clay changes shape, etc... As much as you can, let the clay and
your fingers lead you in this shaping, and see what develops out of this
process of shaping yourself out of clay... You will have about fifteen
minutes to do this...
(Give a little warning near the end of the time period)
Now slowly open your eyes and look at what you have made out of the
clay. . .Continue to work on it a little if you wish, but don't make any
major changes in it... Look at it carefully and be aware of what it is
like - all its properties and characteristics. . .How do you feel toward
this image of yourself?. . .Now identify with this sculpture. Become it,
and describe yourself. . .What are you like? How do you feel as this sculp-
ture? What is your existence 1 ike?. . .Explore all the details of being
this sculpture...
Now I want each person, in turn, to take a few minutes to describe
your self-sculpture. Identify with your self-sculpture and tell about
yourself in detail - what you are like, how you feel, what your existence
is like, etc... Do all this in first-person present tense. After each
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person has done this, take another five or ten minutes to share your
awareness of each other's self-sculpture, any similarities or differences
you notice, what they express to you, etc...
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Clay : Basic Terminology and Skills
Basic Terminology
Wedging : The process of stretching and kneeding clay to remove air
bubbles. Clay should be thoroughly wedged if the final product is to be
fired. Air bubbles left in clay which has not been properly wedged will
cause the product to explode when exposed to the intense heat in a kiln.
Scoring : The process of making grooves in pieces of clay that are
going to be joined together. Unless separate pieces are scored before
joining, they will separate when clay drys out.
Slip : Clay mixed with water to consistency of cream. Used like glue
to adhere pieces or surfaces of clay together.
Kiln : An oven or furnace for drying, firing, and glazing clay.
Basic Methods
Pinch Method : The process of turning a lump of clay around and
around in the hands, using thumbs and fingers to make a bowl -like object.
Place thumbs in the center of a ball of clay, turn clay around and around
(as if on an imaginary potter's wheel) pushing downward with the thumbs
to form a well and using the fingers to pull up the clay, forming the
wall of the bowl.
Coil Method : The process of rolling out long strips of clay to be
coiled around and on top of each other (spiraling) to form a clay bowl.
Strips must be scored.
Slab Method: The process of using a rolling pin or smooth
cylinder
to roll out clay to a flat slab. Place clay between two 1/8
inch thick
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pieces of wood, roll clay flat, and cut into desired shape. When fired,
clay that is too thin will crack; clay that is too thick will explode.
1/8 of an inch thickness is ideal.
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Group Sculpting
Materials: Potter's Clay
1. Ask students for form small groups of five or six.
2. Give each group a large lump of clay.
3. Ask students to create a group sculpture following these guide-
1 i nes
:
*Don't decide beforehand what you will sculpt.
*If you have an idea, simply begin to sculpt without verbalizing
your idea to the others.
*Allow the clay to take its own form as the group works together
simultaneously.
*The clay does not have to "become" anything— remember the pro-
duct is simply a reflection of the group process.
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Class IX
PRESENTATION OF ART PROJECTS
Materials: Hand-out "Suggested Caldecott Award Winning Books."
In this class students take turns individually presenting their art
projects to the entire group. The warm-up/transition activity, "Active
Listening", gives students some basic guidelines for listening and attend-
ing to presenters as they tell about their projects.
Students are asked to form pairs and sit together facing each other.
They are told that they will have two minutes each to give their views,
opinions, or ideas on a controversial subject. Suggested topics might
include educational cut-backs, school integration, government spending,
the ERA, university grading systems, co-ed dorms, legal drinking age, the
military draft, etc.
When the instructor gives the signal, one member of the pair starts
speaking and continues to speak until time is called at the end of two
minutes. The listener then recounts what the speaker has just said, using
as many of the exact words that the speaker used as possible. Students
are reminded not to interpret or paraphrase what has been said but to act
as a recording, beginning with the "I" statement: "I heard you say that..."
After this exercise in "Active Listening" students are asked to sit
in a circle. Ground rules for the sharing process should be listed on
newsprint and read to the group.
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Presenter
^Describe what you did
*Describe the children involved
*Describe the outcome
*Describe how you would do it differently
*Describe your feelings while implementing the project
*Describe your feelings now
Audience
*Listen carefully to presenters
*Ask questions for clarification only
*Do not make comments during the presentations
*Give feedback only if presenter asks for feedback
Students then take turns presenting their art projects. Each pre-
sentation should take no longer than 6-8 minutes to insure that each
student has ample time to present.
At the end of this class students are given a hand-out containing a
list of Caldecott Award winning books for children. For the next class
meeting, half of the students are asked to bring at least two books from
the Caldecott Award winning list. The other half of the class is asked
to bring at least two picture books (with text) that are not on the list.
A list of suggested Caldecott Award winning books is found at the end
of this section. The author also leads an informal evaluation using the
plus, minus* delta format to elicit feedback from the students on this unit.
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Class IX - Presentation of Art Projects
Cumulative
Time
Time For
Each Activity
0
10 10
Warm-up/Transition: "Active Listen-
ing"
170 160
Individual Presentations of Art Pro-
jects, pass out list of Caldecott Award
winning books for children and give
instructions for the next class meet-
ing
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Suggested Caldecott Award Bonk*;
Mimals of the Rihio, Dorothy Lathrop
Me Way for DurHin^c, Robert McCloskey
Ihe Little Hqu<;p^ Virginia Lee Burton
Many Moons
. Louis Slobodkin
A_Prayer for A Child, Elizabeth Orton Jones
The Little Island. Leonard Weisgard
White Snow, Bright Snow
. Berta and Elmer Hader
^ng of the Swallows
. Leo Politi
Ihe Egg Tree. Katherine Milhous
Fjnders Keepers. Nicolas Mordvinoff
Ihe Biggest Bear . Lynd Ward
Madeline's Rescue. Ludwig Bemelmans
Cinderella
, Marcia Brown
Frog Went A-Courtin'
, Feodor Rojankovsky
^Tree is Nice , Marc Simont
lime of Wonder , Robert McCloskey
Once a Mouse . Marcis Brown
The Snowy Day , Ezra Jack Keats
Where the Wild Things Are , Maurice Sendak
May I Bring a Friend?
, Beni Montresor
Always Room for One More , Nonny Hogrogian
Sam, Bangs, and Moonships , Evaline Ness
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Drummer Hoff
, Ed Ember! ey
Sylvester and the Magic Pebble , William Steig
A Story, A Story , C. Haley
One Fine Day « C. C. Hogrogian
The Funny Little Woman , E. Mosel
Duffy and the Devil
,
Zemach Harve
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Class X
CHILDREN'S LITERATURE : CALDECOTT BOOKS, PICTURE BOOKS AND POETRY
Materials: Large selection of Caldecott Award winning books, large
selection of other picture books for children, newsprint,
marker, storybook of The Three Bears, The Little House by
Virginia Lee Burton.
This class on children's literature is intended to increase student
awareness of the types of literature available for children and to give
students guidelines for critiquing and evaluating picture books for chil-
dren. The poetry form of Cinquain is introduced and students write both
group and individual Cinquains.
For the warm-up/transition activity the author likes to read to the
students. Reading stories is a communication process in which verbal and
non-verbal symbols and meanings are exchanged between the speaker and the
listener. Story telling is also an art and like all art forms involves
some very basic concepts. The concepts of volume, articulation, pronun-
ciation and rate of delivery are all important components of story tell-
ing.
Unfortunately, as adults, we are seldom read to and many adults have
forgotten how it feels to be attended to in such a special way. As the
author reads aloud to the students in this class she is not only attend-
ing to and entertaining the students, but she is also demonstrating the
following aspects of speech arts:
1. Perceiving and understanding the effects of speaking
2. Organizing thoughts and feelings
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3. Speaking with clarity, including:
a. force or loudness
b. pitch or loudness
c. time or pace
4. Using appropriate language
5. Making effective use of posture and gesture
6. Adapting to various speech situations
7. Providing an artistic avenue of exciting expression
The students need to be reminded how it feels to be on the receiv-
ing end of a story. This awareness, combined with a good role model,
can help students assess their own abilities for being competent and
creative storytellers. Virginia Lee Burton's The Little House is read
aloud to the students at the beginning of this class.
Next, the author gives a lecture on the history of the Caldecott
Award. Students are then asked to take about 15 minutes to look briefly
at the different Caldecott Award winning books that they brought to class.
After the students have seen most of the books, the author gives a
lecture on how to select picture books for children. The author uses
Where the Wild Things Are by Maurice Sendak to demonstrate the selection
criteria. Guidelines for this technique are found at the end of this
section.
Once the students have been given the general standards for select-
ing picture books for children they are asked to look, once again, at the
Caldecott Award winning books and other picture books that they brought
to class. This time they are to use their new knowledge of selection
criteria to critique and evaluate the books from a new perspective.
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A number of studies of stories preferred by young children have been
accomplished in the past twenty years. The most comprehensive study of
children's favorite stories was undertaken by N. E. Briggs in 1971 when
she surveyed approximately 2,000 grade students in the Los Angeles area.
The overwhelming favorite of kindergarten, first and second grade students
was the classic The Three Bears . In light of this information, the author
uses The Three Bears to introduce story dramatization.
Story dramatization is the re-creation of part or all of a story
with the emphasis on spontaneity, cognition, action, identification,
dialogue and sequence of events. In story dramatization the process of
doing is central and the players are supreme. The Three Bears is an ex-
cellent story for dramatization because there are an unlimited number of
roles to be played. In re-creating the story, the students become the
props. For example, a student or group of students become the chairs or
beds. Students who want to take less active roles use their bodies to
form the house or windows. Students can rotate the character roles per-
mitting greater group participation and an abundance of action.
The author is always alert for various signals which indicate a
students level of willingness to participate. By providing a variety of
roles the shy student as well as the most active student can benefit from
the experience with a sense of contribution to the whole. In other words,
students may serve in many different ways in order to make the dramatiza-
tion a reality and no one student need wait for a turn or be left out.
The Cinquain is a poetic form invented by Adelaide Crapsey. The
Cinquain is governed by specific literary principles which serve as a
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a basis for putting thoughts into form. Unfortunately, the Cinquain has
fallen into a great deal of misuse in this country. The author has read
countless Cinquains written by adults and children that were nothing more
than a string of nouns, adjectives and verbs which read more like a
thesaurus than a poem.
Cinquains must refer to a particular idea, observation or event.
They do not make broad, sweeping statements about a subject, but describe
some one idea, some one thing seen or observed in the poets own experi-
ence.
Literary principles for writing Cinquains in this class are as
follows:
names the topic
two words that describe the topic
three words expressing action concerning the topic
four words forming a statement about the topic
one word which summari zes
1st line
2nd line
3rd line
4th line
5th line
For example:
Cat
Grey, white
Purring, looking, listening
She comes to attention
Sentry.
Grass
Brown, dry
Waving, sighing, rustling
There are creatures there
Home.
Creek
Cold, clear
Bubbling, falling, beckoning
My thirst is quenched
Water.
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Cinquains can also be humorous and the author has had some amusing re-
sults using topics like "mud", "grades", "q.p.'s", "UMass", etc.
The author writes the principles of Cinquain on newsprint and
asks the class to write some group Cinquains. The author serves as
recorder and guides the group through the process until students begin
to grasp the idea.
Next, the author uses Guided Fantasy V, "Fantasy for Cinquain", to
help students focus on topics for writing individual Cinquains. After
the Guided Fantasy, students spend time alone writing Cinquains,
At the end of class, students are asked to read their Cinquains
aloud to the group. This activity is voluntary and depending on the
personal nature of their Cinquains, students may choose to read or not
to read their poems.
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^ - Children's Literature : Caldecott Books, Picture Books and Poetry .
Cumulative Time For
Time Each Activity
0
20 20
Warm-up/Transition: Reading The Little
House by Virginia Lee Burton
35 15 Lecture: Caldecott Award
50 15 Students look at books
65 15 Coffee Break
80 15 Lecture: Criteria for Selecting Picture
Books
95 15 Students critique and evaluate books
115 20 Story Dramatization: The Three Bears
140 25 Poetry: Writing Group Cinquains
150 10 Guided Fantasy V: "Fantasy for Cinquain"
170 20
Writing Individual Cinquains and sharing
Cinquains with group
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Caldecott Award
The Caldecott Award is named in honor of the great English illustra-
tor Randolph Caldecott. The award was founded in 1937 by Fredrick Melcher,
Editor, Publishers Weekly and is given annually by the American Library
Association. The Caldecott Award is "awarded to the illustrator of the
most distinguished picture book for children published in the United
States the preceding year. A picture book within the purpose of this
award should be the creation of the artist, the product of his initiative
and imagination. The text of the volume need not be written by the artist,
but must be worthy of the book. It is possible to award the Caldecott
medal to artist who work together."
The award is made by a special Caldecott Awards Committee of the
Children's Services Division of the American Library Association. The
formal presentation of the medal to the winner is made at a banquet at
the American Library Association Conference held in June.
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Criteria for Selecting Picture Books for Children
Materials: Where the Wild Things Are by Maurice Sendak
I. Text and Illustrations Must Work Together
a. Style, medium, and colars must match the text.
The tempera used in Wild Things is rich but not overpowering, the
subdued colors provide shading and detail. Deep blues and greens
establish the mood of a primeval forest, a perfect place for Max
to meet the monsters.
b. Illustrations must conform to the text.
Sendak says that Max is wearing a wolf suit, and Sendak is com-
pelled to draw the suit.
c. A picture should be near the text it illustrates.
Mother sent Max to bed without supper, the picture on the opposite
page shows Max standing alone in his bedroom.
d. Text and pictures should combine to build the story. •
In the second picture of the book a picture on the v^all shows the
head of one of the Wild Things. The pictures and words build like
a crescendo as Max goes to his room and begins to dream. At first
the pictures cover part of a page. Then they completely fill one
page, spill onto the next page, until finally the borders of the
book are barely able to contain all the dream. After the climax,
the paintings begin to get smaller and finally disappear.
II. Questions to ask when selecting picture books for children.
a. Is the art good enought to stand alone?
b. Is the "frame" or format good? The book's size, the appearance of
its type, the design of its dust cover and title page, the spacing
of text and pictures are all elements of format which support or
detract from the picture book.
c. Is the book appropriate? Is it a child's level of seeing things?
d. Is the story within the child's range of comprehension? If the
book is chosen for first graders, is it written so that first
graders are likely to understand it?
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Certain general standards can be applied in selecting the best
literature from a wide variety of books with pictures. These are among
the most important criteria: Text and illustrations must work together;
the pictures must stand alone as art; the format - or frame - of the book
should provide a good setting for the art work; the book should fall
within the child's range of comprehension; and the text and pictures
should combine to build the story.
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Guided Fantasy V : " Fantasy for Cinquain "
Find a place in the room where you can lie down without touching any-
one else.. .Let your body move around a bit until each part finds a com-
fortable place, then let it settle down on that spot... Close your eyes
and turn your attention inward... Be aware of whatever thoughts, words or
images are going through your mind and then let them pass... When your
mind and body is quiet and peaceful, imagine yourself projected into a
scene... see a place unfold before you... a place which gives you a strong
feeling of warm, comfortable, peaceful, relaxed safety.
Get a sense of what the area is like, take time to allow the details
of this place to pass through your mind... Allow your awareness to feel
the colors, textures, shapes, spaces, forms, sound and presence of your
place. When you have noted the details of this inner sanctuary of your
mind, allow your awareness to move from the here and now of this room to
the here and now of your special place.
Now imagine that in the distance you see a light, a radiant, blue-
white glow shimmering before you. Begin to walk toward that light... As
you approach it, it gradually becomes transparent. . .as you draw nearer
and nearer you see an outline beginning to form... As you come closer and
•closer the details of this form begin to take shape and you recognize it
...It could be a person, an object, an animal, a leaf. ..but only you are
aware of its identity.
Reach out your hand and touch it... feel it... caress it, stroke it...
get to know it with your hands...
Now stand back and capture this image in your mind's eye. In a mo-
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ment I will tell you to open your eyes and see this form still vi sable
in your mind' s eye. .
.
When you are ready, gently open your eyes and come back to this
room. Take pen in hand and re-create that moment in Cinquain.
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Class XI
NURSERY RHYMES, STORY POEMS AND HAIKU
Books Needed: The Lorax by Theodor Seuss Geisel; Anthology of Children's
Literature by E. Johnson, E. Sickles, and F. Sayers; The
tall Booir~of Nursery Rhymes by Feodor Rojankovsky; The
Real Mother Goose by Blanche Fisher Wright, Brian Wild-
smith's Mother G'oose by Brian Wildsmith; Mother Goose of
the Old Nursery Rhymes by Kate Greenaway; Granta Grig Had
a Pig and Other Rhymes Without Reason from Mother Goose
Rhymes by Marguerite DeAngeli; Cricket Songs by Harry
Behn; Wind in My Hand by Hanako Fukuda; ana Haiku in
English by Harold G. Henderson
The warm-up/transition xtivity for this class is the reading of
The Lorax by Theodor Seuss Geisel. This story poem has a fanciful ap-
peal to children and presents a timely and controversial issue to adults -
environmental protection.
Literature for children ranges in scope from fables to epics. In
an effort to expose students to as many of these types of literature as
time permits, the author gives a brief definition of: folk literature
which includes fables, fairy tales and folk tales; myth, legends, and
sagas; narrative poetry which includes nursery rhymes, ballads, story
poems, and epics; realistic stories; and finally, biographical material.
Time does not permit an indepth study of this vast array of child-
ren's literature. This class session focuses on Nursery Rhymes and
Story Poems. For lecture information and content on children's litera-
ture the author refers the reader to Johnson, E., Sickles E. and
Sayers,
F. (editors) Anthology of Children's Literature . New York:
Houghton
Mifflin Company, 1970.
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The author brings a variety of Nursery Rhyme books to class and
after the lecture, asks students to take a few minutes to look at the
books. She then asks students to choose four or five Nursery Rhymes that
they don’t know. Later in the class they will be asked to learn these
rhymes, practice reciting them and present them orally in small groups.
Next the author reads several Story Poems to the students. The
author suggests that Story Poems by the following poets be considered for
reading: Theodor Seuss Geisel, Elenor Farjeon, Robert Louis Stevenson
and Christina Rossetti.
For the next activity, students are asked to take the Nursery Rhymes
that they selected earlier and to find a place somewhere in the building
where they can be alone to practice reciting their rhymes. After ten
minutes the students return to the room, form small groups and take turns
reading or reciting Nursery Rhymes to each other.
The last part of this class focuses on Haiku. Haiku (pronounced
"High-coo") is a Japanese word made up of tm smaller words, hai and ku.
Hai means to compose a poem and ku means "a phrase." Haiku are unrhymed
poems with three lines and a total of seventeen syllables: five in the
first line, seven in the second, and five in the third. Occasionally, we
may have to deviate by a syllable as we are writing in English, not
Japanese.
There are rules, however, that do govern the making of Haiku. A
Haiku contains some reference to nature. Haiku must also refer to a par-
ticular event or may connect something in nature to an event.
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Grasshopper
Do not trample to pieces
The pearls of bright dew
This Haiku was written by Issa, a well-known seventeenth Japanese poet.
Note the syllable count is off because of the problem of translation.
Haiku must refer to something that is happening in the here and now
experience of the poet. The experience may be part of an external hap-
pening or may relate to the internal, here and now reality of the poet.
Most important, the author tells her students even though it is not
stated as a rule, some feeling or emotion must come through in the Haiku.
The poet tries to re-create in the Haiku a moment that will show the
writers emotion and arouse emotion in the reader allowing the reader to
see something they may never have seen before.
Forsythia blooms
And little vnnds of spring time
Ring the golden bells.
-Rebecca Caudill (1969)
Although no translation can be true to the exact Japanese, the author
spends ten to fifteen minutes reading Haiku to the students. The author
recommends Cricket Songs translated by Harry Behn; Wind in my Hand, The
Story of Issa by Hanako Fukuda and Haiku in English by Harold G. Hender-
son.
Haiku need not be restricted to the beauty, truth and wisdom of life.
The following Haiku by Issa demonstrates how Haiku can show humor while
expressing a very basic human emotion.
If things were better
for me, flies; I'd invite you
to share my supper.
-Issa (1762 )
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The writing of collective Haiku on newsprint lends emphasis to the
rules governing Haiku and gives students the opportunity to practice put-
ting their thoughts into the poetic form. The author leads the group in
the writing of several collective Haiku' s. Next, the author uses Guided
Fantasy VI: "Fantasy for Haiku" to prepare the students for writing in-
dividual Haiku' s. Students are invited to share their Haiku 's with the
whole group at the end of class.
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Class XI - Nursery Rhymes, Story Poems and Haiku
Cumulative Time For
Time Each Activity
0
15 15
Warm-up/Transition: The Lorax by
Theodor Seuss Geisel
35 20
Lecture: An Overview of Children's
Literature
50 15 Students look at Nursery Rhyme Books
65 15 Story Poems read to students
75 10
Students read and practice reciting
Nursery Rhymes
105 30
Reading or reciting Nursery Rhymes
in small groups
120 15 Coffee Break
140 20
Poetry: "Haiku" - Introduction and
group writing
150 10 Guided Fantasy VI: "Fantasy for Haiku"
170 20
Writing individual Haiku 's and sharing
Haiku 's with group
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Guided Fantasy VI : " Fantasy for Haiku"
Close your eyes and relax... Let your body move around until each
part finds a comfortable place... then let your body settle down on that
spot... As your body quiets down, let your mind become quiet also. Allow
your thoughts to pass as you prepare your mind for a journey.
Think for a moment about all the beautiful places in nature that you
have seen... or the places you would like to see... It might be a setting
at the seashore. . .in the mountains.
. .by a lake... in a meadow... or right
outside the window. Allow your mind's eye to wander over these places.
Now sense yourself being projected into your favorite natural place
...Take a minute and go there... go to the place that draws you.
When you have arrived at your place, allow your awareness to encom-
pass the colors... the textures. . .the shapes... the spaces... the sounds... .
and the feel of your place. ..When you have noted the details of this
beautiful, natural setting, you see a path very near to where you are.
Imagine yourself walking along this path. . .Notice the way nature is sym-
bolized as you see things in and around your path... Stop and kneel down...
touch a wonder of nature. . .stroke it... feel it... see it... get to know it.
Now, return to your path and continue walking. Walk until you find
other natural things or see natural creatures who live in this sanctuary
...Take a minute and continue to explore.
Now look around you and find a quiet spot where you can rest. Listen
carefully to my voice. Continue to rest with your eyes closed and become
aware, once again, of the natural things that you encountered on your walk.
Create an image awareness of their textures, shapes, sizes, colors, and
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try to rekindle the feelings they evoked in you. In a moment I will
tell you to open your eyes and see this scene still vi sable in your image
eye. You will be able to see it, feel it. ..and know it. When you open
your eyes you will be able to capture it and its meaning for you in a
form that will last forever.
When you are ready, gently open your eyes and taking pen in hand,
loosen your spirits and let go with words. . .re-create that moment in
Haiku.
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Class XII
STORYTELLING WITH THE FLANNEL BOARD, QUIZ CARDS, AND "AN AWARENESS OF SELF”
Materials: Pel Ion or white interfacing fabric (one yard for each student),
colored, non- toxic markers, scissors. Storytelling with the
Flannel Board
, Vol. I, II, and III by Paul S. Anderson, white
tag board (50 sheets, 36 x 48), crayons, illustrated child-
ren's books.
Record; "Peter and the Wolf" by Prokofiev
One purpose of this class is to give students time to make (1)
flannel graph characters to use with flannel board story telling, and
(2) to give students time to make Quiz Cards.
Flannel graph Stories : Flannel graph stories and flannel board story
telling simply transfer the book illustration to the flannel board.
Students select a story, trace the story characters on pel Ion or inter-
facing, cut them out and color them. The author allows enough time for
each student to complete one story that they can take with them when they
leave class.
Quiz Cards : Quiz cards are visual aids used to enhance reading
readiness, comprehension and recall. They are fun, game-like, and can be
used in a teacher/child relationship by groups of children working with-
out the teacher, or by individual children working alone.
Students cut tag board into 14" long x 7" wide sheets. Then the
sheet is folded in book fashion so that the overlay is 6" long. This
leaves a 2" margin on the underlay.
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On the front of the card the student writes a content question. For
example, "In the story about the Three Bears , whose porridge was all
eaten up?"
The answer is visually represented on the underlay. In this case,
the student would draw or glue a picture of "bricks" on the underlay or
inside of the card. The illustration of the answer should be placed so
that part of the illustration is vi sable when the card is closed. This
enables non-readers to use the Quiz Cards alone and with each other. By
seeing part of the answer, or "getting a hint", non-readers can formulate
the question in their own words.
The author suggests the following stories to use with Quiz Cards:
The Three Little Pigs
,
The Elves and the Shoemaker
,
The Bremen Town Musi-
cians
,
The Fisherman and His Wife
,
Rapunzel
,
Show White and The Seven
Dwarfs
,
Rumpel stiltskin
.
Little Red Riding Hood , Cinderella and The Glass
Shoe
,
Jack and The Beanstalk
,
Peter and The Wolf
,
The Three Billy Goats
Gruff
,
The Ugly Duckling , and Hansel and Gretel .
"An Awareness of Self" activity helps students to assess their level
of interaction, participation and learning in the class. The author asks
students to form pairs and to take turns asking and answering the follow-
ing questions:
Participation : Did I participate? Did all participate? Were some
excluded? Did I feel included? Was it difficult for me to participate?
Am I satisfied with my level of participation.
Coninuni cation : Did I feel free to talk? Was there any interruption
or cutting others off? Did I listen to others? Did others listen to
me?
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Sensitivity and Openness : Were others sensitive to my needs? Was
I sensitive to others in the class? Did I share my feelings with others?
Did others share their feelings with me?
Learnings : Did I learn from this class? Did I learn from the
other class members? Did I contribute to the learning of others? Were
my own personal learning goals met? What did I learn? So what does that
mean? What will I do with my learning?
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Class XII - Storytelling with the Flannel Baord, Quiz Cards, and "An
Awareness of Self"
Cumulative
Time
Time For
Each Activity
20 20
80 60
95 15
125 30
170 45
Warm-up/Transition: Flannel Board
Story, Peter and the Wolf
,
accompanied
by Prokofiev's symphonic music
Making flannel graph stories
Coffee Break
"An Awareness of Self" Activity
Making Quiz Cards
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Class XIII
TERMINATION AND TRANSITION
This class is important for establishing future connections. For
many students this is not only the ending of this class but the ending of
their college years as undergraduates as well. Since most of the students
in this class are seniors, they will soon be beginning teaching careers
or other new ventures into the professional world.
In the preceding class the author asks the students if they want to
have a party during this class time. They usually want to and everyone
brings some type of refreshments.
The author likes to involve students in a positive feedback activity.
Students tape a 8 1/2 x 11 sheet of paper to each others backs, then they
mill around the room and write comments or personal messages to each
other on the sheet. This activity gives each student a tangible repre-
sentation of how they are perceived by others.
Students have time to make plans for getting together in the future
or for saying good-bye. Students also complete the course evaluations.
The author then gives out a student name and address list which has been
prepared ahead of time.
This class usually ends early, but students often stay on either to
spend more time with each other or to talk to the author.
Grass Is Greener
A Collection of Nursery Songs, Movement Activities
and Finger Plays for Young Children
Linda Edwards Greene
1981
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Miss Molly Had a Babv
Miss Molly had a baby, she called him Tiny Tim;
She put him in the bathtub, to teach him how to swim.
He drank up all the water, he ate up all the soap;
He tried to eat the bathtub, but it wouldn't go down his throat.
She sent for the doctor, she sent for the nurse,
She sent for the lady, with the alligator purse.
Mumps said the doctor, measles said the nurse.
Chicken pox said the lady, with the alligator purse.
Out went the doctor, out went the nurse.
Out went the lady, with the alligator purse.
Zudie-0
Let's go zu-die-o, zu-die-o, zu-die-o.
Let's go zu-die-o, all night long.
We're walking through the al-ley, al-ley, al-ley.
Walking through the alley all night long.
Step back Sally, Sally, Sally,
Step back Sally, all night long.
Here comes another one, another one, another one.
Just like the other one, all night long.
And they're going (Start at beginning and repeat).
Walk to School
Walk, walk, walk to school, walk to school together,
Walk, walk, walk to school, walk to school together.
Clap, clap, clap your hands, clap your hands together.
Clap, clap, clap your hands, clap your hands together.
Blink your eyes etc.
Tap your head etc.
Wiggle your nose etc.
(Children can create their own words and actions for this play)
Ten Little Bears '
There were ten little bears lying in bed,
One jumped up and this is what he said,
"Roll over, roll over"
There were nine little bears lying in bed,
One jumped up and this is what he said
"Roll over, roll over" (Continue with last bear saying "good night"
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Little Cabin in the Woods
Little cabin in the woods,
Little man by the window stood.
Saw a rabbit hopping by.
Knocking at the door.
"Help me, help me, help me" he said,
"Or thehjnter will shoot me dead!"
Little rabbit come inside.
Safely you'll abide.
Open, Shut Them
Open, shut them. Open, shut them.
Let your hands go clap.
Open, shut them. Open shut them.
Put them in your lap.
Walk them, walk them, walk them, walk them.
Right up to your chin.
Open up your little mouth
But do not let them ini
I Can Move
I can move to the right, right, right,
I can move to the left, left, left.
I can move to the right, right, right,
I can move to the left, left, left.
I can move forward, watch me go,
I can move backward, very, very slow.
I can move up and I can move down,
I can turn around, turn around.
And then fall down.
Dear Friends
Dear friends, dear friends.
Let me tell you how I feel.
You have given me your riches,
I love you so.
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I've Got a Rhythm in My Heart
I've got a rhythm in my heart,
I've got a rhythm in my heart,
I've got a rhythm in my heart oh honey
I've got a rhythm in my heart.
I've got a rhythm in my pi use. .. .etc.
I've got a rhythm in my world etc.
I ^ a rhythm in my world.
Thumbkin
Where is thumbkin, where is thumbkin?
Here I am, here I am.
How are you today sir?
Very well I say sir.
Run away, run away.
Where is pointer?
Where is tall man?
Where is ring man?
Where is pinky?
Where's the whole family, where's the whole family?
Here we are, here we are.
How are today sirs?
Very well I say sirs.
Run away, run away.
Two Little Blackbirds
Two little blackbirds sitting on a hill.
One named Jack, the other named Jill.
Fly away Jack, fly away Jill,
No little blackbirds sitting on a hitt.
Come back Jack, come back Jill.
Two little blackbirds sitting on a hill.
Come Follow Me
Come follow me in a line, in a Tine, oh
Come follow me, we will go this way.
Come follow me, we will go this way, oh
Come follow me, we will go this way.
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Daniel
Walk believer, walk. . .Daniel
,
Walk believer, walk.
. .Daniel
.
Vial k bel i ever, ‘walk... Dani el . .
.
Hop believer, hop... Dani el
Hop believer, hop. . .Daniel ... (etc)
Fly like an eagle, etc.
Swim like a fish, etc.
Freeze like a statue.
Sit like a rabbit.
. .etc.
The Bus Ride
The money on the bus goes clink, clink, clink.
Clink, clink, clink; Clink, clink, clink.
The money on the bus goes clink, clink, cling.
All 'round the town.
The driver on the bus says "Move 'em on back" ...
The wipers on the bus go swish, swish, swish ...
The horn on the bus goes beep, beep, beep ...
The baby on the bus goes whyh, whyh, whyh ...
The parent on the bus goes shh, shh, shh ...
The people on the bus fall asleep, asleep ...
There Was A Little Turtle
There was a little turtle.
He lived in a box.
He swam in a puddle.
He climbed upon a rock.
He snapped at a mosquito.
He snapped at a flea.
He snapped at a minnow.
And then snapped at mel
He caught the misquito.
He caught the flea.
He caught the minnow.
But he didn't catch me!
Jack in the Box
Jack in the box, all shut up tight.
Not a breath of air,
Not a ray of light.
How tired he must be, all down in a heap.
We'll open the lid and up he will leap.
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Miss Molly Mack
Miss Molly Mack, Mack, Mack,
All dressed in black, black, black
With silver buttons, buttons, buttons
All down her back, back, back.
She asked her mother, mother, mother.
For fifteen cents, cents, cents.
To see the elephants, elephants, elephants
Jump over the fence, fence, fence.
They jumped so high, high, high.
They reached the sky, sky sky.
And they never came back, back, back,
'Till the 4th of July, July, July.
(Hand play: Begin with children keeping time by clapping their own hands,
then alternate by clapping their own hands and the palms of the child fac-
ing them. This can be refined to clapping alternately their own hands
and the opposite palms of their partners.)
Head and Shoulders, Baby
Head and shoulders baby, one, two, three.
Head and shoulders baby, one, two, three
Head and shoulders baby, one, two, three
Head and shoulders, head and shoulders.
Head and shoulders, baby, one, two, three.
Shoulders, knees, baby, one, two, three.
Shoulders, knees, baby, one, two, three.
Shoulders, knees, shoulders, knees.
Shoulders, knees baby, one, two, three.
Knees and ankles baby, one, two, three.
Knees and ankles baby, one, two, three.
Knees and ankles, knees and ankles.
Knees and ankles baby, one, two, three.
Five Little Squirrels
Five little squirrels sitting in a tree.
The first one said, "What do I see?"
The second one said "A man with a gun,"
The third one said, "Then we'd better run"
The fourth one said, "Let's hide in the shade"
The fifth one said, "Well I'm not afraid"
ThmBang went the gun, and how they did run!
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The Bear Hunt
Let's go on a bear hunt.
All righty.
Let's go.
Hey lookie, there's a gate.
Can't go over it, can't go around it.
Let's go through it.
All right.
Let's go.
Hey lookie, there's a mud puddle.
Can't go under it, can't go around it.
Let's go through it.
All righty.
Let's go.
(Continue the play seeing a river, wheat field, bridge and a tree)
Then. .
.
Hey lookie, there's a cave.
Can't go around it.
Can't go over it.
Let's go in it.
All righty.
Let's go.
I see some long, sharp teeth,
I feel some nice, soft fur.
Ohhhhhhhh! It's a bear!!
(Retrace steps back to the gate, ending with...
Boy, it sure is good to be back home!!
Pitter-Patter
Pitter-patter, pitter-patter.
Here the lovely rain.
Pitter-patter, pitter-patter.
On the window pane.
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The Old Grey Cat
The old grey cat is sleeping, sleeping, sleeping
The old grey cat is sleeping in the house.
The little mice are creeping, creeping, creeping.
The little mice are creeping in the house.
The little mice are nibbling, nibbling, nibbling.
The little mice are nibbling in the house.
The little mice are sleeping, sleeping, sleeping.
The little mice are sleeping in the house.
The old grey cat comes creeping, creeping, creeping.
The old grey cat comes creeping in the house.
The little mice all scamper, scamper, scamper.
The little mice all scamper in the house.
It*s Raining, It*s Pouring
It's raining, it's pouring.
The old man is snoring.
He jumped in bed and he bumped his head.
And he couldn't get up in the morning.
Rain, rain, go away.
Come again another day.
This Little Light of Mine
This little light of mine. I'm gonna let it shine.
This little light of mine. I'm gonna let it shine.
This little light of mine. I'm gonna let it shine.
Let it shine all the time, let it shine.
Hide it under a basket? No, I'm gonna let it shine.
Hide it under a basket? No, I'm gonna let it shine.
Hide it under a basket? No, I'm gonna let it shine
Let it shine all the time, let it shine.
All around the neighborhood, I'm gonna let it shine.
All around the neighborhood, I'm gonna let it shine.
All around the neighborhood, I'm gonna let it shine.
Let it shine all the time, let it shine.
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Punchinello
What can you do Punchinello, Punchinello,
What can you do Punchinello in the shoe?
Oh, we can do it too Punchinello, Punchinello,
Oh, we can do it too, Punchinello in the shoe.
Oh who do you choose, Punchinello, Punchinello?
Oh who do you choose, Punchinello in the shoe?
Leaves Are Gol den
Leaves are golden, leaves are golden.
Skies are blue, skies are blue.
I'm in love with autumn. I'm in love with autumn.
How about you, how about you?
Snow Is Falling
Snow is falling, snow is falling.
Skies are grey, skies are grey
I'm in love with winter, I'm in love with winter.
What a nice day, what a nice day.
Grass Is Greener
Grass is Greener, grass is greener.
Skies are blue, skies are blue.
I'm in love with Springtime, I'm in love with Springtime,
How about you, how about you?
The Grand Old Duke of York
The Grand Old Duke of York,
He had ten thousand men.
He fnarched them up the hill.
And marched them down again.
And when you're up, you're up.
And when you're down, you're down
And when you're only half way up.
You're neither up nor down!
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Roly Poly
Roly poly, roly poly, up, up, up.
Roly poly, roly poly, down, down, down.
Roly poly, roly poly, out, out, out.
Roly poly, roly poly, in, in, in.
Go For A Walk
We are going to go for a walk.
Come on children, let's go for a walk.
Come everybody with blue shoes on, come everybody with blue shoes on.
Come everybody with red socks on, come everybody with red socks on.
(Continue until every child has joined the walk)
Thank you blue shoes, you may sit down.
Thank you blue shoes, you may sit down.
Thank you red socks, you may sit down.
Thank you red socks, you may sit down.
(Continue until every child has sat down)
Sing a Song of Sixpense
Sing a song of sixpense, a pocket full of rye.
Four and twenty blackbirds, baked in a pie.
When the pie was open, the birds began to sing.
Wasn't that a dainty dish to set before the King.
The King was in his counting house, counting out his money,
The Queen was in the parlor, eating bread and honey.
The maid was in the garden, hanging out the clothes.
When along came a blackbird and pecked off her nose.
Ency Weency Spider
The ency weency spider climbed up the water spout,
Down came the rain and washed the spider out.
Out came the sun and dried up all the rain.
And the ency, weency spider crawled up the spout again.
Two Little Hands Go Clap, Clap, Clap
Two little hands go clap, clap, clap
Two little feet go tap, tap, tap.
One little child jumps up from the chair.
Two little hands go high in the air.
One little body turns around and around.
And one little child can sit right down.
I Wiggle
I wiggle my fingers, I wiggle my toes,
I wiggle my shoulders, I wiggle my nose.
Now no more wiggles are left in me.
So I'll be as still, as still can be.
I'm Tall
, I 'm Small
I'm tall, I'm very tall.
I'm small, I'm very small.
Sometimes I'm tall, sometimes I'm small
Guess what I am now.
I'm fat. I'm very fat.
I'm thin. I'm very thin.
Sometimes I'm fat, sometimes I'm thin.
Guess what I am now.
(Other opposites may be used as: I'm glad/sad; fast/slow)
If You're Happy and You Know It
If you're
If you're
If you're
Then your
If you're
happy and you know it, clap your hands,
happy and you know it, clap your hands,
happy and you know it,
face will surely show it,
happy and you know it, clap your hands.
If you're
If you're
If you're
Then your
If you're
sad and you know it, wipe your eyes,
sad and you know it, wipe your eyes,
sad. and you know it,
face will surely show it,
sad and you know it wipe your eyes
If You're Happy and You Know It (continued)
If you're mad and you know it, stamp your feet.
If you're mad and you know it, stamp your feet.
If you're mad and you know it.
Then you're face will surely show it.
If you're made and you know it, stamp your feet.
Repeat first verse.
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